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The funeral services were held at the eburct
in Morrill Sunday, May 6tb, Rev. D. L. Wilson of Belfast officiating. Her remains were
carried to Freedom cemetery Monday, May
7th, where she reposes by the side of hei
husband.

OBITUARY.

'usive, beginning at 7.30
:ing songs and short ades of the utmost possible
features. All who can
urged to avail theuiges of these services.
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of the Waldo County
\
cii.tion will be held in
■li. belfast, Friday, June
In* held in the forenoon,
Mr. H. E. Lufkin
ug.
and Miss Lucy Stock of
be present to speak and
a,
Adand conferences.
eem b* Kev. Fred Morgan
V. lute of Colby College, it
,*
sundae Schools in the

Mr. Charles 0. Clark died at the Royal
Hotel in East St. Louis, 111., Monday, May
7th, after a week’s illness and a subsequent
surgical operation. He was born in Belfast, Aug. 22, 1848, the son of the late Capt.
and Mrs. Isaac Clark and is survived by a
brother and two sisters, Warren P. Clark
of Florida, Mrs. Henry D. Gilman and Mrs.
William A. Kimball. He attended the public schools in this city and later was employed as clerk and was a member of the
old Belfast band. About thirty years ago
he left Belfast, going first to Boston and
later to the West, and was engaged in the
hotel business in Chicago, Kansas City and
East St. Louis, lie had a natural aptitude
for this business, and a sunny disposition
and genial manner contributed to bis success.
He never forgot or lost his love for
his old home and made frequent visits here,
and was looking forward to coining east
this summer to go down the bay and have a
chowder. The sloop Jennette was built for
him and named for his mother, for whom
he cared in her declining years. He was a
devoted son and brother, as the sorrowing
ft
a wide circle of friends,
but a few weeks ago that we acknowledged in these columns receipt of contributions from Mr. Clark for the Old Ladies'
Home and the Waldo County Hospital, of
which he learned through The Journal, and
which testified to his warm interest in his
Mr. Clark was connected
native place.
with two hotels in East St. Louis, fie had
just taken a new lease for five years of the
was

horn

soldier in the war of the rebellion, going as a
recruit to the 8th Maine Regiment, Company
r.,siintbil
He was wounded in the hip by a rebel
H.
bullet, which took off the top of the hip
h r SOCIETIES.
: bone, in a skirmish at Spring llill, Virginia
to tire hospital,
| Dec. 11, 1804, and was sent
-pecial meeting of Time- where he would have died, homesick and
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The report of tax collector was read aud

approved. Mr. Sargent reported that he
had paid the treasurer from February 28,
1906, to May 1, 1906, $2,384.92.
The report of the inspector of building
was read and accepted. Mr. Howard reported the following new buildings: a 2 story
dwelling house for C. G. Dickey, Bay view
street,

1h

story dwelling house for Win.
a

lfc story dwelling

house for Guy Peavey, High street, a ly
story dwelling house for Ihoinas Robinson,
Waldo avenue, a H story dwelling for Miss
Jeffords, Charles street, a 2J story dwelPerry, East Belfast.
for I. I

ling-house
The following buildings were enlarged
and repaired: S. Thompson's clothing factory, Church street, enlarged; L. L. Centner's building, High street, repaired; Pythian Block, corner Main and High streets,
improved; li. Chenery’s dwelling house.
Main street, additions built.
The committee on lights reported favorably on the petitions for an arc light on Bay
View street and at the junction of Vine and

High streets.
The committee
highways reported
on the petition for a street between Union and Bay View streets.
on

un-

favorablyr

The committtee on sidewalks was given
further time.
Road Commissioner J. F. Wilson reported
as follows:
Gentlemen: I hereby submit my monthly
report. I have expended on the highways
for the month ending April 30,1906, $474.01.
I have made a thorough inspection of all the
roads in Belfast. I have driven over every
mile of road, and walked over every sidewalk, and have formed a pretty good idea
of their condition, and made notes of everything that appeared to need attention. All
roads that, in ray judgment, are reasonably
safe for travel, 1 propose to spend as little
money on as possible. In my investigation
of bridges and sidewalks, it will require the
following outlay: Bridges, $1,393.52; walks.
$2,823.16. 1 would recommend an appropriation for roads, bridges and walks, a sum of
not less than $12,000, and for State road,
$600.
A petition for an appropriation for a rence
for the public park was granted.
A petition for a sidewalk on Green street
was read and referred to committee on sidewalks.
an arc light at or near the
of Cedar and Pine streets was read
and referred to the committee on lights.
An order that the road commissioner be
paid $75 lor the use of his horse for the ensuing y ear passed the common council and
was laid on the table in board of aldermen.
An order that the salary of the members
of the two hose companies and the members
of the hook and ladder company shall be
fixed at $12 per man for the year—these sal-

A

petition for

corner

|

I

|

j! aries

NUMBER

sum be raised and is appropriated as follows :
For
Contingent expenses and
salaries. $5,300 00
For interest on bonded debt. 5,000 00
For highways, bridges and sidewalks. 12,000 00
For fire department.
3,950 00
For support of poor.
2,600 00
For sinking fund for new school

2,000 00

building.

For sewers.
For general school purposes.
For Free High school.
For general repairs and insurance
For free text books.
For school contingent.
For permanent repairs on school
houses.
For discount on taxes.
For State roads.
For cemetery (tomb).

1,500 00

Mrg

mit the Belfast Improvement Society to
make such improvements in said park as
they may desire, without expense to the
city, after the plans for said improvements
have been approved by said commissioners

!

Here it is the tenth of May and

days.
Mr. J. C. Gould of Houiton visited relatives in this vicinity last week.
Abner Gilmore arrived by Saturday morning’s-boat from Seattle, Wash.

war

<

|

\

Mrs. Malinda Smith of Belfast is visiting
friends in town.
W. F. Emmons wears an expansive smile.
It is a girl this time.
Lena Sargent went to Brewer Saturday,
where she is to teach school.

C. E. Lane is about the streets, but is far
from feeling as well as formerly.

2,000*0

Hfi*w

fi

Miss Maud E. Mathews returned Tuesday
from Boston, where she spent several weeks.
Mrs. James C. Durham returned Saturday night from several months stay in the
west.

Woburn, Mass.
Mrs. Mary G. Strout celebrated the 89th
anniversary of her birth Monday, April
20th, at the residence of her son, Oscar L.
Strout, 31 Wendover street, Uphaiu’s Corner, Mass. Her four children, Mrs. G. P.
Clyde B. Holmes has left for the South,
Lombard of Belfast, Maine, Mr. Howard E.
Strout of Brockton, Mr. Charles M. Strout where he will enter a forestry school for a
of Woburn, aud Mr. Oscar Strout of Dor- two years course.
chester, all were with her. Mrs. Strout
Mrs. Alice I. Thumbs returned Tuesday
was born in Durham, Maine, April 29,1817.
Her ruaideu name was Mary Gerrish. She from visits in South Bend, Indiana, and
of
Merrill
W.
Strout
that
town and Minneapolis, Minn.
married
lived there till 1870, when she moved to WoDeacon and Mrs. Loren Fletcher arrived
burn, where she now makes her home. In
the evening a formal reception was held, a home Tuesday from Lowell, Mass., where
great many friends calling to congratulate
the winter.
Mrs. Strout, bringing many presents and a they spent
wealth of flowers, which were banked
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Knowlton have
around a grandfather’s clock built in 1802,
just returned from a trip to Washington
which was one of the wedding presents of
Mrs. Strout’s mother. Mrs. Strout wore a and Norfolk, Virginia.
black silk dress made entirely by herself.
Professor Charles D. Woods, director of
The old lady is particularly hale. She does
the Maine Experiment Station at Orono,
not use glasses, and can see to thread her
own needles.
She came from Woburn to was in town on business Monday.
Dorchester alone, and made seven calls the
R. Gardner Pendleton has been spending
day before she left, some a mile and a half
a few days in this city from Boston this
away from her home.—Boston Globe.
This write-up is accompanied by an ex- week, the guest of Orrin J. Dickey.
cellent picture of Mrs. Strout, which her
Harry H. Carter has been spending a few
many friends here could not fail to recog- days at home from Portland with his
nize. There are some slight inaccuries in parents, Mr. and and Mrs. II. H. Carter.
the account, as Mrs. Lombard, her only
Miss Jessie Moody has returned from a
daughter, was not able to be present, and, visit in Stonington. She did not go there to
as the cut shows, Mrs.
does
use
Strout
open a millinery store as reported last week.
glasses, though her sight is wonderfully
Mrs. Augusta S. Frederick and Charles
clear. She has spent a number of seasons
W. Frederick returned Tuesday evening
at the Lombard cottage on the North Shore,
from Florida, where they spent the winter.
Nortbport, where she has been the life and
Mrs. Arthur I. Brown, who spent tbe wincenter of many pleasant gatherings.
Many
friends in town, also, are always glad to ter in Augusta with iier husoanu, has arrived home. Mr. Brown was in the city
hear of Mrs. Strout’s arrival for a visit at
the home of her daughter in this city; and, Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hill of Fitchburg,
though they be a bit tardy, the congratulations of her Belfast acquaintances are none Mass., former residents of Rock port, were
called to Rockland last week by the death of
the less hearty.
Mr. Hills' mother, Mrs. Maria H. Hill.
OF
WALDO
CO.
MEETING
VETERANS.
Edgar Bean, who recently purchased a
farm in Thorndike, Me., was iu Caribou a
The Waldo County Veteran Association tew
days last week oil business and calling
met by invitation in Silver Harvest Grange on friends.—Aroostook Republican.
hall, Waldo, May 4tli. In the absence of
Benjamin i‘. Palmer of the Boston Globe
President D. O. Bowen Past President Loand Mrs Palmer were in Bangor last week
renzo IJ. Jones called the forenoon meeting
to attend the funeral services of Mrs. Palmto order, and in the absence of the secretary
er’s mother, Mrs. Mehitable A. Burbank.
Comrade S. L. Barlow acted as secretary
Miss Louise W. Richards of Belfast was
pro tem. The following invitation was read:
To the Waldo County Veterans Association, one of the guests at the annual reception
and ball of the Bowdoin Chapter of the
Greeting:
At the regular meeting of Honesty Grange,
Zeta l’si fraternity at Brunswick last week.
V,,
aa
A
IS
100,1
if
rtn.iniiiw.ncliiiruu

voted to extend an invitation to the Waldo
County Veteran Association to meet at
Honesty Grange hall m June as guests of

Creamery.

The old grist mill at Frankfort, formerly
owned by the Waldo Granite Company, was
bought recently by the Frankfort Creamery
Company, and is being fitted for a creamery. The president of the company, Chas.
F. Drake, is one of Frankfort's young and
successful farmers; the treasurer, W. S.
Grant, a successful business man, with a
practical knowledge of Maine farming; the

Mrs. Abbie Irving has been confined to
the house by illness for some time.
Mrs. Fannie Merritt has returned from a
few weeks visit ^ith friends in Boston.

narry VV. Littlefield is in Burnham grafting this week. lie has all he can do in
Miss Hattie Bates, who is employed i t that line.
Our farmers are stocking up with cows,
Boston, spent a few days in Belfast the I whieh
is the nritnpr thincr
tin
There has
past week.
been far too much hay sold.
Hugh D. McLellan returned Monday to
Charles H. Dickey has returned from
Boston, after a brief visit at tbe home cf New Brunswick with a pair of the best
team horses ever owned in this vicinity.
his parents.

W. Ilassan has gone to Temp.e Heights
get his cottage ready for occupancy,
when he will move his family there. He
will have tbe store at the Heights this seaA.

to

son.

Mrs

K

S

f^nrhntn nf

I’.nvtiin Iig*

hnnn in

Belfast this week. She visited her cottage at
Nortliport, and has gone to Bangor for a
few days before opening the cottage for the
summer.

l)r. and Mrs. D. P. Old way
the engagement of
Miss Jessie Barrett, to Claude
Tyler, Texas. The wedding
early in the fall.
announce

of Camden
her sister,
S. Knox of
will occur

Rev. C. II. Bryant, formerly the Methodist pastor in Nortliport and who assisted
in the building of the chapel in East Northport, was assigned to Penobscot at the recent

conference.

the request of the late Mrs. Sarah C. I
Sherman and her daughter. Miss Flora,
Rev. G. G. and Mrs. Winslow will in a few
| days, move from No. 29 Miller street into
j the Sherman home, East Belfast.
At

Mr. Austin B. West of Winterport, a forresident of Belfast, was in town Saturday on business. Mr. West is 83 years of
age, but took the long drive from Winterport and return over the bad roads.
mer

and Mrs. P. C. Blaisdell of Bradford,
Pa., who have been visiting in Winterport,
were at their cottage on Northpoit Campground for a short time Tuesday. They
are among our most popular summer soMr.

Many tons of fertilizer have been delivered from this station. A large acreage of
potatoes will be planted in this vicinity this
season.

Geo. 11. ltyder has purchased the Frank
Foss place on the Pond Hill road, lie is investing in real estate here with the evident
intention of staying by us.
The High school closes this week, Friday,
and in the evening they will have a sociable
and general good time at Union llall. Refreshments will be served.
Miss Inez M. Hutchinson lias returned
from a short vacation, during which she
visited friends in Readfield, Maine, Brockton, Mass., and other places.
Charles F. Bessey has returned from the
Provinces with a young stallion that he believes will equal Old Prince as a sire of
general purpose horses for the farmer.
A. B. Huff has taken the contract to move
the Peavey storehouse. It is a large building and one half of it goes en to the W. F.
Emmons lot and the other on to the Peavey
lot.
It is understood that a petition is out to
make a route around the Fenlason Hill on
the Monroe Road. The present town officials, however, favor the old route and a liberal expenditure of dynamite.
Mr. Guy Prime, our new market man,
has evidently made up his mind to settle
with us. He has taken a bride in the person of Miss Bertha Hall and in due time
they will be keeping house for themselves.

We were much please receutij at receiva letter from A. M. Jones, M. 1)., of
Milo. Mr. Jones was a Brooks boy and
will be remembered by many in this vicinity. He is a graduate o[ the Maine Central
Institute, of Bates College and of the Bowdoin Medical school and has settled down
llis many friends
to a successful practice,
here wish him continued success.
Brooks has a few mighty nice carriage
horses. W. 11. Hobbs has a nice pair of
blacks; A. B. Payson of R. F. D. route No
1 has a dandy that he keeps for dress-up
will give
purposes; C. F. Fogg lias one that
new one
you a good drive; C. E. Lane has a
that it does you good to hear Charles brag
that
others
several
In fact," there are
on.
can throw the du t in the faces of what are
called good ones.
Hon. Isaac G. Reynolds died at liis home
in South Brooks last Saturday evening, lie
had been breaking down for some months,
hut did not take to his bed until a few days
before his death. He was 76 years of age

ing

and ins

wnoie

me,

won

me excepiiuii

^

few years spent in California, was passed
in Brooks. His death is a distinct loss to
the community. The funeral was held at
his late home Tue>day, Rev. Humphrey
Small ofti iating. The Brooks male quartette sang, Mrs. Amanda IVabody accoinpaning upon the organ.
One thing of which we are right glad is
that the truam board of the tow n, headed
to their
by Dr. N. R. Cook, are attending
cli.lduty, in every town there are alwas or indreii who by reason of lack of control
habitually
terest by parents or guardians
in their
play the truant at tlie ver\ period
lives when school .study and discipline can
1 he
them.
to
be made the nn>st beneficial
a .cl
truant officers should be encouraged
thank
sustained in their laudable but often
know
less efforts to help those who do not
enough to help themselves.
Last
Board ok Trade Organized.
at the
Friday evening a meeting was held
office of N. K. Cook, M. D., for the purpose
of organizing a Board of Trade. The meet
ing was well attended bj our most publicand the general
spirited and active citizens
sentiment was that such an organization
should b- formed, which was accordingly
Presidone. The officers are as follows:
L.
dent. John 11. Gordon; Vice Presidents,
A. Carpenter and Win. H. Rolfe; Secretary,
Di;
1
R.
A.
lUey
N. K. Cook; Treasurer,
I. Hux
rectors, A. K. Chase, F. R. \ ork, 1.
have
ford, A. K. Kilgore. The idea is tobut for
ornament
for
something not merely
the practical benefit of the town, and committees were appointed as follows:
II. E.
Bylaws, W. S. Jones, C. b. biles,
->

Reading Room, F. R. \» rk, b. VV. Brown,
II. E. Staples.
u
S.
Streets and Sidewalks, 0. VV Lane, VV
Jones, \V. E. Barker.
Entertainment, A. E. Kilgore, L v. tar
penter, E. B. Edwards.
Manufactures, A. E. Chase, b. L- Daggett*
E. A. Carpenter.
'>.
Now Streets and New Buildings, b.
Brown, M. J. Dow, E. G. Kobeits.
a
F. VV. Brown, Jr., bNq. was appointed
committee to attend to tlit; matter ot incor...

...

journers.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Robertson left
yesterday for Portland, where they will reMr. Robertson has been employed i poration.
side.
it
It was voted to meet regularly evei >
for some years with Ben D. Feld in the
office oi
day evening, for the present, at the
in
friends
left
store.
many
They
grocery
N. R. Cook.
Belfast.
Mrs. George E. Brackett has received
County Convention VV. C. T. U.
letters from her sister, Mrs. J. H. Powell
"ill
of Alameda, and her niece, Mrs. Waldo Paul
The county \V. (■• T. U. convention
•). K.
They were not per- beheld in Niouroe June 2(»th. Mrs.
of Santa Clara, Calif
National
a
! Barney of Rhode Inland, long
sonally injured but their homes received 1 jjlSpt
,‘is to he with us during the afternoon
these
Mr. Powell, I
some injury from the shook.
i-nd speak in the evening. There are
union
in
San
business
lumber
the
in
is
who
i fines oi special effort 1 wi.-h every
Let e\ei \
Francisco, lost histollice.
| and every member would pursue.
ip<hihu«i
Rev. J. W. Hatch, who has been seriously union n oil
io J«»ui
then
office:*:
iepori
held, and elect
ill, is improving and will occupy his pulpil ! countv
L. ( anetou,
sec ret a \. Miss Fiorn
next Sunday. Mrs. llaieh is expec.ed horn*
member
pay net
F. D. Let every
!
: Troy,’K.
soon from Boston, where she underwent
All dues
dues’ and get a new member. tivasurei,
surgical operation. Her mother, Mrs. Elk
in the hands of toe county
I
M. Flye of Island Falls, has also been ll 1 must be
K. 1-. 1*
by dune
while visiting her daughter’s family, but \: ! Mrs. A. 6. lyler, Troy,
it she
•,nt!i. I wish every member would see
improving.
1L. than
U
j cannot do more for the \\.
loea.
ami
the
will
secretary
speaking
A recent iuterscholastic prize
usual. Then,
up al
superintendent take pains to gatherofficers.
contest in Franklin, Mass., was participate*
to
the
county
these items and report
in by representatives of the High schools o
report.
Write them, even it you have no
^
The county officers cannot report to the
Franklin, nieoneiu, iituiij,
W rite
them.
to
local
the
report
bridge and Woonsocket. Of one of the prizi .state unless
do not
to your county president, if you
winners in whom Helfast people will be in
know the name ot your county superintendent.
terested the ltoston Globe says:
Last, but not least, do not rest until
subscribers loi
1
of
seeom
winner
the
you have tried to get new
Miss Clara Savage,
in the Last, and C ruthe
Union
of Kev. Join
Signal,Star
is
the
daughter
for
girls,
prize
One sub criber to every
sader Monthly
A. Savage of Medfield. She has always heel
ten
four members is the aim for the Signal;
sueeesslul in amateur theatricals. She i
each l uion, as a mefrom
just finishing her second year at the Kalpi new subscribers
morial to Miss Dow, tor the Mar. Some
VVheelock high school.•
of
unions are doing it; why not all. Some
Miss Savage’s picture appears with th
the small unions are coming up to loo per
lor
one
other five winners.
cent on Signal subscriptions: i. e.,
Mrs. \ K. Hollins*
every member. W rite to
The engagement of Leander Jaeksi n o
aim
literature
of
State
superintendent
Morrill,bates, ’Otgand Miss I'earl 1’. alter
for the papers, at t»4 Kuiery street,
daughter ot Mrs. Fannie G. Carter of Wes agent
for
Portland,
helps.
lioxbury, Mass., is announced The we<
Lmily F. Milleh,
Mis
ding will take place in the fall.
County President.
when
in
friends
belfast,
Cartel has many
she resided at one tune, and was a meuibe
Brewer for Resubmission.
of the Helfast High school, class of 1903
Miss Carter was the valedictorian of tin
in brewer
At the Republican caucus held
class of lliatt. Freedom Academy, has at
vote was
May 3d a practically unanimous
tended Colby College for several terms, am
nominated
passed to instruct the candidate
has taught in this and other counties. Mr
to
the
to
Legislature
for representative
Jackson is also a graduate of Freedom
was
vote for resubmission if opportunity
Academy, having the second honor in tin
the
was
largest
presented. The caucus
class of ltsrj. Since entering college he hai
John N. V. Lana
demonstrated his ability in many lines ol ever held in the city.
Leon b. Higwas the nominee, defeating
F’riends here extend bes

and under their direction.
secretary, John Glidden, has had experiThe city electrician was instructed to in- ence in western
fanning, and knows well
vestigate the condition of the Electric the value of “push” in business. The diLight, Telephone, Power and Telegraph rectors are Messrs. George F. West, Chas.
and other wires, and correct any illegal F. Drake and
Benjamin Nickerson. Such a
irregularities if discovered, and particularly board of officers ensures the success that
all
of Frankfort wish the enterthe
citizens
dead
wires
to
of
the
owners
order
to
prise. A large number of farmers have
properly string or renew the same.
their
promised
cooperation, and the milk ol
An order was passed that an abatement
300 cows is a.reauy assured. An experiof 4 per cent be made to tax payers who enced man has been engaged as superinSeptember
tendent, and the creameiy will be opened
! voluntarily pay their taxes on or before the tor
meetings. Her loss is also deeply regretted
business as soon as the machinery car
of the North Waldo and Petlobs- ; 15th day of August 1900, and that an abate- be set
ranks
Tbe
fair
whose
A.
the
G.
of
R.>
the
ladies
by
11
hu 111 1 HI
up.
on all taxes
allowed
2
cent
be
ment
of
was
She
essentially
per
she had lately joined.
Monroe Sept. 18th. 10th and 20th. C M. I
Newspaper Notes.
of
1st
on
or
before
the
lived
day
January,
she
secin
which
Bowden
a part of the community
Conasit is president and F. II.
j paid
all
which
that
ordered
Entries,
is
further
and
it
the
association.
her
of
cheery pres- retary
1907;
r'n.jw t Kunlun’s .11 ill null n? Sail Fran.
In every social gathering
will close on June 12th, should be made to taxes assessed for the year 1906 shall be due
ence will be missed; in every good work
cisco bearing date o£ April 23th conies to ui
latter at Monroe. The purses offer* a will ]
the
1907.
the absence of her kindly heart and liei I amount to $2,000. The racing program is ; and payable on January 1,
reeled down to four pages. The building i!
I
An iinuiiulniPiit tu
thft following ordiready hand will be felt. To her husband it as follows: fuesday, Sept. 18lh, tUree-uunoccupied survived the earthquake and tin
Wednesday,
ute trot and pace, purse, $500;
nance was given the first reading and laid
his broken home, to the nephew who fount
tire, but the issue of April 18th, which hai
and
trot
purst
2.20
pace,
class,
19th,
on the table until the next meeting.
in her a devoted mother, to the sorrowing Sept.
been printed and was ready for mailing
$500: Thursday, Sept. 20th, 2.14 class, trot
lie it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen
sisters and brother, all who knew her ex
and pace, purse $500. Hopples allowed.
was destroyed by tire in the printing estab
of
Belfast
of
the
and
Common
Council
City
heartfelt
tend tlieir
sympathy.
lishment of James 11. Harry. TheJourna
Better.
in City Council assembled:
Mrs. E. C. Burleigh
announces that it is “still on deck and wil
Mrs. Leonora K. Elder, widow of tlie late
;
That Section 14 of Chapter 18 of the or- be
published regularly hereafter,” and a:
May 4. Mrs. Bur dinances of said
ltinaldo Elder of Freedom, died at the liomi
Washington, I>.
of Belfast be, and the soon as
City
will
in
its
ol
regula
appear
possible
leigli, the wife of Congressman Burleigh
of tier daughter, Mrs. D. 0. Bowen, in Mor
Maiue, has been seriously ill for the pasl same is hereby amended by striking out the sixteen-page form.
riil, May 4, 1900, aged 83 years. Mrs. Eldei three weeks, but is now improving. Hei following clause; to wit:
1
was born in Union, Me., Feb. 19, 1823, tin
illness began with an attack of rheumatism
NEWS OF THE GEANGES.
“Nor shall auy person unless the one emcomplications. Gov. Burleigt
daughter of Rev. Lemuel and Mrs. Graci and developedthat
while Mrs. Burleigh was ployed by the City or some parish, at anysaid
tonight
was
quite youn( still confined to her bed she was now con
Gilkey Rich. When she
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, hell 1
time, except in case of an alarm of fire or
her parents moved to Hope, Me., where sbi 1 valescent and no fear was felt as to bet
last Saturday after
until after sunrise on the Anniversary of an interesting meeting
was presented am 1
complete recovery.
resided until her marriage to Rinaido Elde:
American Independence, ring any of the noon. A good program
of Freedom, Me. Soon after his death, oi
A. J. Webb was presen ;
the Canal.
church bells in the Cityso that Section 14, County Deputy
The
Through
Dewey
the 21st of October, 1887, she removed ti
and made some good suggestions for th< !
as amended, shall read as follows:
Morrill and had since made her home witl 1
By a strange coincidence the drydock
good of the order. At the close of the meet
14. “No person shall injure any
Section
her daughter. She was one of seven chil
Dewey completed its safe passage througl
ing about 50 members sat down to a harves
draw
off
or
shall
take
or
reservoir
am
Canal on Dewey day, May 1st,
public
members of Harvest Mooi 1
dren, only one of whom is now living, Mrs the Suez
feai
in
of
which
case
of
the
fire, supper. Several
accomplishment
upon
any water therefrom, except
Elizabeth Dunbarof Pine Bluff, North Caro
themselves of the opportunity to at
availed
Commander Hosley, U. S. N., in charge ol
the
or
chiel
or unless authorized by
Mayor
Her husband was widely known as 1 this big undertaking, was heartily congrat
lina.
tend the meeting of the North Waldo l’o
engineer of the Fire Department.”
successful teacher, and was for severs I ulated by the Navy Department.
mona Grange in Hillside Grange hall Ma;
of the school committee
The
estimates
am
2nd and report a pleasant session.
years principal of Freedom Academy
His 93d Birthday.
for
a total appropriation of $11,650..
calling
deacon of the Congregational church. Mrs
00 were accepted.
Grand Chief Templar Dead.
Elder early united with that church in Free
Lewiston, Me., May 6. Ex-Gov. Alonzi
It was voted that the sum of $48,100 be
dom and was active in the Sunday schoc 1 Garcelon celebrated his 93d birthday ver;
New York, May 3. Dr. D. II. Mail
raised upon the polls and estates of the
and church work. She had many friends ii 1 quietly at the home of his daughter, Mis:
grand chief templar of the internations 1
Thi 1 resident inhabitants of the city of Belfasl
on Sabbattus street.
of Good Templars in this State, die 1
Freedom and Morrill who held her in higi , Ellen Garcelon,
order
venerable ex-govemor is enjoying thi
and upon the estates of the non-residenl
today at his home in Brooklyn. He wa s J college activity.
esteem. Her only child, Mrs. Bowen, ten
excellent health which has blessed him al
wishes.
70
born
years ago a) Delhi, N. Y.
propreietors, for the current year, and the
derly cared for her in her declining yean his life.
..r.

farm-

no

ing done yet.

Miss Emma M. Davis went to Boston last
week to visit her brother, Jones E. Davis.

600 00

Strout of

The Frankfort

Miss Josie Brown is visiting the home
folks.

450 00

1,500 00

to

that the Park Commissioners be authorized
to expend the same, or such part as necessary for said purpose. It was further ordered that the Paik Commissioners be authorized to expend such sums of money as may be
donated for park improvement and to per-

few

Charles Ryder has moved into the house
just vacated by John Nealey.

HALE AND HEARTY AT 89.
itf

a

Miss Helen Hodgkinson of Waterville
spent Sunday in Belfast with relatives.

Adjourned.

Annivprfiflrv

Miss Lizzie Fond is in town for

650 00
350 00

48,100
Charles R. Coombs was re-elected ceme3
trusttee
for
tery
years.

uistlwluv

hT

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

PERSONAL.

Miss Sarah M. Wight went to boston by
7,500 00
2,250 00 Saturday’s boat for a few
days visit.
450 00

Honesty Grange.
Very respectfully,
begin May 1, payable quarterly—
Ernest E. Bowen, Secretary.
was read and passed.
In response it was voted to hold the next
An order to authorize the city clerk to ad!
with Honesty Grange, Morrill, June
vertise for sealed proposals for collecting meeting
! 5th.
the city, county and btate taxes of this city,
After some remarks the dinner call soundfor the current municipal year, and present
ed and a recess was taken. The comrades
all proposals received at the next regular
sat down to a fine repast prepared by
meeting, reserving the right to accept any then
the Sisters «of Silver Harvest Grange and
one of the proposals or reject all, was read
the good people of Waldo.
and passed.
The afternoon meeting was called to order
An order that the sum of $100 be apComrade Jones and the following propropriated for the observance of Memorial by
music by the choir ; prayer
:
Day, by Thomas 11. Marshall Post, G. A. gram enjoyed
the chaplain; address of welcome by
R., to be paid to said Post and charged to by
Mrs. Cilleyf response by Mrs. Shorey; rethe contingent and if the whole sum is not
marks by Comrade Jones; song by Comrade
used any amount left over to be returned
R. B. Smith; remarks by Comrades Piper,
to the city, was read and passed.
Kuowlton and Cammett, the latter giving
An order was passed that a salary of $30
his experience in prison; song by Mrs.
be paid to the chief engineer for the ensu-,
Hartshorn; ‘remarks by Comrade Wiley,
ing municipial year and that a salary of
Mrs. Davi.^, Mrs. Cilley and others.
$15 be paid to each of the two assistant
A rising vote of thanks was extended to
engineers.
the Sisters of Silver Harvest Grange for
An order was passed that the sum of $100
their hospitalities.
be appropriated for the purpose of building
Closed by singing America.
a fence on the south side of the park and

thu soil

Home Folks Heard From.
Laura Shibles, wife of Cotton W. Hears,
The relatives and friends of F. O. Young
died at her home at Citypoint, April 17th,
of San Francisco, formerly of Lincolnville,
after a long and severe illness. She was are pleased to hear of his safety.
end
apparently convalescent, when the
Miss Emily II. Ginn, who spent the winFuneral services
came very suddenly.
ter in California, has arrived at her home
in Auburudale, Mass.
were held at her late home on the morning
of April 20th, Rev. J. YY. Vaughan officiatMrs. J. 1’. Hunne of South Brooksville
Mrs.
ing. The interment was in Morrill. Mrs. has received r fetter from her sister, and
2November
Sylvester Holmes at Oakland, Cal.,
Meats was born in Belfast,
is
Mrs.
lioimes
of April 18th.
and i also papers
Mrs. Susan Garri1848, daughter of the late Alexander
a native of Brooksville.
Julia (Madducks) Shibles, Of her father’s son, who lived at Cape liozier for a number
living on Scott street, San
family, two sisters —Mrs. Augusta A. of years, was
Francisco, at the time of the earthquake,
Gaidner of Citypoint and Mrs. Florence but no word lias been received from her.
M. Mahar of Wrentliam, Mass.,—and one
Mrs. M. A. Devereaux of Prospect Ferry,
b.rother, Albert H. Shibles of Boston, sur- has received a letter dated Oakland, Calif.,
W.
her
vive her. Her marriage to Cotton
April 27th, telling her of the safety of who
Mears was solemnized at Wrentliam, Mass., sister, Nancy Devereaux Harriman,
Her sad exloomed
city.
in
the
lived
April 23,1883, and her home life was most perience was like thousands of others. ..he
happy. As a member of the North Belfast writes that ilie earthquake was had enough
that followed was worse.
Congregational church, with which she but the lire
the liomeone was kind and good to
united several years ago, Mrs. Mears will Every
her home and was safe
from
fled
I less. She
tc
be sadly missed. She was always ready
with friends in Oakland.
devote her time to the work of the church
Races at Monroe.
always willing to open her house for its

a

Bray.tHigli street,

many places unstable ami loose. In the
! rush to complete the road on schedule time
tlie contractors were unable in this particular place to provide lor the contingency
of a possible landslide.
!
Train No. }01, from Searsport left on the
usual time Thursday morning and pruceed! ed as far as the cut where the cave in ocI eurred, where it was obliged to transfer its
passengers around the break and aboard
i the Bangor train which returned its eomI plement of travellers bound for down the
i line. As soon as the line was clear to the
scene of the accident a crew of section men
i was dispatched to the spot and under
1
capable direction had the slide removed and
the track clear for all practical purposes by
There was no
9 o’clock Friday morning.
I damage and but little interruption to the
regular traffic.

spoke
mourning ones.__

:

Total.2,400.65
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MEETING.

Contingent.
Highways.
Fire Department.
Free Library. 18®-®
School contingent.
General school purposes. 27».jb
Cemetery.
»17
Repairs and insurance. 63000
Paupers.

IK nw.htlic /.M

Some time last Thursday night there was
landslide on the Northern Maine Seaport
railway between the Winterportaud Frank1 he section is one which
fort stations.
presented the most difficult engineering
The
when
building the road.
problems

Master Mason's degree. noble-hearted man Rev. Ebenezer Know!
bodies held their an- tou of South Montville, who literally car
The
t land last week.
; ried him to the'boat which was to bring
ippointive officers areas inline the sick and wounded Maine soldiers
..plain Grand Chapter, and tenderly cared for him during the
Grand High Priest,
small
voyage. He leaves a wife and three
P.Hfast; Grand Master children Alice, Everett and Percy ; also one
\
x. A. Heaton, Stockdaughter Mrs. John Hibbert of Washing> t
Deputy Grand Mas- ton, by his first wife. He was a quiet, un,lard S. .Jones, Brooks;
obtrusive man respected by his friends of
Puttee, Belfast; Dist. 9,
whom he had many, and fellow townsmen.
i,. Grand Steward, A.
At the funeral service Rev. T. R. l’eutecost
words of comfort to the
of Montville

pie, Rath bone Sisters*
pted the following reso-

1 HI'-i

a

I'u.-

-in

K

when a British fleet came up the river and
bombarded Hampden, the entire Swett family—including a babe of four days—taking
refuge in the cellar of their home. The old
house still stands, with a cannon ball imbedded in its woodwork as a memento of
the invasion. All of the 13 children lived
until the war of 1812 was little more than a
American House, and he was the manager memory, and the youngest was 56 before
of the Royal Hotel and one of three pro- death invaded their ranks. In April, 190f,
withiu
seven of the thirteen still
prietors his partner’s being Messrs. Hall 10 months from that date, survived;
however, five of
This spring he leased and the seven had
and Miets.
passed away—James A. and
managed the Broadway theatre. He was William A. Swett of Bangor, Captain David
successful in his business enterprises and W. Swett of Gloucester, Mrs. Emily A.
of Chicago and Mrs. Sarah Snow of
numbered many of the business men as Mayo
Hampden. Mrs. Joannah Rowe of the reMr. Clark never mar- maining two died May 20, 1903, leaving only
personal friends.
ried. The remains left East St. Louis Mrs. Burbank, who survived until May 4th.
In 1840 the deceased married Jonathan BurTuesday evening in charge of Mr. Harry bank, long prominent in Bangor, and who
and
of
steward
the
the
hotel,
McFarland,
died in November, 1884. Of Their five chilwill arrive in this city this, Thursday, dren three survive—Martha C., wife of BenP. Palmer of Somerville, Charles W.,
evening and the funeral will take place at jamin
also of Somerville, and Willard H. of Worthe home of his sister, Mrs. W. A. Kimball, cester, Mass. She leaves also three grand11 Spring street Saturday afternoon at 2 children and four great-grandchildren. Mrs.
o’clock, conducted by Rev. Ashley A. Smith, Burbank joined the Methodist Episcopal
of her
Mr. church early in life, and at the time
pastor of the Universalist church.
decease had for years been the oldest memEast
St.
fur
noon
left
Kimball
Tuesday
ber‘of the Pine street church in Bangor,
Louis to attend to the settling of Mr. where her husband officiated for many
before his death as one of the stewyears
Clark’s estate.
ards and as chorister. Mrs. Burbank was
a woman of remarkable health and vigor,
in Liberty, April 27th, Ulmer
Died
and up to within two years was in full posTurner aged t>9 years, 8 months and 7 da> s. session of all her faculties. More recently,
The deceased had been in failing health however, her eyesight became impaired to
an extent that she could not read or
for set eral weeks, but had not been con- such
write. This was a serious grievance to her,
fined to the house. The day previous to because previous to this affliction she was a
his death his wife left home to go to the constant reader of the current newspapers.
was also a great reader of the Bible and
store for supplies, leaving him alone with -She
other religious literature. The deceased had
two small boys, aged 7 and 4 years respec- a large circle of acquaintances, no woman
tively. On her way to the store she stopped in Bangor being more loved and respected
while she w;as
all night with her slaughter, Mrs. Henry by her neighbors and friends,
welcomed in the homes of acquainOn waking in tire heartily
Turner of Appleton.
tances in other places of Maine and Massamorning the little boys called their father chusetts. Particularly will she be missed
Grove campmeetiug
file Wesleyan
several times and getting no answer one of at
grounds, where she lm<l spent her summers
them laid his hand on his face, finding it
regularly for more than 40 years, a constant
They visitor among many of the eottages, while
“cold as ice,” as he expressed it.
then dressed themselves and went for their the doors of her own were ever openf
to ministers of her denomination,
aunt, Mrs. A. L. Howes, who on hearing especially
as was her home in Bangor.
their pitiful story sent her daughter for assistance and accompanied them home to see
Landslide on the N. M. S. R. R.
what could be done. Mr. Turner was a

(liscuurageu,

tions

Mrs. Mehitable Atwood Burbank, who
died May 4th at her home on l’iue street,
Bangor, aged 93 years, was one of the thirteen children of Benjamin Swett and Mehitable Atwood Swett of Hampden, and was

sympathy of

GOVERNMENT

Council was
The May meeting of the City
held Monday evening, May 7th, Mayor
of the last
Duuton presiding. The records
Roll of
meeting were read and approved.
are
accounts No. 2 was passed. Following
the amounts under the various appropria-

Died in Liberty April 15th Emma, wife of
Ulmer Hannon and daughter of Ulmer Turner, aged 39 years and 7 months. She was a
great sufferer for many weeks previous to her
death, with what was thought to be a cancer
in her left side. She went to the Waldo
County Hospital in Belfast, where it was
hoped that by medical skill and careful
nursing she might be able to undergo an
operation and so prolong her life; but all
efforts proved unavailing. She continued
to grow weaker and returned home, after
which she failed rapidly until death put an
end to her sufferings. She leaves a husband
and five children to mourn their loss; also
one sister, Mrs. Clara Hibbert of Washington, Me. A good woman has gone.
She
was an affectionate wife and mother, a good
neighbor, and had the respect and esteem
of all who knew her. At the funeral words
of sympathy and consolation were spoken
by Rev. T. R. l’entecost of Montville.

1
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FREEDOM

County Correspondence.

Dana P. Carter Post, G. A. R., will hylld
memorial services at llalldale this year/...
Mrs. D. \V. Dodge arrived home Saturday
night front Vineland, X J., where she spent
the winter_Mrs. Cora Spinney went to

I'KANKFORT.

The First c ongregational church is under-

going repairs. It will have new carpets and
painted inside_X«w* floors have been laid
with cement in the creamery building.
Arbor day the High school cleaned up the
schou yard while the children of the lower
schools planted shrubs— Frank fort people
appreciate the reduced rates on the X’. M.S.
R. R.

LINCOLN VILI.E.

Master Horace Harmon, who spent his
vacation at Henson Hall’s, returned to Boston Monday_Miss Annie Miller left Saturday for .Jamestown, R. 1., where she will
spend the summer—F. L. Gray and Frank
Coggins were at home from Stouingtou over
Sunday. They report that stone business
is good and all the prospects favorable for a
summer's job... Burton R. Gray has employment in the store of X. I>. RossSclr"o«r: in the village began Monday, May
7th, with Miss Bernice Miller as teacher
The Max ball at the band hall was a success, -oeially and financially-Miss .‘shirley Browii has returned fiom a visit in
Rockland_Victor Woodbridge has had a
telephone placed in his residence and finds
it a great convenience in his business.
Harr\ Mathews, who been ill with rheumaHe is attended by
tic ferer, is improving
!)r. Leach.
THOl:\l)IKK.

—

KNOX.

The .-tiling is very backward and but lit:ie farming lias been done as yet in this vicinity. Henry Higgins has planted a few
,r y potatoes, sowed peas and some grain....
V, i.'i correspondent had lettuce of her ow n
The seed was
ai- ;i■_ :or dinner May 1st.
-own ii. March in a large tin pan.ideil,-i.- ot Waldo while saw ing wood
gilie for liis brother Jra one day
■a pi,
[.el three fingers sawed from the
Mi.-s Harriet Swelt of Camden
V::
;. satuiday and Sunday calling
a....
Mr. and Mrs. Charles llub;
o were guests of theii graudMrs. S
McGiay, Sunday
S \
lias sold .. pair of work horses
,
1 1. e li.
has invested
ph'o.-phat. this -pi ing.
s ill plant pot aloes mostly. -R. 11.
M :
Media' i- li-.ivei ing i. n -ei y -oak for
K
Newai
...

Ai'e You Tired, Nervous
and Sleepless ?

j

Nervousness and sleeplessness are usually due to the fact that the nerves are
not fed on properly nourishing blood;
Pierce’s
Unity Saturday on bu>iuess.Joseph thev are starred nerves. Dr.
Golden Medical Discovery makes pure,
Brown, who recently sold his farm, is movnerves are
ing iritS the Dr. Billings’ house—Miss; rich blood, and therebyallthe
the organs of
Bertha Byrant spent Sunday with her parproperly nourished and
machinas
run
as
are
the
smoothly
E.
body
Byrant.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. G.
In this way you
erv which runs in oil.
feel clean, strong and-strenuous—you are
SEARSMOJiT.
toned up and invigorated, and you are
George Kelso has bought I). B. Cobb &
good for a whole lot of physical or mental
Son’s team and will do their freighting...
work. Best of all. the strength and inlasting.
Miibury Hunt is clerking with Miller & crease in vitality and health areand
medThe trouble with most tonics
llills_V. A. Simmons and J. F. Maiden t
sale
have
which
a
booming
has
icines
large,
The
town
their
houses
are painting
for a short time, is that they are largely
sold the old Baptist bed-Charles Ripley
in
the
of
alcohol
drugs
holding
composed
of Boston is visiting his father for a few
solution. This alcohol shrinks up the red
days_The village schools began May 7th
run
blood corpuscles, and in the long
under the instruction of Mr. M. Tibbetts
and Miss Nettie Cross-The San Francisgreatly injures the system. One may feel
from. E. L. I exhilarated and better for the time being,
co friends have been heard
with vitality
Muzzy’s home was entirely ruined, but for- j vet in the end weakened and
Medical
tunately the family were in th“ country ! decreased. Dr. Pierce’s Golden
and so were saved. Edwin Moody’s family j Discovery contains no alcohol. Every
its
bears
it
upon
bottle of
Solon and Fannie
we re also unharmed.
wrapper The
all its
Pattee escaped with their lives, with just I Badge of Honesty. in a full list of
the
druggist to
several ingredients. For
what they had on, losing everything.
as
is
claims
he
"just
vou
offer
something
good is to insult your intelligence.
PROSPECT FERRV.
the
into
Every ingredient entering
Capt. A. S. Wilson, who died in New
world-famed "Golden Medical Discovery"
London, Conn., last week, formerly lived in
has the unanimous approval and endorsement of the leading medical authorities
this place. He followed the sea all his life
of all the several schools of practice. No
until about six years ago, when he moved
| other medicine sold through druggists for
to Connecticut and engaged in the ship | like
purposes has any such endorsement.
had
few
Wilson
chandlery business. Capt.
The "Golden Medical Discovery" not
enemies and a host of friends. He w as sick
only produces all the good effects to be
only two days with acute peritonitis, lie
obtained from the use of Golden Seal
leaves to mourn their loss, a wife; three
root, in all stomach, liver and bowel
daughters, Emily, Ruby and Augelia; and
troubles, as in dyspepsia, biliousness, conone son, Shirley all of New London; two
stipation, ulceration of stomach and
I.
T.
Mrs.
and
Mrs.
J.
G.
James
sisters,
bowels and kindred ailments, but the
Shute of Bangor; three aunts, Mrs. M. A.
Golden Seal root used in its.compoundand
Ellen
Littlefield and Misses Hannah
ing is greatly enhanced in its curative action by other ingredients such as Stone
lleagan, and one uncle, Thomas Heagati,
all of this place. The family have the symroot. Black Cherry bark. Bloodroot, Mandrake root and chemically pure triplepathy of the entire community.O. M.
Perkins of Penobscot visited his sister,
re lined glycerine.
Mrs. Emma
"The Common Sense Medical Adviser.”
Luke, last week.Miss
in
Grindle
is
Miriam
working
Bangor
is sent free in paper covers on receij t of
Miss Mildred Grindle is teaching school in
21 one-cent stamps to pay the cost of mailing mily. For 31 stamps the cloth-bound
Bucksport.Mrs. M. B. Grant and soil
volume, will be sent. Address Dr. R V.
Harold visited Mr. and Mrs. W. I). Harriman several days last week.
Pierce. Buffalo, N. Y.
Di. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure coc

GREAT MAY REDUCTION SAL!
2d WEEK OF THIS GRAND BARGAIN EVEN

—

...

Oui fanners are anxious to begin the season's work, but the soil is so wet that but
few can get on to it even to plow. Mr. Gi>
iiatt lias employed Fred Boardman for tlie
Lee llamiin is with M. P. Painter,
sea-on.
Pale Kimball with Charles White, Friend
Page with A. S. Higgins, Ralph Clement
with Ross C. Higgins, Fred Pollard with
is
H 1
Wing. W ages are high and helpthe
began
scale-.. .Miss Bessie L. Higgins
summer term of school in the McKinley
sell.. 1 use May 7th ami Miss Daisy Ward
Other schools in town
ini!.- File-school.
•till li-gin Mav 14th... Mrs. F. n. Hay of
Bangui was the guest her daughter, Mrs.
’-iniid, Gross, a gew days last week
"Mrs R.chard C. Higgins and Miss Bessie
lliggin passed last Friday afternoon
ith Mi.-s I..*ttie Hunt—Mis. Sarah Davis
passed Satttiday night and Sunday with her
aunt, M.- Hannah Hunt.

1

j
!
!

Hundreds of Economical Shoppers Turn Out to Share in these

Saving Opportunities.
The first week of this
have been

big May

brought forward

sale way ahead of

to take

!
i

ki 1

TKOY.

j
!
j
•

!
1
:

Drummers say “the roads are in a worse
condition than ever before; in maby places
are fenced up, being impassible.”-Henry
Mnirh is very ill at this writing.... Messrs,
E. P. Hopkins and Will Hopkins attended
the meeting of !’. f Ii. in Newport Friday.
....Miss Nellie Dantorth has moved to the
Center, into the house owned by E. P.
Fsles_M is> Vergie Getchell of Plymouth, j
who i- teaching in Unity, visited hei -ister, !
Mrs. F P. Hopkin-. Saturday amlMuiday.
_Mr. ami Mrs. K. E. Bagiey "f Pittsfield
spent la.-t week in tow n with relatives...
i he Ladies’ Aid will meet with Mrs. Allen
Rollins Wednesday ...The next sunshine)
meeting will e with Mrs. N W. Barker
June nth... Mrs. L. Knowles, widow of Hie
late Isaac Knowles, parsed away Friday at
the home of R. F. Stone, where she was
taken violently ill a few day previous, and j
where fuiieial seivices were held Sunday,
Rev. L. W. Couiis of Pittstie d « dictating
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CAMDEN.
The Oidway Plaster Company has bought
the four-story brick block at the corner of
Elm and Wash ngton streets,of Mrs. Crafts
of Boston. The block was purchased for
an investment and the terms of the sale
have not been made public. In ibis block
are located (’handler's drug store, the Megunticook National bank. Mixer’s confectionery store and a number of offices. l'he
block is commonly known as Camden block.
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Alverdo, returned home the first of the Sandy Stream. Work will be begun on the was held at the home of Mrs. II. N. Abbott
ilis son came with him. same as soon as it is possible-Mrs. Ellen
week.
afternoon, May 2d, it being her
iVednesday
m.
2 p.
At
April 25th, the funeral Hunt, who spent the winter in California list birthday. The occasion was arranged !
of Mrs. Louise M. Dodge took place with her son, returned home recently—
>y her daughter, Mrs. II. A. Ilolan, and was !
at the Free Baptist church. The services Rertha Conner’s mother is very ill at this
Mrs. Abbott received j
uost enjoyable.
-were conducted by Rev. George E. Tufts.
writing_Mrs. Fred Hunt’s mother, Mrs. uany gifts which showed the high esteem
but
for
in
this
lived
24th
sudtown,
She' formerly
quite
n which she is held by her relatives and
Eben Thompson, died April
An obituary
riends_E. K. Low attended the Grand
many years resided in Melrose, Mass. Her denly at an advanced age.
remains were brought here for interment will appear in the columns of this paper Lodge of Masons in Portland last week.
in the family lot. Her husband, Capt. Al- later_Mrs. Hall, a widow, who recently
verdo Dodge, died some years ago. In early bought the Wheeler Danforth stand, died
Best for Women and Children.
life she united with the Free Baptist last week. She had lived in her new home
On account of its mild action and pleasant
church and was a highly esteemed member with her son Will but a short time when
,aste Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup is especto the end. She is survived by a sister and
the summons came-Meil. Winters has
1
ally recommended for women and chilHer age was 70 years.
•one daughter.
AT A BIG DISCOUNT.
rented the Dinsmore stand in Dixmont and Iren.
Second hand hack, top surry, open surry,
It does not nauseate or gripe like
OR TO RKN 1
moved his family there recently. He drives
cathartics. Orino Laxaand
tine
ordinary
hand.
One
wagsecond
and
pills
a
New
pedlers
at
OASTOXIXA.
MAINE.
stage from Dixmont to East Newport and ,ive Fruit Syrup aids digestion and stimu- 0 ten buggies and harnesses for_sale
at
one
half
SEARSPORT,
My cottage and barn on the ea.-i
on, portable box, run one season,
Allen Rollins from
twice daily.
K. (,. PITCHER.
Wiggin cottage. Address
cost. Call or address,
m_tiis
AlilB Kind You Have Always Bougfd return,also
ates the liver and bowels without irritating fa irgain by the
a
W. W. OAK'
began driving stage last week. ibem. Remember the name Orino and reHolmes’ Mills, North Belfast. | Somnoforme, the new anaesthetic administered.
Troy
3wl7*
"
...
His route is from Troy to Unity and return, fuse substitutes. R. H. Moody.
Telephone—78-21.
BELFAST LIVERY COMPANY.
twice daily.
__
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>ard
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$4.98

Spring

New

Nainsooks

TAILOR MADE SKIR L*

REDUCE:!)-

hicVin|aeehi''mli>n.T-iiielilaee

$1.00

j

—

*-

$2.98.

$3.75 Jap

1

|

Linons

India

Lingerie

$1.25
deip

>

Prompt

•'

..

—

■

Waists

Sc“dso.ilHorg Handkerchief Linens

$4.50

»

Serge

Dress Linens

.,

Some Good Values in

IMPORTANT

MUSLIN

■

UNDERWEAR

—

J

"imbue

meddw!tb

Silks and Dress Go

Ribbons at 1=2

Saving Opportunities

—

nmdfei"c »t>-fe.

*f

tfneV

—

Night

nn

Qf||y

—

$1.25 Night

Notions and Small Wares
—

|

•..

New

spring

EYERY DAY WANTS AT BARGAIN PR

vvnue

^MARKED DOWN.*S~

Embroidered Handkerchiefs

—

Remarkable Corset Valu
<

-...

Scarfs

Bead

NEW WASH PETTICOATS

—

Spreads

less than

—

Linings

—

FRED A. JOHNSON,

The Advertiser of Facts,

fobTsale

Masonic

Carriages tor Sale

Temple,

Dr. F. K.

SAWYER,

sC-DEN ISTsc~

Belfast, Haim

m

I DR. KENNEDY’S

Venezuela

FAVORITE
REMEDY

By The Back Way.
UP THE ORINOCO RIVER.

N'

.Mi.lcnce of The
I

Journal.]

HP.

STEAMER “OltlNO-

ni.

The Orinoco

.11

vy knows, is

river,
something

In

peculiar

snags
the upper Orinoco are
onsideration, and when

o,.

iiigious than the mind
It is not generalive.
uioco

i'

The “Tryuue” neckwear supporter ii
covered endlesi
a double bone, silk
into or scratch
lpop, that does not stiek
the neck, is light in weight, durable
and made of a solid material that U
even in
rust-proof and keeps its shape
the hands of the laundress. Should a
heavier single support be desired, the
up in single
same material is made
form and known as “Lastikon.” Both
styles come in black or white silk cov-

erings and

Famous Everywhere I
For Its Baking I

ISftGtenwoodI

assorted sizes.

in

LITTLE

BLACK SILK ETONS

benediction, matching anything
and everything, easily thrown off and
covering the defects of a partly-worn
waist, provided the front is fresh.
are a

SKIRTS.

LACE

The hand crocheted Irish lace skirt,
great favor, and any and everybody while very fashionable and eipensive,
wears combinations of black and
white, is a coarse-looking affair; a fresh illus
in checks for the most part or in tration of
Fashion’s eccentricities.
Checks require ornamenta- French hand-crochet is a degree more
stripes.
is worn

......

by

young

people,

green is

in

ir¥

kidney disease. Address I>r. David Kennedy’s Sons, Itondout, N.Y. Mention this paper.
REMEMBER, the full name is DR. DAVID
KENNEDY'S FAVORITE REMEDY, made at
*Knndout, N. Y., and the price is 81.00 (six
bottles $5.00) at all druggists.

..

Uicicoa tine,

to women.

I

4

tkyune.

!

NCakes

Cooking Easy” I

have

of water-

system

third street more attractive than at
any other season of the year, and no
better idea of current fashion can be
obtained than by a promenade in these
Colors are varied, and it
localities.
may justly be said that every hue except yellow comes in for a share of
patronage. Gray is quite prominent,
blue still more so, “crushed strawberry”

Every Home.

good.
FREE.—Send for a free trial bottle and
booklet containing valuable medical advice. Write
i*

it will open
of fresh water naviga-

omplished

id—a

[Correspondeuce of The Journal.l

Fresh, gay spring toilettes render
Uroadway, Fifth Avenue and Twenty-

It proves successful in cases where all other medicines have totally failed. No sufferer should despair
as long as this remedy is untried.
It has an unbroken record of success for over 30 years, and has
won hosts of warm friends.
Are you suffering from any disease traceable to
the causes mentioned ? I f so, Ur. Kennedy has
staked his personal and professional reputation on
the statement that Favorite Remedy will do you

out the

;edging

Tennis and Lace Waists.

Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy is adapted
to all ages and both sexes, affording permanent relief in all cases caused by impurity of the blood,
such as Kidney, Bladder and Elver Complaints; cures Constipation and Weaknesses

channel.

new

Toilettes, Colors, Meek Ruffs>
Costumes, Materials for That
Purpose, Black Silk Etons, Lace Skirts,

Bridal

KIDNEY AND LIVER CURE

at present goes mostly
the Pacific ocean around
; he seeking the United
this

Spring

Pleasant to Take.
Powerful to Cure.
And Welcome

miles long. It is now
ithin a short distance of
apital of Colombia, and
distant when much of
,.ie. as well as that of

j:

NEW YORK FASHIONS.

mat

_Vour old

livers lisa at

1

TRUSSELL, BELFAST.

MITCHELL &

range taken in

exchange-

EARTHQUAKE EXPERIENCES.

and that when the

impediments are reraught steamer can en-

,ci

letters

to

Relatives
San

one river and sail out

the conti-

crossing

i.s

red,

day

told about

•ii

it ever

tell you that 1 am thus far on my way.
Have had a good trip and an easy one,
although the trains were crowded on
account of so many people leaving San
Francisco. They have lied from there
in crowds. At the station in Denver
are more than a thousand people on
their way Fast who have lost everything in the San Francisco catastrophe.
Reports have not been exaggerated.
Before 1 left Oakland refugees were
coming there, rich and poor, with nothing left but the clothes they bad on.
We have heard some pitiful stories on
the trains of how people suffered and
those who had money had to pay such
exhorbitant prices to get to some point
where they could cross to Oakland.
Well, it was something terrible. All
that line city that we visited just the
day before in all its splendor consumed
by lire. East Oakland, where I was
stopping, was badly shaken up. 1 was
aroused from a sound sleep, the house
rocking like a ship at sea. Everybody
The last two
rushed out of doors.
nights I remained there most people
slept out doors. I met Maine people
on the street Wednesday.
They were
just as social as if 1 had always known
Mr. and Mrs. Blanchard of
them.
Springfield, Me., a brother of Dr. Lombard of Belfast, who lived across the
street from where 1 was stopping, and
others. Denver, April 26, we are hav- tion, and this is supplied by black or
ing a regular western blizzard and the colored facings of silk or velvet, borsnow is so thick we can hardly see out.
dered with fancy braid, and hosts of
1 shall soon be on my way again. Will
e.
tiny buttons disport themselves on
send card every day.
front, sleeves, cuffs, in rows down the
Miss Sarah M. Wight of this city has front breadth, or wherever else they
received a letter 1 tom her sister-in-law,
can obtain a footing.
Mrs. Ralph Wight, who was m San
MALINETTE.
.lose at the time of the earthquake, and
who wrote as follows:
Every pretty girl one sees here is
"I wrote you a brief message a few wearing a wide, full ruff of maline to
days ago to fet you know that ohr lives match her hat. If she is fortunate
were spared at the time of the horrible
the new
to have maline in
earthquake. It was an awful moment enough

iin -that somewhere
waterways lies the

:

i.ese

which the world dreamhundred years. Of

vo
■

Holand Bonaparte
aly and some American
devoted much time to
true source of the twin
ce

Chiffenjon,

M.

an

emi-

-.ientist, thinks he has

Meeting

It is

link.

the

anal-like stream, 200
•li joins the upper Oriy

ent Bio

Xegro,tributary

Bolivar, the one
the Orinoco, three

is

m
mi

above its mouth.

To

did,

from

come as we

,\

l'rinidad, by

an

Ameri-

"Orinoco S. S. Line”;
New York by another
which sends a steamer
I
,t once in six weeks.
,e

of the latter
it would be ab-

price

■,.e

Miner

it not a virtual modollars in gold for a
ride.
.ad's capital you head
,di La Boca del Sierpe
,,- 'teruent”
and enter

MUgh

one

of its many

led Iiio Macareo,which
miles wide and flows

undergrowth beau-

i

large-leaved aquatic
mouth." known

Spring Stock is

complete, consisting of

now

Denver, Colo., April 25, mod. I’ll
just write you a line this morning to

Couquistadores.

the

i

Our

home:

astonishing

the most

Peoples’ Dept. Store,

STOCKTON SPRINGS, MAINE.

in Oakland at the time of the San
Francisco earthquake and lire following, written on the train en route for
was

hat can be found or

,v

The

written

has never been

and to this

Oakland and

Following is an extract from a letter
by a Prospect Ferry girl who

the Atlantic almost to
different routes. The

mitry

from

Jose.

as

|

Ginghams and Dress Goods, Stationery, Jewelry, Umbrellas, Table Linen,
Napkins, Rugs and Carpets.

A

BRIDAL COSTUMES.

The June bride has before her quite a
choice of materials, and substitutes for
the traditional heavy satin are found in

satisfactory may
SQUARE DEAL TO
sell almost everything.

Goods
We

tolerable, and both varieties are combined with baby crochet and often
times with patches of hand-embroider-

not

transparent
are

!
I

No

Kitchen

lace

yoke

Lace capes

multitudinous, some
small, some heavy and

some

some

light-weight.

Lingerie

waists

than ever. White
waists, with turn down

are more numerous

linen tennis

collar,

being sold so rapidly that
ordered several weeks in ad-

are

,Dry.

MILLfNERY

are

large,

T
«>

its of the village
_'!r which extends to

way up the sides oi
tiuns, rising range be111 tops are lost in the
1

•top at the town Las

j

the gold is shipped
is mines of El Callao,
iironi Kiver, 130 miles
Hi'Uioco. Large amounts
e
been taken from these
past, and they are stil
imong the richest in the
■

r,
v„

i

j,
I;.

••

almost insurmountable

taking machinery

there anc
:■ 'he gold retards their de
t< deeper levels.
has to he carried to the
yjv>.
the hacks of mules or men,
m
e
machinery is too heavy foi
1
transportation. At pres
several small colonies o!
v' "tk in
the placer diggings
V:*T''!"
:i"".Titu* success. The ore thai
usiclied
without machinery ir
t
Id-bearing reef is said t<
tghteeu dollars the ton.
Fannie 15. Ward.

|

|

°ASTOaiA.
“»»ri
tu,

The Kind Von Have Always Bough

:

Miss Hackett was strangled to death
about 8 o'clock at night within a
! few rods of her home by some un
of
| known person who tied a stout piece
cord r.iglitlv around her neck. Her cry
1 for help was heard, by her father, Levi
! Hackett, but a
number of minutes
elapsed before he found the body during which the assilant escaped. In the
i darkness he did not discover the cord
ar.d did not ascertain the cause of liei
condition until after life had become
extinct. Several tramps were suspected and detained for a time, but there
The
was no evidence to hold them.
case attracted much attention at the
time and much interest has been nani
tested in the grand jury’s investigation,
1

j
|

The Coopers

MITCHELL & TRESSELL.

J

A

b00ds

Full line

f

of

Ladies’ Riding Caps

The

Fashion,!

HIGH STREET,

SIGN UF THE RED AW NING

*f
*.

I—

I

and SHEET MUSIC
Cash or Easy Terms

TlANOS

^
1

MiSSCS MOOdy & CO.,'^,

X

H**■* +«+«>■*■«$-h»+* -f«»

MARK WOOD & SON,
OF

-MANUFACTURERS

AND

Esr,ANB«E[l

mouse
I
Just received in Kuiokerl nri er and
in M asli suits, alt
j Suits, tin elegant lute; also

prices.

DEALERS IN-

I have just received. Mi consignment
turns m
to me irom one ot tic best
:;u
to be sold in t he n*-xl
,
not.
It
.»o
Suits, in prices from *10.00 to *1d
u 1sold to be relumed. ><> suits to be cann-d I can
w
see
.i>
No old styles. You can plainly
vail and ste them
undersell tnv conipetitois.
15
! and save §3.00 at

INOllCe.

Patterns

I

i Boston,

|

MONUHENTS

MARBLE

HENRY STAPLES’,

We have a large assortment now on hand for
spring delivery. Why not call and see just
if
what you want rather than buy of agents,
you want duplicate work we guarantee to suit
you on price and quality of work. Samples of

METAL WREARTHS, also IRON VASES,
Fat Hogs at 5 1-4 cents per pound.
Veal calves at top market price.

BOUQUET HOLDERS, ETC.,
always

on

hand.

(5^Please give

tis a

call.

Farmers can save ti e speculators'
live stuck on com-

MARK WOOD & SON,
Hifls’ Building, Phoenix Row, Belfast, Me.

profits by sending
mission.

Friday,

(N SEARS PORT, Situated

t

In connection with my lumber

jove

IA
CASTOR
Infants and Children.
For

The Kind You Have Always
Bears the

Signature

of

Going

i

Bough 1

Attorneys
am

NOW

0

and Tar
Kennedy’s Laxative HoneyColds
from
Coughs, and uxpela
the system by gently moving tbu bowels.

line of hardware used for

FRED ATWOOD,

building purposes.
Call in and look

My stock

if

W,S0RT'

Insurance and R^I Estate

97 High Street,

Beware of counterfeits and imitations. The genuine is put up
ton with fac-simile signature on side of the bottle, thus:
Circular to WILLIAMS MFG. CO., Sole Agents, Cleveland, Ohio.

only in

IfS
Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me.

Searsport Savings Bank.

fiend for

FOR

t|ie

BY

R,

H.

is e

——■*

MOODY._

Farms For Sale

Delaware and Maryland.
•
.
* *
describes hundreds in detail, with cuts of buildings;
Strout’s List No. 15
to 1000 acres, $600 to$20,000; many have stock and tools included; it is the most
book of real farm bargains ever issued ; with traveling instructions to
Send today for free copy to nearest office.

•«

one

|complete

Preach property.
335 Water

K. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY, “Largest In the World**
88 Broad Street, BOSTON
150 Nassau Street, N. Y.

Street, Augusta, Me.
Local

M

Managers,

(M. S. STII ES, Brooks, Maine.
EVANS, Waldo, Maine.

j EDWARD

Photographs
oon

u

u a nu

goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture

paste-board Car-

Massa'IflAA JUFamibi/ tMfllriflfl in Ma*ne» New Hampshire, Vermont,
&UW iwmllfI“|r"IIIolllfIy
chusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,

*w1l l°be °liefd "at0 thei'
Searspor?USavlngs'll$ank
.May 12th.at

roomsSaturday
ensiting yea and t
the choice of trustees for
as may come oeiori
act on such other business
the meeting.
JASJ|?g p N1CHOLS, Treasurer.
4wl6.

8ALE

HKI.FASl', JIR

Call for Townsend’s

DESIRED
Strictly vegetable, perfectly harmless, sure to accomplish
RESULTS. Greatest known female remedy. Price, $1.50 per bottle.

UAUIIUIV

Maine

GRADUATE OPTICIAN,

[yon’s French Periodical Drops
Aa||V|fi||

Belfast,

to 4 p m.
Office hours s to 12 a. m.;
411
Evenings by app »intment.
Kai.i-ii I. .Moksk.
Robert F. Din ton.
Public
Notary

Direct

•

Law,

POSTALS.

Insurance anu Inspection.
Security Bonds tor Cashiers, Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Keal estate bought and sold.

0I

at

11 FRANKLIN HARRIS

us over.

REPRESENTING OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Boiler
Fire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam

MAY NEED FOR
**»

general

MORSE,

Savings Bank Building,

A. E. TRUNDY.

OR ANYTHING YOU

HuuiM

OILS, CARPENTERS’ TOOLS,

NEW and CLEAN and PRICES RIGHT.
Yours for business,
14

******

West.

of the
sor, who was recently acquitted
charge of murdering Charles D
fo
soon
Northy, Jr., will leave very
the West in company with her hus
band and children. The little property
owned by the Coopers Is to be sold
and they will go out to one of the nev
States to begin life anew. It is saie
that the villagers at South Windso
have ostracized Mrs. Cooper.

Cures all

In fact, a

Belfast every
on
Belfast

7

DUNTON &

Mechanic’s Hall.

NAILS, SHEATHING PAPER, PAINTS

HARDWARE!

car at

Telephone Burnham, l-.'i

I have added a line of

C*msisl*n0 of

I

BUILD"-'fiS'

yard

at

Load

other stations

branch every Saturday morning
Cars leave Burnham junction every
F. L. LIBB'i
Monday.
Burnham. Maine.

NEW HARDWARE STORE

VVbuvTvour
Hat, Stoves, lifts,
Hosiery, Neckwear,

12 Main Street

those beautiful

Lamson & Hubbard

Spring Styles

''J J

j

Tablets, Heads tones, Alatkers, &

1906:

Mrs. Alice F. Cooper of South Wind

falling

Etc.

<s>

McCall

Indictment in Hackett Case.

|

“1 here are such heart rending expen
ences told that it is very depressing l'oi
us all.
My sister had a young lady and
her nurse come here and they left to
day. The home of this lady is wrecker
and she is-on the verge of nervous pros
tration, hut this morning went to lie
sister’s home. This is a very discon
npnti>ii ipiipr
T am writing ill the nresence of the lamily by a kerosene lamp
and I am too nervous to write more.
Each night since this experience I
have slept on a cot, partially dressed,
as we are too timid, fearing a repetition
<5f the fi 1 st, but tonight we are going
to return to our beds, trusting that wt
will be safe. I should have told yon
that I'was saved serious or fatal iujurj
by the hinges of the door breaking
thus preventing me from stepping ont(
the porch, where bricks were
from the chimnevs at that time. Wit!
to all.”
“Cynthia T. Wight.”

|

J|

Verona Clarke.

this article.

and elbow

Avgusta, May 2. The grand jury
of tl.e Superior Court, after examining
! 12 persons in its investigation of the
1 murder of Miss Mattie Hackett at
Rea iiiekl last August, failed to find an
The
! indictment against any person.
jury reported at it o’clock today.

charming—the yel- fering.

Supplies,

Supplies,
Tin Ware,

Stockton Springs ,Me

•-

'uded with green is-

Painters’

ALL.

UP-TO-DATE

are

I
I
I Moody.

j

**

Paints,

4wl0

j

please every purse.

Furnaces, Ranges,

W. J. CREAMER COMPANY,

Jackets of these heavy laces
in Eton or bolero form, or in long
shapes that are confined by a belt.

to

ed linen.

universal.

War Against Consumption.
All nations are endeavoring to check the
ravages of consumption, the “white plague”
that claims so many victims each year.
Foler 's Honey and Tar cures coughs and
colds perfectly and you are in no danger of
const:inptiou. Ho not risk your health by
taking some unknown preparation when
Foleys Money ana xar is saie anu ee-.iam
Ask tor Foley's Money and
in results.
Tar and insist upon having it, R. II.

■

prices

be returned and money will be refunded.

CARLE & JONES,

the

uses—75 cents a quart can.
Ail the best nd most widely
advertised goods are always to
be found at this store and at

|

WE ASSO HAVE A FIVE AND TEN CENT COUNTER

chiffon satin, Li berty satin or messaline.
Chiffon cloth, voile, veiling, laces of
XOc and 15c
the lighter order or figured nets are all
available. The prevailing style is the
Are for sale in Belfast by
Princess, the fullness either shirred or
j
laid in tucks, and usually the very
or
a
lace
short bolero is formed by
garniture of some kind. Skirts may be
have all
plain or trimmed with wide folds or And who by special arrangement
all the time.
lace, and are this season very long. the patterns
Unless one has a real lace veil tulle is
tar*xo waiting to send.
the accepted substitute, attached by a
few orange blossoms. Needless to say,
sleeves

NECKWEAR

and

maline many times.

1

j
\

the same appearance, costs the
the
outwears
ordinary

MISSES

112 PIECE DINNER SETS ONLY $10.98

!

it has

AND

LADIES’

LOT

NLW

COME AND LOOK AT OUR CROCKERY AND GLASSWARE,

|

same,

NICE

•»**»**»••♦*«♦«

p»joi.iiis
cieitt\uig.
the
One is overcome

that of the Amazon, I
“This dreadful sensation was over in
s not carry oceanward
; about 40seconds. tVe hurriedly dressed,
i
down stairs and the
assy islands and tree Mr. II-coming
little Jap appeared on the scene
poor
on
sees
floating
i.ways
all dressed by tills time and quite calm.
There are numerous He
said, ‘Look at the house next door,
stationary ones, and those people cannot get out.’ We went
assisted them, not one being
urge, and the banks of over and
Then with all the chimneys
t1 e same—an endless injured.
down and no chance for tires, it was
meal verdure—magnifi- some time before we could make coffee
This
for our friends and ourselves.
as with a gorgeous
eiietrable network of done, we proceeded to clean up the
house in
:ing creepers and or- broken crockery and get the
onceivable variety; order.
“We were dazed, not realizing the
uninhabited by the
eautiful solitude, as great calamity of this and other cities,
until later we’ went down town, only to
a« hen the first Spanu
tind that people had been killed, buildup the stream,
utervals are tiny vil- ings iu ruins and business houses burndied huts open on ed. Such destruction, I never witnessing no other furni- ed. The cyclones of Iowa do not com>ks suspended from pare with this. Yet, we must not mur•cl by naked Indians, mur here in San Jose, when we realize
udioca and bananas that the beautiful city of San Francisco lias been wiped off the earth by
use pirogues, or caThe fatal day
l' on the beach.
earthquake and tire.
to be the rule the people did nothing hut walk the
of these parts, streets, viewing the wrecks, sitting out
omen wearing any- on sidewalks waiting for another shock,
th of restricted di- several slight ones occurring during that
nigular scrap of head- day and night and even today we have
noticed some light sensations.
: listened by a string.
we in the neighbor“Emergency hospitals, free lunch
counters and all kinds of relief are
*c's vou see an oecan group of them, tengiven to those who have lost all. Many
are coming here on
every train—or
r low-class Creoles,
have
garments, have some walking—for assistance as they
and appear to live nothing hut the clothing on their body.
who
neighbors of pure In- Yesterday, I gave a young girl
came from tsan Francisco, with only
ns to morals and the
of
of life they are the dress she wore, a cotton dress
mine to save hers. .She was a girl of
!.rest.
Such
wealtli hut now has nothing.
"\vs to less than 100
Neat distress as is here and in San Francisco,
very deep.
and
t
enters the main i is appalling. So many homeless
a common sym
uro is a small town j penniless that there is
\\ e do not know
v. here we stop a few I patliy among us all.
it
hunt ashore with the ! the distress, we cannot comprehend
The ! as yet, but fear there will he much suf
'if passengers.

ture frames. It is the ideal finish
for floors, interior woodwork,
bath rooms, sash and sills.
Thirteen colors—100 different

Sale-

on

♦♦♦♦♦«♦«♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

u.e

...

gives new life and lustre to old
tables, chairs, furniture and pic-

Millinery Now

-A Fine Line, of

I

JAP-A-LAC

♦♦♦♦♦♦*«

waterproof finish called “Malinette,” they are
^
seeks the sea by a came.
awful her
by
dainty neck piece will be durable vance. Elegant lace waists show commiraih-I to this, both terror of the moment ami yet given as well as
pretty; otherwise the first binations of three or four real laces 4*
i jumped from
to endure it.
-tearners drawing less strength
i the bed on realizing that everything was dampness to which it is subjected will and hand-embroidery in addition, of
vessels requiring
at.
i falling in the room and tried to open make it a decidedly sad-Iooking object. course correspondingly expensive.
X
ist use the southern ] the door leading to the porch, when the
Women who know are insisting upon
Thanks are due the McCall Co.,
stood panic
if the mighty river.
and
j hinges gave way, and I when
for
hat
their
of
all
and
trimmings
fashion,
makers
designers
I stricken holding the door
my sis- having
w current of the Orineck fluffs made of the malinette, since handsome illustration accompanying
I ter came down stairs into my roodt.
Wileil

Q~

A NEW LINE

postal
ty6

a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a
card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS.
corner Cross and Federal Sts.. Belfaa

Go to Swift&Paul’s
•FOR....

Crass Seed

THE NEWS Of BELFAST.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Fogg ifc Brown will have spring lamo from
C. L. Walker, Monroe, today.
The little steamer Mona arrived Monday
night with scollops and live lobsters, which

Crawford Treat is clerking in the J. M.
Ames Co.’s store.
The Current Events Club met Wednesday
with Mrs. E. F. Staples.
Mr. F. W. Collins is having the foundation laid for a veranda on the hotel.
Mr. F. E. Edwards spent Sunday in Bangor, returning Monday a. m. by train.

The Republican Journal.
AST, Till HSPAY, MAY 10, 1906.
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Fvery Thursday Morning by th

Published

Republican Journal Publishing Co. j
<;ha IT.1

A.

j

P1LSRI

found

a

ready sale.

(JAMES

La Bane Bros. Minstrels, band and orwill be the next attraction at the
chestra,
si Bsc RiPTioN Terms: In advance, #2.00 a year ;
Mrs. F. W. Collins has returned to her
§l.oo for six months; 50 cents for three months. Belfast Opera House, May 17th.
old home in Bucksport for a few weeks.
Ai»vfftisin»; Tfrms: For one square, one inch I
There has been another change of landThe Young Ladies’ Guild met Wedneslength in column, 50 cents for one week and |
lords at the Commonwealth Hotel, John day afternoon with Mrs. J. L. Lancaster.
J5 cents fur each subsequent insertion.
Warren succeeding Johu Mellen.
The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet Thurs“Truth crushed to earth shall rise
We have received several interesting day afternoon, May 17th, with Mrs. Horace
again”—after the fishing season is over, letters from California which we are un- Staples.
Three small schooners are loading at the
able to publish this week. They will appear
says the Baltimore American.
Cape Jellison pier—two with lumber and
in our next issue.
s

Business

Manager

one

Brushed Scales from Face Like Powder—Under Physicians Six Months
But Grew Worse —Some Said
Face Would Be Marked for Life-

CUTICURA REMEDIES
WORK WONDERS.

with ties.

We are

passing

frequently reminded

of the

use

of the

out

]

of the men who wore the blue

Will anyone who has clothing or betiand now Corporal
which can be spared please leave them
ding
lames Tanner, commander-in-chief of at the office of Superintendent Ellis, MeMrs. Walter F. Kimball came from Bosthe Grand Army of the Kebublic, says morial Building between the hours 9 to 12 ton Monday to bring her daughter, Miss
her there,
that according to statistics compiled and 3.30 to 4.30, to be sent by free express to Frances, who has been visiting
to her
Mrs. Roxanna Simmons,
in the Civil

by

wan

himself the old

veterans are

dying

at the rate of live thousand a month.
“Oil, comrades, clasp your hands around—

Last Sunday was the 102nd birthday of
Mr. Eli Cook of East Belfast, and although
the afternoon was stonily he was called
A
upon Ly relatives and many friends.
sketch and portrait of Mr. Cook recently
appeared in The Journal. While his general health continues good he is quite lame

each we will be true
Till the last two are under ground
Of all who wore the blue.”
To

by the report of
vity government meeting that there
It will be seen

has

:

a new

a

sinking fund for

a new

just as clear as it, ever
“My brother-in-law told

SILKS FOR PETTICOATS

Three

Days1 Sale,
Saturday, Monday and Tuesday, May 12,14

was.

about

me

remedies.
Cut! ura
the wonderful
I took his advice and goi fhe Ointment,
Soap, and Resolvent. I washed with
the Cuticura Soap and then applied
the Ointment, and took Cuticura
Resolvent as directed. In a short
time my face began to get better, and
when I had taken one bottle of
Resolvent I could brush the scales
When I
off my face like a powder.
had taken four bottles my face was as

cently erected,

j

THE VALUES HAVE NEVER BEEN EQUALED AT THESE PRICES

Frencti Dying & Cleansing Company

school-

£l.r,oo for sewers, and £2,000 for
receiving tomb at Grove Ceme-

It is evident to every one that
money is needed for the streets
and walks: the continuation of the
sewer system is a necessity, and the
need of a new sclioolhouse on the com-

tery.

more

lUlS. 0. 0. nEiDDcrV

has been repeatedly demonstrated.
These affect the living; and our duty to
the dead demands that better facilities

of!
\

supplemented
by private subscriptions, so that the
plan for a mortuary chapel in connecttion with a receiving tomb may be
for this purpose may be

Fiesh,
Belfast,

|

cairied out.

UUl U1

nil'

tlie constitution. The Press says:
Sections, article 10, of the constitution provides: "The Legislature, whenof both houses shall
ever two-thirds
deem it necessary, may propose amendments to this constitution.” An amendment thus proposed is then submitted
to the people, to he voted upon “at
their next annual meeting in the
month ot September, to give in their
votes whether such amendment shall
he made; and if it shall appear that a
majority of the inhabitants voting on
are in
favor of such
the question
amendment, it shall become a part of
this constitution.” The essential for
resubmission then is a two-thirds vote
of tne Legislature, and until that proportion of resubmissionists has been
elected there can be no resubmissiou.
Assuming such a Legislature to have
been elected next fall, the resubmission
could not take place apparently until
two years from that time, in September.
!'.«>$; and if it should then be
carried and prohibition taken out of
the constitution, it would still remain
in tilt statutes until and unless the law
was modified by the Legislature, as the
Journal says. Thus the road to local option is seen to he long and hard, hut it
is not necessary to call a constitutional
convention.

WANTED!
LAUNDRY WORK

511

by

New Advertisements.

the throat. This in New England alone,
the assumption, of course, being that
the

country

is

the second week of the great
equally productive.
May reduction sale of Fred A. Johnson,
has paid big dividends is not surprising. 1 Masonic Temple.
See new lists of bargains in place of lines closed out... F. A.
‘Che Brooklyn Daily Eagle says:
Foliett & Son carry every Edison gold
There will he no disposition to take j mounted record in the catalogue and sell
issue with the President when lie de- phonographs on instalments. Note the outfit
Keinember the place,
clares the New England iniquity to be they offer for
11ni rv \V. ('lark Aa characteristic example of the evils in- Onprfl Moose block
Main
street
the
clothiers, have some-,
Co.,
the Kuppenheimer
to
about
thing
say
the big shipper and the railroad to crush
clothes. See their illustrated advt_Launindividual initiative and all powerof indry work done at 4 I’eaclr street... You can
dependent action. lie might have com- bank by mail with the Waldo Trust Coan
and
a
nether
them
to
F. II. Patterson publishes a caution notice.
pared
upper
millstone. lie says it is not possible to
Ivory H. Allen of Brooks publishes a
moth balls for
put into ligures the amount by which caution notice_Camphor
the Standard Oil Company profits by putting away furs at The City Drug Store
will arrive in Belfast
E.
Grinnell
_W.
gross favoritism shown to it by rail- next
Friday with a string of good using
roads in connection with open rates, all horses.
Headquarters at Phoenix House
in technical compliance with law and stables, Belfast.See advt. of livestock
Searsport avea]l tending to strengthen the White for sale by Ralph D. Shute,
Itouse contention that power to substi- nue, Belfast_It pays to buy a good piano
tute a proper for an improper rate of a reliable dealer. Try Pitcher’s Music
Store, Belfast.Mrs. C. S. Webber, 4 Bell
should be given to a commission.
street, will sell suits, coats and skirts at re
of
Standard Oil “hits back,”
course, tluced prices until May 18th—llealey’sbut the facts, and the people, are with Ice Cream Parlor’s, 45 Church street, will
be opened for the season Saturday, May
the President.
12th_James H. Howes, Odd Fellows
block, will have a three days silk sale, May
14th and 15th. He has received new
12th,
LETTER TO R. P. CHASE,
and fresh goods in all lines of floor cover& Co., 22 Front street, are
ings_Cooper
MAINE.
BELFAST,
agents for the Colonial paints, and for Rex
Kote
Roofing. Every can of the
Fred Mitchell, Norwich, N. Flint
Dear Sir:
if., and his father before him, have sold Colonial paint has on it a State chemists
analysis, showing its absolute purity.
lievoe from 1832 to now.
bright town, Norwich; we’ve helped ’em You will find shoes to fit every one at The
Dinsmore Store.W. E. Barker, Brooks,
is
a
it.
good
years
Seventy-two
brighten
has 700 bushels of choice seed oats, seed
long time to test paint.
Hut its only half of our lifetime. [We’re barley, western and native, grass seed of
150 years old.J Good paint is a life-pr.e- best quality, ensilage, corn, etc.Girl
wanted for general work in the kitchen.
server.
Go by the name: Devoe lead-and-zinc.
Apply to Thos. Berry, 111 Phoenix Row
1-aac S. Staples, Brooks, has new custom
Yours truly,
made
F. W. Devoe & Co.
carriages for sale.Woman wanted
to do laundry work. Apply to A. A. Stover,
101
Mason & Hall-sell our paint.
Northport Camp Ground.

|
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Earthquake's
Warning
visit Maine, but coni'
of
the ’Frisco Banks
The Vaults

Serious earthquakes do

grations

do.

not

intact, having withstood the great fire

300,000 PEOPLE
in San Francisco are homeless, having lost all
cepting the Securities in their Safe Deposit Bo\
within the Bank Vaults.

A. D. Chas, &

Son begin theii great stock-taking sale today, May 10th. The -ti offerings enumerated
in their advt. are worth your reading. The
sale is from May 10th to 17th inclusive.

were

That Standard Oil

WANTED

COOPER & CO.,

field," enabling it to charge from $300,000 to $400,000 a year more to the con-

of

prompt and careful after'

GOODS GUARANTEED

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK,

ABSOLUTE PURITY.

England to pro-rate has resulted in
keeping the Standard Oil Company in
‘absolute monopolistic control of the

sections

I

THE COLONIAL PAINT

Company. The message declares that
the refusal of certain railroads in New

other

ORDERS

MAIL
Receive

JAMES H. HOWES,

lioiu^^tta^tpe^on^Apply

message to Congress has struck square
from the shoulder at the Standard Oil

been thus taken

the LARGEST stoci

carrv

Printed and Inlaid LINOLEUMS

STAPLES, Brooks,

Some
of the sugar magnates have been indicted and President Roosevelt in a

than could have been exacted

We
the LOWEST.

j

for the trusts.

competition

importation.

always

CARRIAGES.

sumed that a constitutional convention must be held. We knew better,

had not

season’s

prices

STREET.

New Custom Made

The Portland Press calls our attention to an error in the item last week
on resubmission, in which it was as-

goods of

m

j

sumers

MASS.

CARPETS AND RUGS,
CHINA AND JAPAN MATTINGS

Suits, Coats & Skirts

than now exist be afforded for caring
It is
for remains at Grove Cemetery.
thought that the appropriation of £2,00(

squally

HU9TOX'

1

mon

it looks

ami i;

AGENTS FOR LEWANDO’S

principal items are £12,000
streets, bridges and sidewalks; £2,-

for ioi'ii',. The

house

SILKS FOR LININGS,

came

Mr. Lewis Barrett has sold his house, re- j
to Mrs. Amelia West and
she will occupy it as soon as some more
clear as ever.
finishing is done to it and the woodhouse j
“I told all my friends about my
and his eyesight is poor.
completed which is being buiit. Mr. Bar- j
remarkable cure. I feel so thankful
are boarding with
Col. Fred Atwood of Winterport, in- rett and three children
to
Mrs. West.
I I want everybody* far and wide,
1
surance agent, has heard from all his comknow what Cuticura can do. It is a
At a recent meeting of Bethany Chapter !
panies since the San Francisco disaster and of the Order of the Eastern Star the organ(signed) Mrs.
sure cure for eczema,
all are sound and solvent. The old Hart- ization voted to send $20 to the San Fran- j
Emma White, 641 Cherrier Place,
ford will increase its capital stock from cisco sufferers, to which we understand,
Camden, N J., April 25,1905.” for
were added. ;
some personal contributions
every
Complete External ami Internal Treatment
to Age,
$1,230,000 to $2,000,000, which will make its This was to be forwarded to the Worthy ; Humor.from
Pimples to Scrofula, from Infancy
-'5c.. Ointment, Me.. Resolof
Cuticura
Soap,
consisting
losses
at
its
need
while
Matron of Hie stricken city for any
surplus over $8,000,000,
j vent, 50c. (in form of Chocolate Coated 1 ills, ->c. per Mai
most pressing.
of 6ft), may be had of al. druggists. A single set often cures.
San Francisco wiil not exceed $3,730,000.
Potter Drug & Chem. Corp., Sole Props., Poston.
F.
son
of
President
llow to Cure Eczema.
Mr. Wingate Cram,
OS* failed Free,
|
A meeting of the municipal officers, treasW. Cram of Bangor, accompanied by his
urer and clerk, was held at the city clerk's
n
rt
umnnrn
wife, came down in a private car Saturday, nir_
office Tuesday, May 8th, in accordance w ith remaining ai Cape Jellison over Sunday, j
and
weather
inclement
the
Notwithstanding
the
1
of
the requirements of Chap. 29, See.
somewhat of a shower-bath they had an enRevised Statutes for acting upon applica-!
joyable time. This seems to be pretty near- !
tious for inholders and vietualers licenses ly the universal verdict upon coming to j
j
I
and other licenses required by law. They j Stockton.
Mr. Chas. Grant has bought a naphtha
12th
at
7.30
to
p.
Saturday
May
adjourned
inwas
Grant
as
not
Fred
and
Mr.
session at launch
m., at which time there will he a
j correctly stated last week and will run a
die City Clerk’s office to act upon any ap- ferry from the old wharf at the foot of
AT REDUCED PRICES
Middle street to the Cape Jellison pier and
plications for license.
This will be a much
UNTIL MAY 18tli.
to Kidder’s l’oiut.
resident
a
summer
A.
II.
Mr.
Ally n,
needed convenience and much appreciated
new
this
Searsport, had a small sailboat arrive by by those in want of conveyance between
the
mentioned.
in
and
our
are
points
the
Call on her at-v
train last week, which was put into
| A.VU1I1 LTC^UllI lolling
uvui.,
V.IUJ
water at Lewis wharf. Monday Mr. Allyu
ami Sunday was ushered in with fug, which
4 BELL
started in the craft to sail over to Searsport j became a down-pom about noon and conbut had proceeded but a short distance tinued with only occasional lulls throughwhen she capsized and as lie could nut swim out the afternoon and evening, rendering
1 all
attempts at evening service out of the
a narrow
escape from
a stroke he had
question. We will hope that both weather
taken
to
and
rescued
drowning. He was
j and travelling may be improved by next
us
John Sanborn's office to dry out. The boat Sunday and that .Mi* Frye will favor
again as lie bad promised last Sunday.
is better iitted for pond sailing than on the
Capt. Albert C. Colcord’s vessel, sell.
waters of our hay, and is rigged with a
Harry T. Hayward, which was run down
Standard Patterns
lateen sail.
by a steamer recently and sunk near Cape Warranted first class in every respect.
The Designer for May is ready for you.
a
has
been
raised
wrecking
by
!
Henry,
The City Obutsaxces. At an informal
crew and towed to
Norfolk, Va. Both
SINGLE COPIES 10c.
meeting ol the city government last Thurs- schooner and steamer were badly damaged
Stylish, Comfortable and Durable.
i
We take subscriptions at the reduced
day evening the ordinances were talked ! and it was a wonder the steamer succeeded
in making port. Capt. Colcord has been in
over and the general opinion seemed to be
Baltimore attending the suit, which has yg^'Call at our Repository and examine
rates, 5o cents a year.
that those which are not or cannot he en- been awarded in his favor.
We underthem.
tfiO
foiced should either be enforced or repeal-1 stand the Hayward will be repaired at NorIn particular section ti in Chapter is, folk under Capt. C.’s directions.
e l.
ISAAC S.
Me.
Mrs. s. E. Foster, a veteran missionary
re'atimr to the obstruction of sidewalks, I
in Sunday school work, employed by the
streets or highways by goods and other
Maine Missionary Society, is here assisting \
articles, and section 10 of the same chapter ltev. T. 11. Derrick, in arousing interest in
j
forbidding the hanging of awnings or ap- his work and helping to organize a Sunday
work here is propendages therefrom within less than seven ; school. Mr. Derrick’s
A GIRL FOR GENERAL WORK
and next Sunday at 2.30 p.
feet above the sidewalk, were discussed, but gressing nicely
in. there will he a Sunday school organized
IN THE KITCHEN
Apply to
The city officials j at the school
taken.
no action was
is
to
it
which
hoped
I *
house,
would be glad to hear from the citizens j parents will bring tlieir children, as there
nu tms ur.uui
me here
with regard to the wishes in the matter and is no Sunday school work being d
111 Phoenix Row
rt present.
At 3 p. ni.'Rev. Derrick will
a
special meeting will he called at any preach and a cordial invitation is given to
the
It
will
be
it.
seen
time to act upon
by
j ill to attend these services.
All true lovers of baseball,—ami who is
report of the May meeting that a move has ;
A middle aged woman as companion for a
game?—will be lone at No 4 Peach street. Shirt waist launder- ,udow.
already been made in the direction of not fond of our national
A good
to hear that a base bali association
glad
|
'd at reasonable prices.
amending the ordinances.
I
has been formed in town. It was organized
142 Wiado Avenue, Belfast, Me.
2wl8*
0wi9*
Herbert May 4th, ami will have its first grand ball
Arrested for Burglary.
benefit of
for
the
evening,
this,
Thursday,
Ilayes of Searsmont was brought before the association. Music will be furnished
the Police Court May 3d, on a charge of by Keyes’ orchestra of three pieces. The
burglary by P. (J. Hurd, deputy sheriff. It following officers were elected by the assoP. W. Sprague and B.
is alleged that the dwelling house of J. F. ciation : Managers,
-XO BUYJ. Cox; Captain, W. F. Truudy; Treasurer,
in
his
abwas
entered
of
Hall
Searsmont,
A. B. Colcord; Secretary, 11. H. Colson.
We
wish
association
much
first
of
the
about
the
prosperity
April
sence one evening
and oft-repeated success upon the diamond.
and that provision and goods were taken,
We shall hope for numerous games du ing
among which were some silver coins w hich the summer, with “our boys” flying the
Hall had kept as souvenirs. Hall notified victors’ colors.
Mr. George M. Houghton is having a
Because the manufacturer places
the traders in that vicinity to be looking
float made for use in coming and
for these coins and it is said that Hayes landing
on
every can a State chemist’s
from
to
When
completed
going
pier
pier.
passed one of them in the store of D. 11. it will be 300 feet long by 4 broad, with a
showing its
analysis
The officers were notified, railing along one side. It is very securely
Cobb & Son.
which are
with the above result. Hayes was held for built of large logs on top of
heavy joists and this in turn is covered
the September term of court in $500 bonds with thick
planks. It will run from Grifand in default w as committed. Ou May 7th, fin’s Point shore and be securely fastened
there by heavy wire cables.
rocks
to
huge
before
James
been
secured
S.
bail having
rocks, the caIlarriuian, bail commissioner, with Fred S. Holes will be drilled in thefastened.
This
and
bles
inserted
strongly
Collins and Osgood B. Collins, each of Apwill1 be a great convenience, allowing
pleton, as suieties, Hayes was released. float
tide
without
of
Zetbro Berry of Searsmont was before tile of embarking at all times
a
AGENTS REX FLINT KOTE ROOFING.
Police Couit on May 5th on a similar action the necessity of waiting for high water,
man.
J
and bail not having been secured is now matter of importance to a business
held for the grand jury.

the

been a large increase in the appropriations—from £39,200 in 1905 to £48,100
for
ooQ iov

SILKS FOR WAISTS,

touching ecMy face was

now

mother’s,
j
She returned Thursday.
Miss Sadie Merrithew, who returned from
her book-keeping course in Bangor last (
week, will be employed in her father’s busi- ;
ness through the summer, and return to
Bangor in the fall to complete her studies, j

the sufferers iu San Francisco.

SILKS FOR DRESSES,

out, and
I then went to
me
what
another doctor. He asked
I was taking for it, and I told him
Cuticura. He said that was a very
good thing, but that he thought that
life. But
my face would be marked for
Cuticura did its work and my face is

Mrs.W. J. Creamer and son, Master Walter, returned from a week’s visit in Boston j
last Saturday. Mrs. Creamer went to buy i
spring goods and millinery, and the son for
medical treatment.

EVENT

SILKS FOR GOWNS,

zema.

covered, my eyebrows
then it got in my eye.

SELLING

SILKS FOR COSTUMES,

"As I was a sufferer with eczema
I write to tell you what a great friend
I found in Cuticura Remedies, dn
six months I had
tried three doctors,
but did not get any
better. It was on
my body and on my
feet so thick that
I could hardly put
a pin on me with#r>4V

SILKS—

SILKS
SILK

BELFAST’S

Now Without a Blemish.

The coal miners have finally decided
The Improvement Society will meet with
Sch. Alice E. Clark, Capt. L. MacDonald,
not to strike and have resumed work Mrs. Harry W. Clark, Monday, May 14th, arrived May 1th with a cargo of 2,723 tons
be
of
coal for the railroad company.
will
terms.
If
the
on
the
old
m.
at
2.30
meeting
stands
the
old
at
stormy,
p.
Mrs. Field and little child of Reading,
Coal has already dropped in price in held with Mrs. F. W. Pote.
some time with Mrs.
All members of Thomas H. Marshall Mass., are spending
some places.
F.’s sister, Mrs. Walter J. Creamer.
Circle are requested to attend the regular
Beside appointing Capt. Albert C. Colcord
Two of the license commissioners of meeting next Tuesday afternoon to attend
the
port warden, as announced last week,
Memorial
to
in
to
matters
day.
been
have
regard
deposed
Gloucester, Mass.,
selectmen have appointed Mr. Henry MoulThe Congregational Club will hold its ton harbor master.
as the result of preferred changes susMr. Benjamin Gerry, wife and little
tained by the mayor. Thus there are last meeting and banquet in the vestry of
the North Church next Wednesday even- nephew, Ray Hopkins of Camden, arrived
troubles under a license system as well
and are the guests of
in town
ing at 6 o’clock. Prof. Hartshorn of Bates Mrs. G.’s Saturday
brother, Mr. H. L. Hopkins and
as under prohibition; and the Glouceshosor.
of
will
be
the
guest
college
wife.
ter Times says that most of the cities
W ork on the electric plant is going steadiGeorge A. Gilchrest bought at Rockland
We think we
in the State have them.
for the power-house
the good schooner Alaska, 49 tons ly forward. The cellar
is oemg prepared, poles sec, ecc. 11 is
havp hpsrrl of somethin!! of the kind in recently
|
if
and
in
at
I8ti7,
built
Me.,
net,
the plant will be in readiness for use by |
Southport,
Boston.
of
season
the
first
June.
the
her
before
sell
he does not
opens
will bring her to Beltast for the
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Do not wait until it is too late
a

Man of the World

so

Deposit

<

Vault of

The City National Bank of Bel:

scholar and a thinker who has traveled the world over said: “It is idle to
discount the part that dress plays in
shaping a man’s career. Arrayed in
au ill-fitting suit of poor material, outof-date or exaggerated in style, a man
may be at heart a gentleman of the
highest type and a genius in ability,
but the World will misjudge him. He’s
offering a big handicap to fortune and
success.”
a

It’s

Box in the Safe

secure at

This vault is

unquestionably

State and is Absolute Proof

■

ol the best ii
against both hire

one

Burglary.
Boxes $3.00 Per Year.

easy to dress well

nowadays at small cost by
wearing Kuppenheimer
Clothes that

a

man

is in

duty bound to give himself
all the ad vantage to be gained by being well and correctly dressed. A Kuppenheimer Suit will help you
just as much a custom-tailored garment, but won’t
cost you half

as

WM. B. SWAN, Pres.

much.

C. W. WESCOTT, CnM

DIRECTORS

*

:

Wm. B. Swan,
Robert F. Dunton,

homas W. Pitcher,
Elmer A. Sherman,

Asa A. Howes,

Chas. P. Hazeltine,

l

Clarence E. M
Thomas E. Sin
Winfield S. P>

■

A

complete assortment of
Kuppenheimer Clothes is
carried by

Healey’sIceCream

Harry W. Clark & Co.,
The Main Street Clothiers,
Tailors and Outfitters,
Belfast, Maine.

We have not sold out.

Still at the old stand,
45 CHURCH STREET
““

j

i

Copyright 1906
B. Kupponhelmor & Co.
Chicago

Parlors

Telephone

™

Open Saturday. May 12th.

I»u

H. W. HEALEY, Prop.

FCR SALs-year old mtleh cow, t«
and pigs, one white Chci
c.
ling Holstein bull and one
bull, two heifers. An improve-.
No. 5 Separator, used only one »"•'
One

1

shoats

KAi.ru
Searsport Avenue, Belfast, M«.

I

(Ht NEWS OF BELFAST.
Vl'KLISHIiliP
of The

Journal

are on

sale at the

,kV

",

vr the post office.
springs. At the post office.
At the store of I. H. W.
,kt.

a

-lore of 1>. .1. Dickens,
m
Searsport. Miss E. M. Hall,
rl( M. J. Dow, Itrooks, are authorin receive subscriptions and advern,

i,

in

Journal Publishing Co.

w. Laneasterlhas bought the W.
ir,l bouse, 38 Spring street.
NorthI iney has taken the store at
iiepground again this season and will
I „■ business when the seasou opens
has been less moving than usual
because there are
ng, perhaps
to move into, as
t. es than usual
not many vacant tenements.
|l. Colby in smack Daybreak ar.ij4y night with lobsters and live
pis fare to the markets and sailed
morning for the fishing grounds,

|

,v

FOR BOTH

NOTICE.

niiual meeting of the Children’s Aid
f Maine will be held at the Girl’s
Mirthport avenue, Belfast, May 15th,
and
m., for the election of officers
of thft usual business.

One disease of thinness in
children is scrofula ; in adults,
consumption. Both have poor
blood; both need more fat.
These diseases thrive on leanness.
Fat is the best means of
overcoming them; cod liver oil
makes the best and healthiest
fat and

SCOTT’S
EMULSION
is the easiest and most effective
form of cod liver oil. Here's a
natural order of things that
shows why Scott's Emulsion is
of so much value in all cases of
scrofula and consumption. More
f it. more weight, more nourishmi

number of McCall’s magazine
Castrated article ou “Longfellow’s
Inn” by Ruby Carlton Johnson
!.
I lie article on Belfast for the
Journal
.o, News, reprinted in The

>nt

t

Sen(1 for free

ecent donations received at the

409 415 Pearl Street, New York

,nty Hospital were the following:
... Mrs. Thos. B. Diusmore; magaK. I). Tapley; flowers, Mr. llenpreserves, “A Friend”; crib, “A
.Juki’s bed, Mrs. E. S. Pitcher,
mbersof Seaside Chautauqua Cirft Monday afternoon, May 14th,
K. 1’. Frost, No. 42 High street.
w ili be from chapter ten of Greek
hapters ten and eleven of Greek
Roll call, quotations from
'tUS.”
The Journal who had noticed
,iphs concerning the destruction
I
wers by pulling tire plants up
t> suggests a similar warning
piping the bark from the white
People have been known to do
rivate grounds where the trees
it

i..ed.

5^''-and 5'

.00

••

••

••

••

AII

Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast post office for tlie week ending May 5:
Mrs. Clara H. Brown, Miss Beth McGee,
Mrs. Margaret Ilall, Mrs. E. A. Stevens,
Mrs. Frank Jennings, Herbert 1). Coates,
Mr. A. C. Crockett, Edwards & Walker Co.,
Dr. Gilford, R. W. Hamilton, Merritt H. Irvin, Clias. Knee land, Clias. F. Soule.
The Senior class of the Belfast High
school were excused from attending recitations on Friday, May 4th, when, in accordance with custom, they planted a tree. The
class selected a young maple tree, which
they planted on the Spring street side of
the upper common, just above 1903’s tree.
It was decorated in the class colors, gold and
white, was dedicated to Miss Caroline W.
Field, and is to be called the Field Maple.
The ceremonies were entirely informal and
there were no special exercises.

resumed at Mt. Peroival,
Dickey’s popular excursions of last sumA bowling alley, an ice house mer will be resumed again this season, with
the ! the first trip on Sunday next, when the steam..me stable will be built, and

1‘1'OU.

Darby lias just completed at his
ing street,a very handsome rowShe is planked
,-h is f r sale,
■it;, top streak oak, stern and
mahogany ; has brass rowlocks,
,pper fastened and rivited. The
,?uip throughout is of the best and
s.

sj.i

1

good one.
~wift blacksmith shop, lower Main
a, been sold to John F. Rogers,
: epair Tt and tit it for a machine
C laid been the property of the

■i.

a

years, and after \V. A. Swift
business was occupied by
i Min
liavuer until his death. Latterly
Noyes has used it for storing car40

etc.

six weeks. Capt. \V. E.
,.f the U. S. fish commission anover 1,000,000 brook trout are to
Hi in Maine waters. This is one ot
the next

_est

consignments

ever

sent

to

is to have 15,000 l&ndlockand trout will he distributed in
as follows:
Burnham, 20,000;

i lei l ast

,\

...mo; Belfast, 15,000.

■

of the gentlemen friends of Mr.
.lew, whose marriage was recently
i in tliese columns, assembled at
.re
in Northport last Thursday
a to commemorate the happy event.
went down by buckboard and
.images and on arrival at tlie cot*
:h
cordially welcomed, Kefreshre served and a social time enjoy-

of the year a barrel of moth
eels near the door in the store of A.
& Co., arid not a few persons have
them from time to time, thinking
In an Ellsworth
:e confectionery.
season

■

the other day a woman picked
bit a rubber sponge, and her explathe amazed druggist who caught
lie act was, “I thought it was a corn*
re

Mrs. Walter

i.kts.

P.

Clarke of

Ferry gave birth, May, 2nd to a
igliing 8 pounds, and two daughters
pounds respectively—all
■wig 5i and
healthy and perfect children, and all
well, including the mother, who is
ing rapidly. Mr. and Mrs. Clarke
ly lived in Monroe, and friends there
n in the congratulations which The
■•wrt

uai extends.

Christian Temperance
will meet Friday, May 11th, with
I 1> Frothingham. A full attendance
ted.
The following officers were
; at the last meeting for the ensuing
President, Mrs. Lucy A. Decrow;
‘resident, Mrs. Heleu A. Carter; SeeMrs. Minnie Coombs; Treasurer,
P. Frothingham; Recording SeereWoman’s

irs.

Ada Brier.

that the travelseason of the
Work on the shoe fac,n it is now.
.:ension lias been delayed because of
‘lie

general opinion

-....

at

this

excursion from this
city to Stockton, visiting the piers there and
giving al! a chance to see Hit work which is
er

Castine will make

an

laid out for summer and what lias been
done during the winter months. The fare
will be 3? cents for the round trip and the
steamer will leave here at ieii o'clock, giving plenty of time at each landing. Other

interesting trips will be announced latter,
but Sunday excursions will be in vogue
from this on. Ask Mr. Dickey.
the
Water
Superintendent of
John 1). Walker has been apWorks.
pointed superintendent of the Belfast Water
Works, a position for which he is in every
Mr. Walker has been
way well qualified.
in the employ of Parks <fc Wheeler almost
continuously from the construction of the
works here in 1887 to the present time, and
is familiar with every detail of the work
from laying pipe to running the machinery.,
He has been employed on the construction
i.f

irnrl-a

in

k"

nn v

vi 1 le.

Tennessee

and other places, and for some time before
coming here had charge of a plant in Florida. For about u year he has had charge of
ttie pumping station at Little River, and
will be succeeded there by Edgar Brown.
There were many applicants for the position of superintendent, but Mr. William
Wheeler of Parks & Wheeler, who came to
Belfast iast week, decided upon Mr. Walker

It was announced
Shipping Items.
last week that the six-masted schooner
William L. Douglass, which recently discharged a cargo of coal at Mack’s Point,
was to he turned into a barge and fitted
with tanks for the transportation of oil in
bulk from Texas to Northern ports. The
Douglass, a line specimen of marine architecture, enjoyed the distinction of being the
six-masted steel schooner alioat. A

only

few days later came the announcement that
the Thomas W. Lawson, the largest schoonthe larger in the world and until recently
est sailing vessel in the merchant marine,
is to undergo a similar transformation and
perform a like service. For two years she
is to carry oil for Texas people and be towed from place to place by tugs. Her owners
but that coal
say she has not been a failure,
freights are so low at present that it is impossible to carry at any protit. But what
has Thomas Lawson, whose boast is that no
man leads him, to say about the fact that
bis namesake is to be led by a string by a
kerosene tug? “It is Texas oil, not Standard,” said Thamas W. “1 am fighting the
system to the last gasp, and no Standard Oil
will ever go into a craft named after me.”
_Capt. Henry Philbrook of Matinicus,
who has run a sailing packet between that
and Rockland for many years, has de-

place

cided to retire from the business, and offers
for sale his vessel, schooner .Julia Fairbanks, at a bargain-Sch. Willis * Guy,
load pavCapt. Pattershall, has chartered to
New Fork, at $1.10
ing at Swan’s Island for
loadper ton....Sch. Radiant, Capt. Hardy,
ed hay at this port last week for Swan’s
Island....Sch. Charlotte T. Sibley is loading
York-It
paving at Somes Sound for New
is understood that the six-masted steel
schooner William L. Douglass, which has
in
been chartered for two years to carry oil
bulk fiom Texas to northern ports will re»».

—

promptness

to

ail

was

ii

to.

:„ute from the
out
before the hose reels were run
i Urn horses had arrived from the Phenix
in

a

It did not seem
sounding, of the first

responded

i«e

stables.

May 10th

2
A

to 17th inclusive.

__

___

a

Fancy

A

real

re-

$22.00 SHIRT

$11.00 COVERT COATS NOW $8.o0

^p

The genuineness of

PP

tions will be apparent to all when you
examine the garments.

W

65e. ALL WOOL CARPKTS NOW 50c.

at

B
B

wholesale.

that have bean honestly

well, Spruce

t.The three-masted schooner Theoliue,
of this
recently sold by George A. Gilchrest
her name
city to New York parties, has had

changed to Lakewood-Sch. Willis&Guy,
Swan’s
Capt. Pattershall, sailed Monday for

New York. Elon
I m; san Fkancisco Relief Fund. C. Island to load stone for
us the Gilchrest will make the trip in her and will
escott, the treasurer, has given
Rereceived probably take his trick at the wheel
wing statement of money
are nearlyaid of the San Francisco sufferers: pairs on sch. Irene E. Meservey
at completed and she will probably be launchIzmI by the concert, $201; collection
the last
ii
church service, $32.15; Catholic ed from Gilchrest’s marine railway
she goes off the steamWhen
entertainment,
week.
school
this
of
South
nrli, $t;.oo;
The latter er Silver Star and the steam yacht Navis
-17 Hi; subscriptions, $315.54.
Miss Anne C.
in includes $25 wired by
taken on. While the Silver Star is
sent Mon- will be
was
the Castiue which has
nsby. A draft for $572.00
of the undergoing repairs
busichairman,
Phelan,
to
D.
James
day
been put iu fine order for the seasons
The
on the Belfast,
finance committee, San Francisco.
ness, will take her place
sent
been
Dy
sum of $107 had previously
Islesboro and Castine route.
the Unitarian society.
—

16.50 ETON SUITS

S

19c

and 39c

^P
Z

THIS SALE.

Z

2.10 BRUSSELS BORDERS

that must appeal

GENUINE REDUCTION.

M. Linoleums

are

a

50c.

now

oOc. LINEN SCRIM

grade heavier than

the E.; at this sale M

40

Linoleums same

price of E's.50c.

per

B

i

$1.00

AURA

worked

now

W

39c.

Red, Yellow and Green
in body—A REAL PRICE

REDUCTION.

The remainder of

SAMPLES 15c.

J

jjl

We have about 50 samples, size 18x30, a
carpet that sells for 81.00 a yard, one-half

z

yard.loc

D. & J. Anderson’s

our

beautiful imported Ginghams to be closed
at.9c. per yard.

4 50 SHI IVAN RUGS

3.00

now

36x63 inches is the size of these beautiful
Oriental looking Rugs—a UARGA1N you
should not miss—honestly reduced to.
3.00

The reduction in prices of new 1S06 spring and
You c<.n certainly desummer goods is a genuine mark down.
at
this
reduction
sale
is areal genuine mark
that
pend upon price
former
Come
from
down sale
prices.
early for these bargains.

=

X

inches wide,

figures

1

yard

^k

a

Call early for these goods.
75c. each

piece.

60c. NA1RNS M LINOLEUMS

Z

7oC.

now

Brussels Border, 5-8 wide, It Yards in

discriminating buyers.

crastinate.

The reduced price on these goods should
clean up the entire lot before night.
lOo, 19c and 39c

^

B

Z

11.50

now

Three Gray Suits, the popular shades of

If there is any one of the twenty-six offerings that appears
in this advertisement that interests you drop your house work
and come now. We have frequently advised you not to pro-

25c and 50c PILLOW TOPS

10c,

A

■

the season. A REAL REDUCTION FOR

.

5

■■■

^

| |

Readings

PROCRASTINATION

FOUR FANCY EATON SUITS

A

£

15c. SCOTCH GINGHAMS 9c.

$18 50 HOUR SUITS NOW 16.00

B

#

by mail, 12c.
10c., by mail 14c.

sent

-i

means

A

This reduction in price is genuine. The
warp and filling is all wool,
50c. per yard

5

one.

reduction

to

beautiful Olive Green Silk Shirt Waist
Suit, a reduction honestly made from
$22.00 to.18.00

Try

The patrons of this store know what this

Three elegant suits

A

one

i

•

Manton Patterns all 10c.

Catalogues

19.50 ETON SUITS NOW 14.00

SUIT

these price reduc-

Only two at this price -one Wilton ami
Axminster. A bargain—lower than

2
B

WA1SI'

NOW 18.00

#7 50 BIGELOW RUGS NOW 5.50.

1

unexcelled.

May

#

Manton Patterns

Notice, if

always sold at 59c., now
only.29c

....

duction.

2

are

59c. WAIST PATTERNS NOW 29c

9x12 Rugs with a hue linen warp. A
great bargain lor any one who buys at
10.00 each
only.

Panama with white vest—

remarkable fine Panama.

May

Your

is Worth

i.

$16.00 KKVA RUGS NOW 10.00

$28.00 EATON SUIT 820.00
Black

W

Reducing Sale

-^Twenty=Six Offerings That

|

For Home Dressmaking

Commencing today, May tOth, and continuing until Wednesday, Way 16th,
5.?o p. m. We shall place on sale this morning merchandise that is to be
sold less than the regular selling price. This is to be a money saving event
that must interest every buyer in Belfast and vicinity.

Telephone

or

20.00 TWO BLACK SUITS
Black is always good,

Mr. and Mrs. R. P. CHASE.

now

15.00

summer or

winter.

GUARANTEE THE

We

PRICE

j
ifc
2

RE-

2

RUCTION TO BE SQUARE.

I-

B

1.25 TAPESTRY RUGS SOW 98e.

y
B

11.00 BLACK JACKET

Roxbury and Empire Tapestry Rugs,
27x54 inches, always sold at $1.25, now

B

B

A beautiful Suit for all

B

reduction in the price is genuine.
reduction.

A

now

The

seasons.
A

rw

Belfast
IV.

J

Opera

House.

Thursday, May 17,

(EDDIE

b

Cheap material and cheap work
cleverly covered up with adul-

35 and 50 cts.

make the Piano look
II E.A LT II Y, tempting and
good for a little while, then thinsidegoes wrong, end the pura
chaser finds himself with a
very unsatisfactory instrument

BAND AND ORCHESTRA.

It pays to buy a good Piano of
reliable dealer.

STREET Parade at noon.

a

PITCHERS
Music Store,
Belfast,

75 Main St.,

Me.

You had an earache you
Wouldn’t doctor for a sore

Throat, would you?

It is

Just as senseless to suppose
That ANY ONE SHOE Is good
For all kinds of feet.

A

Shoe that is easy for one
Person may be radically

Wrong for another. Feet
Vary almost as much as
Faces. Some are wide, others
Narrow, high insteps and low,
Out-growing Joints, corns,
Flat-footedness and many
Other ailments that are a
Source of discomfort to the
Owners.
If you are a sufferer
Come in and let us fit
You to a shoe made

specially

For YOUR OWN Individual complaint. Wo can at loast glvo you
and In many Instancos
effect a euro. Wo have benofHod

COMFORT,

Othors-why not you.

IT.

w

HORSES

A GENUINE RE-

45«. CRKX GRASS MATTING
Less than the

car

load

&

now

9

BOe

price of this
A

production.
PRICE REDUCTION.

American

^P

GENLINE

9

^HIGH TIME FOR SEEDS**-

I

I have seven hundred bushels

OATS

thoroughly cleansed

from foul seed

BARLEY,

SEED

Grass seed of best

Western and native.

quality.

Ensilag,

corn, etc.

Brooks, Maine.

W. E. BARKER,

Papers BELFAST SAVINGS BANK,
5c., 6c.,
7c., 9c.

BELFAT, MAINE.

HERBERTJT. FIELD.

WILMER J. DORMAN.

ROBERT E. DUNTON

Asst. Treasurer.

Treasurer,

President.

This bank commenced its

thirty=eighth

fiscal year December 1, 1905.

I will arrive in Belfast Friday with a string of
I shall
go id using horses. Until further notice
be located at the Phoenix House stables. Belfast.
Me. where I shall endeavor to make it the beadall
quarters in the county of Waldo for horses of
kinds. At present I have a pair of matched drivare perfectly safe
both
fillies,
They
ing pacers,
for a lady to drive in single or double harness.
Have also a very nice
This is a very fast team.
family horse 5 years oid, weighs 1,050, chestnut
in color, quite speedy, and several other work
and driving horses. All horses guaranteed as

the
The last statement of the State Bank Examiner gives

timated market value oi

showing

a

safety fund

7G9 42

Inquiries by mail for horses will have prompt,
Address all letters to
WILLIAM E. GRINNF.LL,
Searsport, Me.—Tel. 3-13.
Care of Phoenix House, helfast—Tel. 7-11.

attention.

or

fitting, check.

RUCTION TO.12..50

14.50

■<

Wa:

°ver

Undertaking

Moth Balls

-AND-

-jsL.CENSED EMBALMING*®

For

Putting Away Furs

FOlt SAKE CHEAP AT THE

R. H. COOMBS 4 SON,

Oily Drug Store

Caskets, Robes and Burial Goods
answered promptly either day of night.
Telephone at house and office.
Ambulance for moving the sick.

its assets

as

regards

as

the

es-

SI,532,932,31,
of
S203,-

depositors

ar|d above all its liabilities.

All moneys received

Calls

THINK
ABOUT

w

W

of these Long Coats,

CHOICE SEED

terants

and BILLY}

PRICES, 25,

WWW

one

ft

l'-Tao

now

--ft
AiMftftftftftftftft# ftftft ft ftft

Pianos

BROS’

MLaBARRE
INSTREL

W W W W W W W

half

WE GUARANTEE TI1E PRICE REHONEST AND
DUCTION TO HE
GENUINE.

Carle <£ Jones’

Adulterated

(LIFFORD..MANAGER

9.75

We have two light, loose back coverts,
Honestly reduced in
finely tailored.
price.9 75

real

PONY SUIT now

LONG COA1'

We show but

There are short lengths and small ends,
that sell from liOe. to $1.40 a square yard,
this sale.38e.

1S.50

12.00 COVERT JACKETS

10.50 RED ETON SUITS NOW 12.50

17.00

GOc. LINOLEUMS FOR 3Sc.

beautiful garment with very fine strappings all over. ANOTHER GENUINE
TRICE REDUCTION.

98c.

B

11.00

now

A

and his appointment is generally regarded
as tlie best that could be made.

haul the lumber from Merriam’s
,j in other directions business has
± lie
X1H7111CH.'
ceive $5,<*UU pm mwm.11.
aided. It is a good time to investi- Lawson, which has been chartered for the
ascerto
the
roads,
sum
bad places in
same trade, will receive a considerable
In
.mt may be done to remedy then).
Among recent charters
over this amount
it majority of cases it will be found are the following: ship E. B. Sutton, 60,000
and
i.linage is what is needed,
cases petroleum, New York to Turin
C.
tie alarm about 8 o'clock WednesHaiphong, 18c,- prompt; schooner Bessie
a buruBeach, Stonington to Philadelphia, stone,
uing, May 2nd, came from
Ann to
the Capt.
$1.25; sch. R. W. Hopkins, Cape
mney in what was formerly
A
Moore house, 35 Court street.
Havana, stone, p. t.; bark Auburndale,
■i ll man happened to be just opposite
Turks Island to north of Uatteras, salt, p.
in
Island to
lo-adquarters of the fire department
t.; sch. Carrie E. Look, High
was
I
rial building at the time and
Philadelphia, stone, $1.10; sch. John Bracewith which
Head to New York, stone, p.
ised
note the
to

#

druggists

been

in-outifled with trees and shrubload leading to tbe summit will be
1, Miade trees, and the view from
: atory is one that cannot be im-

P. O. Box 1040,
39, Ring 3.

f

sample.

SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists

nth' ago.

!Send

Great Stock

A. D. Chase & Son,

lm f’si win-

Une

■

all orders to

on

deposit will

go on interest the

FIRST DAYS OF EACH AND EVERY MONTH
calendar year there will be
and on the first days of June and December of each
has not been less than .1 per
dividend of interest made up, which in the past
after the same. All dividend interest
cent per annum, payable the first Mondays
of the depositors, audit uncalled
the
accounts
to
will be immediately credited
the principal sum.
for at the time,will bear interest, the same as
of its
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight
deof
its
present
the
of
patronage
trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation
and will be pleased to open new accounts with any prospective deposia

positors,

tors within or without the State.

Deposits in this Bank

are

exenjt frun taxatian.

N

g*gF-We also carry

a

TO RENT

FULL LINE of

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES
and do developing, printing, etc., at lowest prices.

Films for any size
room free to all.

72 MAIN

or

make of cameras.

STREET,

A dark

BELFAST.

NORTH HALF OF THE TIMOTHY
and
CHASE house at the corner of Church
Mr. Wm.M.
Miller streets, formerly occupied by
modern
a.,
the
Banda... Has
P y
Or CHASE & DOAK.

mHB

1

f" ARKER?'

Belfast, March 29,1906.-13

9. a. m. to :» p.
This bank will be open for business daily from
m.
12
to
m.
9
a.
from
Saturday Saturday

JAMES H. HOWES, R03ERT F. DUMTON, ARTHUR
BROWN, FRED G. jWHITE, BEN D. FIELD, Trustees.

Belfast, December 1,1905.

1.

m., except

THE VOLUNTEER NAVY,
BESIEGED BY THE REBELS AT WASHINGTON, N. C.

j

OFFICIAL REPORTS.

PROMOTION.
XV.

at Xewbevn, X.
C., aw aiting orders. A lew days after
arrival there we were ordered lo proceed to Washington, X. C., where we
arrived tne night before Christmas, relieving the gunboat Miami. It ashingington is one of tlie most delightful
little places 1 ever saw. It is located
its
on the Pamlico river, is miles from
mouth. The entrance lo this river is from
the Pamlico sound, and is about 50 miles
distant from Xewbern and the same
In my last

were

Here,
distance from Patterns Inlet.
wellas at all other towns we held, the
few
but
with
exceptions,
to-do people,
left on our approach. In every place
there were a lew Cnion people that remained. But most of them were poor
feed,
people that the government had to us
to
while they stood ready lo betray
the enemy at ti e first opportunity. Our
was
duty as guard ship below the town
Quite a
delightful during the winter. with
the
little commerce was carried on
inland port. Camp followers from tiie
Xorti; followed the army in, and there
were several large stores occupied by
Xoithein men, who had all things needvid had permits from Gen. I). F.
fn
if

.n.„ l.,„U

f„WM

to

-r!l to all persons who would take the
oath of allegiance: and most of them
would take it in order to buy a pound
of coffee and break it as soon as an op-

portunity offered.

They

were

mostly

as all the
poor whites" and illiterate,
were at that
poor people of the South
time. A tree public school among them
one
was an unheard of thing, and not
in ten knew the nature ot an oath.
tobacco
Cotton, tar, turpentine and
were

quite plentiful among tfie people

■

j

board with his kit, and sent to the relief of the lighter, with instructions to
tow her alongside of our ship if possible. As soon as the boat shoved off
from the ship we opened fire on the
rebels at Hodman's Point, and soon
had the satisfaction ol seeing them
scatter in all directions and we were
not again molested that day.
Owing to the very strong wind Mr.
Wilkinson did not reach the ship until
about 2 o’clock p. m. Though L had
been in the service for a year and a
half 1 now got my first impressions of
the horrors of war. Of the sixty men
on board the lighter when they reached
the ship’s side 14 were dead and 20 were
wounded, some seriously and others
but slightly, but it was heart-rending
The
to hear their groans of anguish.
wounded were sent up to the town and
given in charge of the army surgeons
and a request was sent to Gen. Poster
to send a battery to occupy Hodman’s
Point to prevent the rebels from erecting a battery at that place during the
night. He sent us word that he was
being pressed too hard by the enemy in
the vicinity of the forts and was unable to spare any men, and for God’s
sake to get a message to the army and
tleet below to come to our assistance
with all possible despatch before it was
too late. Edwin McKiver, a master’s
mate on board tlie Louisiana, volunteered to make the effort to reach the
forces and lleet below in a small sailboat, and at 4 o’clock p. m. i.e left the
side of our ship in a little skiff with a
very big sail. Ik* shot out from the
side of our ship at great speed and
though for seven miles he had to run
seven batteries, and some of them were
firing at him all the time, he succeeded 1
in passing them all and reported to the
lleet below. The river was only about
a half mile wide, but lie kept in the !
l
middle and went so fast, that they were
unable to get his range. For twenty- I
four hours we anxiously watched and
for reinforcements, nut none i

prayed

THREEFACTS

Holman F. Day is planning to spend
coming summer in the woods as he
did last year. He has a contract for a
novel which he will write during the
summer, and more orders for short
stories than he can fill.
The C. M. Clark Publishing Co. of
Boston announces for early issue a new
novel entitled “The Belle of the Bluegrass Country” and written by Mrs. H.
D. Pittman. It is a story—a wonder-

fully descriptive study in black and
white—of life in Kentucky immediately after the Civil War.
The C. M. Clark Publishing Co. of
Boston has just published a new book
by Frederick Chamberlain, the Boston
lawyer-author, “In The Shoe String
Country,” a story of the present politi-

First.—That almost every operation

our hospitals performed upon women
becomes necessary through neglect of
such symptoms as backache, irregular
and painful periods, displacements
of the female organs, pain in the 6ide,
burning sensation in the stomach,
bearing-down pains, nervousness, dizziness and sleeplessness.

In

cal situation in the black belt of Alabama. Every statement in this novel
is based on fact and the book is bound
to be a sensation. A second book by
the same author, soon to be published,
is a story of travel entitled “Around
the World in Ninety Days,” and contains a vast amount of original information on foreign ways and manners.

Second.—The medicine that holds
the record for the largest number of
absolute cures of female ills is Lvdia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Componnd.
It regulates, strengthens and cures
diseases of the female organism as
nothing else can.
years it has been helping
be strong, curing backache,
nervousness, kidney troubles, inflammation of the female organs, weakFor

thirty

women

ness

OrUU

Uia^ittccmcuta,

u.^.«uwu6

and overcoming
It has also proved itself
invaluable in preparing women for
childbirth and the change of life.

perfectly

[

1 with

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

what

boys

want.

Mr.

for

About

Mrs. Henry Moulton of Stockton Springs
spent Sunday with her daughter, Mrs. Fred
Hiack and family.

putting

Range

for the

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Perkins had for glints
Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Littlefield
of Hrewerand Mr. John Perkins of Milo.

over

|

of horse dealing
and horse stealing, of the travel of
runaway slaves by the “underground

vi-.iv*” -ill
in thp (llulHf't, <* 11H Yacteristic of the time and place. One
| or iwoof the horse stories are equal to
: anything in “David llarum.”

!

He will be a difficult reader to please
who does not find much to interest him
in the May number of the Atlantic. It
opens with a leading article, Man and
the Actor, by Richard Mansfield, in
which the foremost American actor
writes with sincerity and eloquence on
the meaning of an actor’s life and of
the present conditions upon the AmeriIt is followed by a remarkcan stage.
able paper by John Burroughs in his
best vein entitled Camping with President Roosevelt, containing a full and
breezy account of President Roosevelt's camping trip in the Yellowstone
country two years ago, and incidentally
presenting one of the most intimate
pen portraits of the President that has
ever been written. Charles J. Bullock’s
paper on Life Insurance and Speculation is a comprehensive, thoroughly informed and lucid presentation of the
whole subject.
The pungent odor of the sea invigorates us these spring days; yet if we
cannot have our summer outing on the
coast right now, we can catch a whiff
of it from the May number of the New
England Magazine. This sea number
begins with an article on “The Whale
and the Whaleman” by William S.
Bilge. Did you think the grand old
There
whaling industry was dead?
are already twenty-three New Bedford
vessels on the whaling grounds and
of the further outlook the article tells.
Virginia will celebrate her Jamestown
in 1907, hut New England also has a
1607 settlement at Pemaquid, Maine,
described by II. (>. McOrillis. Thomas
J. Partridge contributes a reminiscence
of the sea “A Pirate Crew.” Another
of those delightful New England essays which have attracted a great deal
of attention lately to the Magazine, is
“The Idyll of Tristram Shephard,” by
Jeanette Marks, breathing a May spirit.
Pirating Foley’s Honey and Tar.

Foley & Co., Chicago, originated Honey
and Tar as a throat and lung remedy, and
on account of the great merit and popularity
of Foley’s Honey and Tar many imitations
are offered for the genuine. These worthhave similar sounding
less imitations
The genuine
Heware of them.
names.
Tar is in a yellow packand
Foley’s Honey
age. Ask for it and refuse any substitute.
It is the best remedy for coughs aud colds.
R. H. Moody.

At the government fish hatchery at
Boothbay Harbor may be seen at the
present time 88,000,000 lobster fry and
with the warming of the water to 55 or
60 degrees these eggs are expected to
hatch, and later will be distributed in
various spots along the Maine coast.
There are also a large number of cod
fry at this station, some of which have
already hatched. The water which is
kept running in this hatchery is pumped directly from the ocean and therefore the fry are hatched in their own
native element and a visit to the station
is a very interesting one.

ajGas
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Belfast Gas* Electric Co

for
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imperfect Seed!

IS

I

The greatest
t h e to or l d

I

women

not

thing in
to keep
young looking

this in

It does
is

a

Low grade Timothy can be purchased for
thirty cents per bushel less than good

natural way.

a

cosmetic

or

,_)

It

j

j

coating. It simply clears the pores,
gives the blood free circulation,
removes all wrinkles, and insures a
clear, healthy, well groomed skin.
Jta

frequent

use

from

Call at

our

F

;

1

and Hungarian.

now will
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Belfast, Feb. 20, 1‘XMi.—tfS

store

The MOST ECONOMICAL Paint

n

a

perience.

THE SWAN & SIBLEY CO.

sample

FCc f

Belfast,

l)o not take any that will test less than !>9
per cent. pure.
We are now taking into store a car load of
per cent. pure. Also
Timothy that tests
best quality Red Clover, Alsyke lied Top
We have choice Seed Oats. Also 2-Row Seed
Harley and nice clean Harley for feed.

keep you young looking and good
looking. 50c and $1.00 per jar.

I

tin

s-s.

f.l'lfoM

Tl I

an

quality.
f

artificial skin

Coal, our Prices,
satisfactory at.all

i ront M.,

33, 35, 37

Ho not purchase any Timothy Seed that has
not got the analysis of the Maine state Experiment Station.
*

We will

specialties."

ly

Beware of

attractive
“Signal
title of a new book by Louise M. IIopj kins, which The C. if. Clark Publish
ing Co. will bring out in the early
It is a frontier story of the
spring.
kind
kind—the
I good, old-fashioned
that opens with a rush and continues
without a pause until the last word in
While essentially a
the last chapter.
boy’s book it will appeal to readers of
advanced years. The story is historically correct and quite a few wellknown army and Indian characters are
introduced in the course of a story
which revolves around the adventure
of a boy named Newton Bolt, who is
spending his vacation with his uncle at
The boy rides
a frontier army post.
out with the soldiers, takes part in a
skirmish, is captured by the redskins
and held for three months.
the

in

summer.

pipe your house
during your spring
house-cleaning. Drop
us a postal or call, us
by telephone and let us
Let

Miss Edith Nutter of Corinna arrived by
boat Saturday night and began school in
this district Monday.

For Over Sixty Years.
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
Clark Publishing Co. of Boston, is a Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been
used for over sixty yeais by millions of
stirring tale of Ohio life m the early mothers for their children while teething,
sixties, told in the forceful, graphic, with perfect success. It soothes the child,
dashing style which has won for Mr. softens the gums, allays all pain, cures
Vance wind colic, and is the best remedy for DiarNaylor such high renown.
Chatham, the hero of this tale, who is ! rhoja. Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by
on
the i diuggists in every part of the world.
out
stands
the Kentuckian,
heroic Twenty-live cents a bottle. Its value is iupages of this book a figure of
calculable.
There is a

is

CITY.

NEW YORK

nes

departments.
“The Kentuckian,” by James Ball
Naylor, recently published by the C. M.

Lights”

THE CENTAUR COMPANY, TT MURRAY STREET,

Mrs. Frank Harriman and daughters Agand Florence were in Hangor last week
a short stay.

fetrate-

plentiful

In Use For Over 30 Years.

Mrs. Olive Merrill has returned from a
two weeks visit with relatives in Levant
ami Hangor.
There will be a sociable in the hall this,
Thursday, evening. Cake and ice cieam
will be for sale.

there are three more chapters of Mr.
Hawkes' line animal story, “Shaggyeoat;” the concluding chapters of "The
Adventures of Joe and Dan;” “Four
Roys in Camp,” by J. L. Harbour, and
lots of stories, pictures and the usual

proportions.
sprinkling of lighting,

The Kind You Have Always Bought

Point.

^ meyer’s new serial, "In Defense of His
1 Flag,” a splendid story of two boys
sides in the Civil
I lighting on opposite
War, begins in this number. Then

J
j

GENUINE

SANDY POINT.

Certainly the publishers are sparing
neither effort nor money in placing before American boys the brightest, best,
and most inspiring kind of literature.
The May American boy is simply tilled

■

|

yf

Tlie Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

8i,,r (ZyytfMzZ^

from you his appreciation of the humor
in everything.

1

■

CASTOniA.
The Kind You Have Always Bought

Bears the

Another great coal strike threatens,
There was no service last Sunday evening
and that fact adds interest to “A Les- owing to the rain.
son in Labor,” a strong story by Richard
Mrs. Fannie Richards went to Hangor
Washburn Child in the May McClure’s.
Friday, shopping.
The plot involves a newly organized
Owing to so much rain the roads are very
union, a boss, and a walking delegate
and the combination j bad in this vicinity.
irom the city,
ends in drama and disaster, and then a
Ernest Hlanchard is ready to transport
tinal solution of all the difficulties. passengers from the boats and trains.
The foreman who tells the story is one
Rapering, painting and house cleaning
of Mr. Child’s best characters. lie is
are the occupations of main at this time.
quite irresistible, and even when he
Mr. E. W. Porter from Hangor spends
comes to the most serious portions of
each Sunday at his cottage on Gondola
his narrative, he can’t quite keep away

j

■

W. A. and Charles F. Swift, Belfast, to
John F. Rogers, do.; laud and buildings in
Belfast.
Vienna Stephenson, Belfast, to Lewis II.
Matthews, Searsport; land and buildings in

poet.

Mrs.Pinkham’s Standlnglnvltatlon

came.
to Women.—Women suffering from any
outside the town, and as the governI form of female weakness are invited to
the
During the night the rebels succeeded
and
the
ment wanted
turpentine
on
six
guns
in erecting a battery of
promptly communicate with Mrs Pinktar. and the speculators from the XoHh.
ham, at Lynn, Mass. All letters are
I Hodman’s Point on which were mountthe
comand
cotton
tobacco,
the
wanted
received, opeued. read and answered
ed four
guns known as the
manding general established a trading Wiiitford English throwing a solid 12ride,
by women only. From symptoms given,
week
in
each
two
for
on
shore
days
post
shot, and two 20 pounders that your trouble may be located and the
—Tuesday and Friday. This post was pound
threw both shot and shell. At daylight
quickest and surest way of recovery
just outside of us as guard ship and on the morning of April 1st they open- advised. Mrs. Pinkham is daughterthose were pretty lively days for us, as
in-law of Lydia E. Pinkham and for
ed on us and as we were within easy
we had to see that nothing contraband
made it quite hot for us.
tw*w^f.five years under her direction
range
they
of
band
A
out.
or
in
guerwent either
and since her decease she has been adThis move on their part was somewhat
thereabouts,
the
infested
country
illas
and a daring tiling for them
visingsick women freeof charge. Out of
known as Whitford’s guerillas, and bore unexpected
the vast volume of experience in treatto do as we were so near. It was a
the same relation to the army here that
of duty on the part of the caping female ills Mrs Pinkham probably
did Mosbv’s guerillas to the Army of neglect
has the very knowledge that will help
tain that he had not sent out boats
the Potomac, and it was generally bethe night to make a reconnoisyour case ‘Surely, any woman, rich or
lieved by us that at least three-fourths during
were
poor, is very foolish if she doesnot take
sance, so, to a certain extent, we
of those who came in to take the oath
advantage of this generous offer of
napping.
caught
who
|
Whitford’s
men,
of allegiance were
We got underway as soon as we could, i assistance,
and
week
in
the
two
oath
took the
days
in order to get into position to rake
broke it the other live. This continued
them, hut the heavy north wind which tion, the boats from the dtet and trailsuntil tl e last days of March, when it still
prevailed had blown the water out I ports could not have run up and had
the rebel
that
rumored
be
to
began
of the river to that extent that we got I as well. Hut none dared to make tin
General A. P. Ilill, and bis entire army hard and fast
aground and were much i effort and not one small boat came iq
left I.ee's army
corps of 25,000 men, had
worse off than before, as we laid with from either the army or navy duriiif
on
near Kichmond and were advancing
our bow toward the battery and could the time the rebels bad us bottled up it
the town for two purposes, viz., to drive
bring but one gun to bear, viz., a 80- the Pamlico river.
and
land
the
from
hordes
the Yankee
rifle and in our bom- j
as | pounder Parrott
time
until
such
land
the
off
live
to
bardment of the day before we had the
the armies of the Potomac were ready
I will now give a few extracts from
least amunition tor this gun. Finding I
to move in the spring.
In closing bis re
of the i the official reports.
was great
that
there
danger
of
For several days during the last
a shot into our boiler ! port Capt. Saltonstall says:
rebels
putting
a
that
large
March the rumor was rife
“1 will now close this necessarily
and scalding us like pigs we drew the i
force from the rebel army was apoff steam and rounded up long report, covering a period of It
This was consid- fires, blew
town.
the
proaching
Accompanying are the reports
our backs and prepared to take it. And days.
ered unreliable for some time, but at
It of tlie ammunition expended and re
Goils! didn't we have to take it!
last the rumor became so strong that it ye
is sate to say that 110 other vessel re- ceived, and of the injury to the vessel
I e:imint close without
sneaking ill
could be seen in the rebel faces. March ceived as many
shots i.IOm in one dav i
o.-,th it became known to all that A. P. as we cl hi. A schooner iiuci
the highest terms ot my officers and
astern
jusi
and wilHill's whole army was approaching,
d' us that the crew had deserted. She crew. They worked bravely
i i-snutehes were sent immediately lor
throughout the long siege,
had several bale.-' of cotton and these lingly
tor
ammunition
anil
reinforcements
to constant danger
we
brought on board and made a though exposed
and supplies for both army and navy.
from the dilapibreastwork of them around our bow, and many discomforts
The 1' uion forces which held the town at
of their quarters and
leaving an embrasure through which dated condition
that time were the two gunboats Louisiand
the want of hot
noinishing food
the
U-]>i under U oked, and which we
ana and 1 ommodore Hull—the former
caused by the enemies shot making il
tiie
during
half-hour
lived
I
day.
every
guarding the upper did ot the town and \Ve succeeded in dismounting two of an impossibility to 1 ave tires in rht
the latter t he lower—and the land forces
often inaction
their guns, and another had hurst, so at 'ship. Though being so
the cTili .Massachusetts, part of a j
half of their battery had become they never murmured, but were always
night
j
1st
r,
Pennsylvania regiment, Company
The cotton made a tine | ready for duty, night or day.
! worthless.
\,.w Volk
avairy. and Ransom’s liat"l’o my officers, viz., acting master,
for though frequently hit
was to contend | breastwork,
'then
a
is
was
'J'l
O
tery.
had no shot that could penetrate Thomas josselyn; acting ensigns,
with an anny more than six times our they
ami J. IS. DeCamara and
was not all that we Johnson
this
it.
lint
battery
restienutli. unless we were promptly
The rebels bad masters mate, .V. F. llarradan I am
had to contend with.
inforced. Though every effort was made
They showed
fear of us and were bent on our very much indebted.
great
not
did
succeed,
to get aid to us they
destruction if possible while they had ; throughout an earnest desire to dc
transon
started
were
men
though 1,700
I here was a their whole duty and to defend flit
us at a
disadvantage.
It
ports tor our relief from every part of large cornfield on the right bank of the ship and the town to the last.
the sound, and also nine gunboats, the
to
river which as we laid aground bore off would afford me much pleasure
rebels had succeeded in erecting a six
Johnson
In this field have the two ensigns, Messrs.
our starboard quarter.
gun battery s miles below A\ ashington, the rebels had erected a battery and 1 and DeCamara, promoted to acting
uii quite a high promontory known as
he fully
mounted a 32-pounder smooth bore masters, knowing them to
IIill's Point, and this one battery kept
oil us with that at compitent.”
and
they
opened
gun
nine
the
gunboats
the whole arinv and
This report was addressed to Com
about 0 o'clock. About the same time
at bav during the 17 days we were besenior Naval
a two-gun battery of 2U pounders open- mander It. T. Renshaw,
of
the
with
exception
and signseiged above,
ed on 11s from the left bank of the river, ! officer at 'Washington, N. C.,
one gunboat, which on the seventh day
and the reader may be assured that it i ed by W. G. Saltonstall, U. S Navy,
of the seige ran by the battery and
U. S. S.
was a hot shop for us for a time.
I Acting master, commanding
brought us ammunition and other supof the after division of Commodore Hull.
I had
plies’of which we were sorely in need. guns midcharge
theie was nothing for me to
The next day the army transport Esdo for a time, but when these two new
Admiral S. P. Lee, commanding the
cort having on board the 5th Rhode
batteries opened on us I had a chance North Atlantic Blockading Squadron,
Island regiment, came past the battery
a
to get in my work. Mounting
king- said at the close of bis report to the
to the assistance ot the army. It was a
post so that I could see the rebel bat- Secretary of the Navy.
great relief, lor they were being hard
I
the
and
direct
tiring opened on
tery
The department has promptly and
pressed by ike enemy on all sides and them with the after pivot gun that
generously recognized by promotion
nothing hut the guiihoat Commodore threw a
and
directsolid
shot,
00-pouud
the steady and faithful gallantry with
Hull saved the garrison during the
ed Masters Mate Harridan to open on which acting master William G. Saltirst seven days of the siege. This was
the other batteries with the two 24- tonstall fought his disabled vessel
acknowledged bv all.
which were in easy
during the IS days siege at Washing
March :’.lst we became convinced pound Dahlgrens,
In less than an hour’s time we ton, N. C., against heavy odds, and his
that the town and its garrisons were range.
for
these
batteries
both
of
had
silenced
during the progress of
completely surrounded by the rebels, the time being, but they were like Ban good conduct
the siege, and I would be glad to have
who occupied both sides of the river as
If
not
down.
would
they
far down as Hill’s Point. About sun- quo’s ghost;
driven away from one place they would draught vessel on the outside blockade,
set on that day we were ordered by
in another, so that by night all of 1 think he would do good service.
Commander Reushaw, the senior officer open
our upper works had been made into
Acting master Francis Josselyn, actpresent, to get underway and move
our paddle wheels badly
ing ensigns, J. O. Johnson and J. 13.
down the river about two miles and kindling wood,
water
condenfresh
om
and
DeCamara of the Commodore Hull, acttake a position off Rodman’s Point and damaged
no
vital
to
but
ser smashed,
strange
say
ing masters mate Henry W. Wells.
slieil the woods and roads leading to
to
was
the
of
injured
prevent acting 2nd assistant engineer, fl. Rafship
the town, which we did, and continued part
at a slow ;
Then, finding her from moving under steam
ferty, acting lid assistant engineer,
bring until midnight.
and
a
man
was
killed
not.
and
only John S. Harper and paymasters stewrate,
that we were expending a great deal of
men wounded.
three
what
exeard John C. Cross of the Ceres are
amunition without knowing
I am admonished that I must pre- recommended to special notice for
CUllOIl Jl V.ftbUimig, rtliw lcrtiitiiift t-.it.L
their good conduct and bravery in
we should soon be short ot amunition pare to bring this article to a close,
though there were hundreds of things battle, and I cordially unite with their
we ceased firing, but fired onegun every
half hour, reserving our amunition for that transpired during this siege of service commanding otlicers in recomwould be mending acting ensigns J. O. Johnson
something more definite to shoot at. seventeen days that perhaps
When we took up our position on the of interest, but I have not the time to and J. 13. DeCamara of the Commothe
nor
write
of
them
space to pub- dore Hull and masters mates A. H.
you
left batik of tlie’river a large lighter
official reports Wells of the Ceres and A. II. Hicks of
containing a 12-pound howitzer and lish them. Theofseveral
the official record and the Lockwood for promotion.”
the 27th Massachu- cover :’,7 pages
one company of
a few exsetts, Captain Lyons commanding, 1 will before closing give
landed at Rodman's Point, which was tracts from these reports.
I will further state that in Admiral
Suffice it to say that no further rethe river, and
on the right hank of
Porter’s history of the war of the Removed out about a half mile to do lief come to us during the siege other bellion lie especially mentions these
gunboat and the transport officers named for promotion by Adpicket duty, and if possible prevent than the the
Fifth Rhode Island regithe rebels from occupying the Point. bringing
that their services
Boats from miral Lee and says
About 2 o’clock in the morning, hearing ment before mentioned.
were not properly recognized by the
batteries
the
rebel
ran
this
the
every
the
slop
on
brisk firing out
picket line,
government, and it must be some graticaptain ordered me to take a boat and night down and back with ammunition lication to them and to their families
laud on the Point and if possible make that enabled us to keep up the fight to know that they are remembered by
the day. This we did for ten
my way out to Captain Lyons and during
tlieir admiral after the lapse of twentylearn in what direction we could fire nights, for we knew that without am- years.
we
were
front
a
bold
to render him the greatest assistance. munition to show
DeCamara and myself received our
1 landed on the Point, and taking one gone, and with us the garrison and the
on the same day, viz.: June
piomotions
that
here
to
state
is
It
to
town.
out
our
proper
man with me we groped
way
15, 1803.
exof
our
boat
some
we
had
rebel
expected
amid
whistling
the front and
In the report of the confederates in
bullets found Captain Lyons, who in- peditious to and from the fleet might relation to the affair the Commodore
formed me that, though hard pressed fail, and when we had fired our last Hull was called the Blue Devil and
all prepared to
by the rebels, he thought he could hold gun, combustibles were
they considered her indestructible
his position until daylight, and our touch a match to, and Captain Salten- for they were sure they hit her hunwhen
that
swear
us
made
firing in that direction would endanger stall had
dreds of times with no visible effect,
his men.
lie said that the woods were that time came that if we were living and but for her they could have cap.
until
the
leave
not
would
we
if
that
ship
but
full of rebels in all directions,
tured the town with but little effort;
On the
compelled to retreat, his men, with the we saw her well in flames.
and I know that if they bad come for
aid of the howitzer, could hold the place morning of the 17th of April we found us while we were short of ammunition
Just before daylight all the rebel forts evacuated, to our
until daylight.
could have had us.
About the sixth day they
we heard brisk firing at the Point and supreme delight.
John O. Johnson.
the howitzer belching forth, which told of the siege the army thinking it ada
to
force
to
not
visable
pasattempt
us that our forces had been drawn in,
Was Wastiiift Away.
and we waited anxiously for daylight sage past the rebel batteries returned
started
and
disembarked
to
to
direct
Newbern,
how
“I had been troubled with kidney disthat we might ascertain
ease for the last five years,” writes Robert
At the break of day the firing overland for the relief of the garrison.
our fire.
of Salem, Mo. “I lost flesh and
of the howitzer ceased and we soon But the rebels learning of their intent R. Watts,
felt well and doctored with leading
never
set the pine woods afire between Newsaw that the lighter was adrift with
physicians and tried all remedies suggested
bern and Washington and our troops
a large number of men in it, many of
without relief. Finally I tried Foley’s
A were compelled to make a long detour
whom appeared to be wounded.
Kidney Cure and less than two bottle comardid
not
fires
and
the
around
pletely cured me and I am now sound and
heavy N. W. gale was blowing directly to get
During the summer kidney irregudown the river which caused the lighter rive at Hills Point until two days after well.
larities are often caused by excessive drinkto drift rapidly toward the rebel battery the rebels had evacuated.
Attend to th
It has always been a mystery to me ing or being overheated.
The 2nd cutter was
on Hill’s Point.
at once by using Foley’s Kidney
called away in charge of Master’s Mate why, if our boats could run the block- kidneysR. H.
Cure.
Moody.
Wilkinson, with Surgeon Hildreth on ade night after night to get amnimu-

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
coutains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

mont.

Lowell,
Feun, Ditzler,
Wyeth, Taylor, and Sloan. In addition
1'iof. AVoodberry's valuable essay on
Milton is illustrated with good reproductions of rare portraits of the great

time published by permission, give absolute evidence of the value of Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
Mrs. Pinkham's advice.

—

Elisha Merriam, Morrill, to J. K. Rickej,
do.; land in Morrill.
Leroy Marriner, Searsmont, to Albert L.
Marriner, do.; land and buildings in Sears-

Glackens,

Third.—The great volume of unsolicited and grateful testimonials on file
at the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn,
Mass., many of which are from time to

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
j/
/■Ci<cA&Z4
Allow no one to deceive yon in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment,

Springs.

McClure’s Magazine for May in addition to its sterling text, headed by the
first of the Kipling stories and the Life
Insurance articles, is one of the best illustrated imnilieru
of
HI1V Oeriodical
that has been on the stands in a long
time. The following well known artists
appear in its pages: Andre Castaigne,

to

the periods
their pains.

The following transfers in real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Reeds for the week ending May 7, 1906:
JaneS. Aldus, Belfast, to Josephine A.
Hale, Worcester, Mass.; land and buildings
in Belfast.
Walter E. Aldus, Belfast, to Eliza E. Aldus, do.; land in Belfast.
Joseph II. Brown, Knox, to Elden L.
Vose, do,; land and buildings in Knox.
M. C. Clark, Knox, to Joseph H. Brown,
do.: land in Knox.
W illis R. Runton, Burnham, to Sebasticook Power Co., Rittsliold; land in Burnham.
Cynthia M. Gordon, Thorndikp, to Mary
E. Gordon, do.; land and buildings in
Thorndike.
Frank E. and Betsey M. Gilman, Pittsfield, to Mrs. N. A. Nash, Montville; land
in Montville.
Maria O. Hill, Boston, Mass., to Caroline
E. Chickering, Jamaica Plain, Mass.; land
in Stockton Springs.
Maria O. Hill, Boston, Mass., to Mary R.
Seaverns, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
Piper Knight, Milford, to J. A. Knight et
a!., Lincolnville; land aud buildings in Lincolnville.
Charles II. Lewes, Camden, to John F.
Zebley, Boston, Mass.; land in Stockton

the
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MASON & HALL

Carriages and

BANKERS SURETY COMP
On

Located

Harnesses.

tin* 31st
at

No.

Day of December,
Williamson Huildi:
land. Ohio.

-la

IT. I). Collmj:. President,
P. W. 1Tai:\ ky, S.
Capital paid up in cash..
...

►**♦♦••*_
I have a
kinds on

large stock
hand, custom

of

carriages

of all

and Western

Car-

from the best manufacturers.
If in want please look my stock over be-

riages

purchasing.
Repository rear

fore

of Windsor Hotel. Belfast.

H. C. MARDEN.

««

Cottage for Sale.
The subscriber offers for sale a cottage on
Nortliport avenue, called by many visitors “;tn
ideal summer home,” and occupied for many
house is
years as an all-the-year residence. The
one and one-half stories and conveniently ar
of
room. There are
closet
with
plenty
ranged,
three rooms besides the kitchen on the lir^t floor,
with a handsome fire place and hard wood floor
in the sitting room; steel ceiling in the hall; well
and city water in the kitchen; closet. On the
second floor are three bed rooms and a large
storage room. There is a 7-foot veranda on two
sides, affording shade at all times of day and a
It is on the telephone line
fine view of the bay.
and electric lighting may be had if desired. The
fruit
and shade trees, shrubs,
contain
grounds
vines and flowers, with ample room for a vegetable garden. Call on or address
CHARLES A.

PILSBITKY,

Belfast, Maine.

HOLLISTER'S

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets
Busy Medicine for Busy People.
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
A

A specific for Constipation, Indigestion, Live
and Kidney Troubles, Pimples, Eczema, Impure
Blood, Bad Breath, Sluggish Bowels, Headache
and Backache. It’s Rocky Mountain Tea in tabGenuine made by
let form, 35 cents a box.
Holuster Drug Company, Madison, Wis.

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
K.

H.

SSI

A

Commitsioners' Notice.
WALDO SS
WI NT K HPOUT, Me.. April 10, 1900,
We, the undersigned, having been duly appointed by the Honorable George E. Johnson,
Judge of Probate within and for said Gounty.

commissioners to receive and decide upon tieclaims of the creditors of Ellen I'.. Lord, late of
Winterport. in said ( ouniy, deceased, whose
tate has been represented insolvent, hereby give
public notice agreeably to the order ot the -aid
Judge of Probate, that six mouths from and after
date hereof have been allowed to ereditors 10
present and prove their claims, and that we will
attend to the duty assigned u^ at tlie oilier of

Cash in banks and <>!!iee.
.Stocks and bonds.
Loans on mortgages ami bonds.
Debts otherwise secured
Debts for pirinuims.—.
All other securiti's..
Total assets.

KLI.KI.Y MOW DI N, )
LEWIS ATWOOD.
I

.~

LI A lit I I'll ES.

Losses adjusted and not due.'
All other claims against the comp m>
Amount necessary to reinsure out
standing risks.

Total liabilities.
I herein- certify that the foregoiiu
stract

id

1

lie

sworn

.statement of

Surety Company lib-d with the
partment of the State of "aim-.

Apply

Ail all round cofak.

1

3\V*

Surveys and estimates for railroads,
wharves, water works and
STOCKTON
6ini3*

SPKINUS,

sewers.

MAINE

MEN AND WOMEN
WANTED, EVERYWHERE.
Will you work for us? providing you can earn
more money than if you work for some one else.
Wouldn’t you like to be become a stockholder in
our company if you could do so without any inconvenience to yourself? building for yourself a
life incoirie, if so send us your full name and actress at once.
Address,
HOOD’S, Advertisement Dept. 151,
4wl4*
Augusta, Maine

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTRE.

The

hereby gives notice that he has
appointed administrator with the

s
'•

of the estate of

PATRICK KELLEY, late of Wintet
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ai
bonds as the law directs. All persons h.o
mauds against the estate ot said decease
sired to present the same for settlement
indebted thereto are requested to make

immediately.

PATRICK KEL1.I

\

Winterport, March 13, 1906.—3wl7
NOTICE.

Tin

her hereby gives notice that
ADMINISTRATRIX’S
appointed administratrix with the

MoOl»Y

buildings and early crop
ten acres pasture, a never dry spring;
wood, in town of Prospect, Me., near
quarries. House, barn and wagon shed. Terms
reasonable: *300.00 down. Address
J. E. SPRAGUE, Frankioit, Me.
2n>15»

7

Civil Engineer & Land Surveyor.

she

FOR SALE
acres

at

Street, Belfast. Maine.

duly

Farm
land;
five

s.

Wanted

r
^

Statement of the Condition of the

RALPH H. ROCKWOOD,

i
lin1

I’, w. II AltV K V,

3\vi:

ty-nintli day <>t May, ami the tenth day of Octoat two of ibe clock in the afternoon of
ber,
each of sain days.
3\vl8

I S.

Masonic

Temple, Belfast, Me.
31116*

■

nexed of the estate of
JAMES I. JACKSON, late of North]
in the County of Waldo, deceased, aim
bonds as the law directs. All persons hamauds against the estate of said decease-'
sired to present the same for settlement,
indebted thereto are requested to make pa>‘

immediately.

,v
ELYA A. JAt lvS»‘N

Northport, Feb. 13,1906.—3wl8

Laing revisited liis early
home for the first time. He took great
pleasure in looking up old friends,
In 1904 Col.

ml. JOHN K. LAING.
Tribute to
kket,h of and
dier.

Brave Sol-

a

neighbors and relatives, and in visiting
scenes endeared by the early associaPortland, tions which were always pleasant
in Woodmemories. He spent much of Iris time

Laing, who died in
born

jU-il 8th, was
|L, July 2,

v
\

was

Laing

to Maine, and were

moved

nls

Ill 1849,
1836.
13 years of age,

the lirst settlers on the upper
The family came from the
,t

which

etch Irish stock

con-

largely toward the upbuilding
,VUS in the lumber regions of
When Col. Laing was 16 years
left school and began life as a

t

his beautiful
at
Col. Bolan
Castine residence and they renewed
their long-time friendship, which during
the four years of the civil war had
been unusually close and real.
Swiftly and silently the veterans of
the civil war are mustering on the
Over eighty thousand
other side.
answered the last roll call in 1905. A
few years longer and they will live only
in the memories of a grateful nation,
and on the deathless scroll where their
names and records are emblazoned in
with

He continued in this line
ess until the breaking out of
u ai. enlisting in October, 1861,
i.|th Maine regiment. He was living letters.
excellent
Col. Baing had nearly marked on
years of age, and an
ysically and mentally, of the life’s highway the allotted time of man,
of
buys of the lumber regions
and lie was ready to obey the call of
the
a ho did such valiant work in
the Great Captain and died as lie had
tor it an historical fact that,
lived, brave and patient to the last.
ver there was a front, the guns
“Over whatever sea lie is sailing.
and her colors
Whatever strange winds fan his brow,
tie thundered,
What company rare lie’s regaling,
in.

to a Lieutenant
; ; 'c,.-., is a brief summary of
ng's war record. Early sent

private in’61,

Gulf,

of the

Department

the

ie bore a brilliant part in the
,iry, and was called into the

■

his brilliant series of battles

ititumn.
ng bore an honorable partin
iltle participated in by the
After bis first promotion,
;

in January ’02, liediligentimself to work studying miliand fitted himself for the
s.
itioii he was afterwards to at-

.me

favorite of fortune,

was no

t-iitial friends back in Maine
him a commission, but
a red
,il bravery on the field, and a
,-renee to duty in its every
the reward which

him

ight

Col.
many in easier ways.
in
mis commissioned 2d Lieut,
1st Lieut, in June, '62, Cap'03, Major in February, '04,
Colonel in March '05, and
urged from service with that
vigust, 1805, at Darien, Ga.
■

Laing

In-.4, Major

!i.

was

is
one furlough during bis
He went back to
service.

d
i

married to Mary F.
They
Passadumkeag.

was

of

Bangor by Bev. A. K.
good old Methodist
is yet remembered by

.uied in
the
who

he old inhabitants,
is discharge from the
-d

service,
Passadumkeag and be-

in

lentitied with the interests of
.1 -state

Mnd

member

was a

Legislature during the
Thomas li. Heed, and other

state

have made Maine famous,
lie removed to Worcester,
and lived
liis

there three

in that

stay

city,

years,

he was a

.if George Meade Post, No. 10,
y. it. In the winter of 70-71,
uled to try the climate of the

i,

health, which had
n'iLSt,
reatly undermined by the Louisilpaign, continued very poor,
another who lias sought this
liis

as

climate in searcli of health,
to him in full measure, and unNovember lie was an excellent
he sturdy X ew Englander who
so

much toward the

upbuild-

empire lying

the sun-

vast

u..<•

in\

on

of the Hookies. About that
valvular disease of the heart
he constantly failed,
much until the end came on a
vpril Sunday morn, lie was

-d. and
;

in

April 10:h,

s

from

which was

exactly

uu

}u»

uoiit

am

niaking,

Helen X. Packard.
Portland, Ore., April 25, 1906.
DIRECT PROCESS.

A

How Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills Cure RheuStatement from One Who was
matism.
Cured of a Particularly Painful Form of
This Disease.

In the many forms which rheumatism
takes, that which is popularly known as
sciatic rheumatism, probably tortures its
victim more than any other. That Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills have cured this stubborn
as well as painful trouble is a fact proven
by the following statement, and no sufferer
who reads this can afford to let prejudice
stand in the way of trying these blood-

making pills.

*"

is a

twice

.is

promoted on

rescuiug

r

lace

a

of the

at the

In all the walks

true to every trust, and
and held the esteem of all. He
i-en a member of the Portland
Me was

was for many years
the school hoard in East Portife built the house in which he

mcil, and
:

hen he first came here, and died
■ar his favorite window, from

could

e

see

the

grand Portland

and the foothills and mounvay to the west. Col. and Mrs.

aised six children, four of whom
in this

ig

vicinity.

years ago,
When Col.
was a

Laing

Mrs.

and he never

Laing was a
good old-fashioned

mat

punutiu

elder

the

Laing

re-

young
I)emo-

•.e his father before him.
-idential election in 1800
',

ojnn/

At
oc-

a:

voting

for

and Johnson, while John K.,
>te for Breckenridge and Lane,
incident is the fact that last
Laing voted for Harry Lane

•ity

for mayor, who is a

grand-

candidate for vice president
Col. Laing’s fatlier was one of
men to enlist from the State

: a'

He was

■

a

1

was

field,—

enemy's fire,

his own life.

:

mum,

the

sturdy

Democrat

a-wearing

Postmaster

some

Maine paper

a

death,

to

history of

vices to his country.

•

it is not more comprehensive, is
tlie fact that it was a hard mat'' to
induce him to tell much in retQ|'t to his
experience during his four
at

!esrs service

in the Union army.

Ja'1Uary 6’

Dear Sirs:-

My husband

^

troubled with heart

was

burn and could find no relief
until a
friend advised him to take
your “L
Atwood’s
F.”
Bitters.
Since taking it he is

entirely cured.

Gratefully
MRS. MELISSA
Hall

ij

yours,

MERCHANT,

Quarry, Mt. Desert, Me.
Don't neglect your digestion until
too

You

late.

can

wood’s

it

depend

upon “L. F.” AtAn old established

Bitters.
family remedy of merit.
———^

Two million Americans suffer the torturing pangs of dyspepsia. No need to. Murdock Blood Bitters cures.
At any drug
store.

The Lender—All right. I’ll lend von *5.
but don't forget that you owe it to me. The
Borrower—My dear fellow, I shall never
forget it as long as I live.—Brooklyn Life.

Impossible to foresee an accident. Not
impossible to prepare for it. Dr. Thomas'
Eclectric Oil—Monarch over pain.
Grace—I hear that Charlie and Helen
have made up their quarrel. Gussie—Only
temporarily. They are going to be married
soon.—Chicago Daily News.
Coughs and colds, down to the very borderland of consumption, yield to the soothing, healing influences of Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup.
“Does your rheumatism
bother you
much?” “I should say it did. Every idiot
I meet asks questions about it.”—Cleveland
Leader.

Scratch, scratch, scratch ; unable to attend to business during the day or sleep
during the night. Itching piles, horrible
plague. Doan’s Ointment cures. Never
fails. At any drug store, 50 cents.
The friend—There’ll he something in the
for you, I suppose? The Lawyer—
This isn’t exactly professional, but I'm free
to observe that there’ll he nothing in it for
anybody else.—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
case

Drug

store.

50 cents.

says inthe paper there
died in Wales yesterday a hunShe—Good
dred and twenty years old.
lie almost led a double life,
gracious,
didn’t lie?—Pick-.Me Up.
A good complexion is impossible with the
stomach out id order. If pasty sallow people
would par more attention to their stomachs
and less to the skin nil their faces, they
would have better complexions. Kodcd foi
pul
dyspepsia will digest what you eat and
to do its
your stomach hack in right shape
Kodol relieves palpitation ol
own work.

Obviously —He—It
man

the heart, naiuience,
burn, etc. Sold by It.

sour

huuwuh,

ncan

H. Moody.

Blobbs—Is the population^ of Lon dor
Slobt
more dense than that of New York ?
Didn’t you ever try to tell an Eng—Sure.
Record.
lishman a joke?—Philadelphia

Real Enjoyment—“Yes, you can spend
the day at grandpa’s; but be a good boy 01
‘1
your papa will whip you.” “Yes’m
don't see how you get so much enjoyment
tc
him
“I
to
get
out of talking
grandpa.”
tell me about the hidiu’s he used to give
papa I”—Sketchy Bits.

Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you oat.

Appendicitis

She beginning to
“There’s Madeline.
show her age, isn’t she? “You mean she’s
Bazar.
hide
to
it.’’—Harper’s
beginning
A Mountain of Gold

A torpid, inactive liver can produce more
bodily ills than almost any thing else. It is
good to clean the system out occasionally.
Stir the liver up, and get into shape generthe
ally. The best results are derived fromReliuse of DeWitt’s Little Early Risers.
able, effective, pleasant pills with a reputation. Never gripe. Sold by R. II. Moody.
was a

Deaths from

decrease in the same ratio that the use of
I)r. King’s New Life Pills increases. 1 hey
and
save you from danger and bring quick
painless release from constipation and the
ami
vigor
ills growing out of it. Strength
alwaj s follow their use. Guaranteed by K.
II. Moody, Druggist. 25e. Try them.

Robbed.

liG. W. Fouls, Postmaster at Riverton, la.,
cearly lost his life and was robbed of all
•omfort, according to his letter, which says:
‘For 20 years 1 had chronic liver complaint,
which led to such a severe case of jaundice
that even my finger nails turned yellow;
when my doctor prescribed Electric Bitters;
which cured me and have kept me well for
eleven years.” Sure cure for Biliousness.
Neuralgia, Weakness and all Stomach,
Liver Kidney and Bladder derangements.
At
R. H. Moody’s
A wonderful tonic.

It is possible to obtain relief from chronic
lie llag was tired on at Fort indigestion and dyspepsia by the use of Ko
dol
for dyspepsia. Some of the most hope
'. and alien he came home from
less cases of long standing have yielded tc
age store and told the news, he it. It enables you to digest the food you ea
iked that that “settled” him, and and exercises a corrective influence, build
up the efficiency of the digestive organs
Jterwards lie voted the Republi- ing
The stomach is the boiler wherein the steam
is made that keeps up your vitality, health
K'ket.
and strength. Kodol digests what you eat
v sketch
of, and tribute to a brave Makes
the stomach sweet—puts the boiler
who not only fought well the in condition to do the work nature demands
disof his country, but fought the of it—gives you relief from digestive
orders, and puts you in shape to do your
H
if life just as bravely, is by one
R.
best, and feel your best. Sold by
as long
known him, and who Moody.
d. in the event of his

Should

Be Heeded

—Punch.

Judy.

wounded comrade

Warning That

a

pause.)

he

well known fact.

But It Is

..

■

■

Early Form of Dyspepsia

Rheumatism is now generally recognized
Dr. Williams’
as a disease of the blood.
Dr. David Kennedy, Ronilout, N. Y.
Pills
make—actually make—pure
Pink
is
Dear Sir:—Some time since 1 was troupure there can
blood. When the blood
bled with blotches coming out on my breast
he no rheumatism. There is no “cure-all’
of a scrofulous character, and my general
claim about this. The action of the remedy
Pink
\\
illiams
Dr.
is direct and powerful.
system to be out of order. I was induced
Pills have cured more cases of rheumatism to try Dr. David Kennedy ’s Favorite Remedy. The lirst bottle drove the eruption
than >>f an> disease except amvmia.
Mrs. Thomas Hresnehan, of 54 Mill street, away and I feel better every way. It is a
splendid blood medicine.—Henry S. EldWatertown, X. Y., says:
cold
redge, Rochester, N. \
“My trouble began with a severe
Christweek
before
a
took
about,
1
which
.Maud—Mr. Wappingtou asked me for
1 began to have rheumatic
mas in 1004.
three dances last night. May—Aes, lie told
trains in m\ back and limbs and after a
me that he felt it his duty to make a sacnLime 1 couldn’t straighten up. I sutlered 1
lice of some kind before Lent was ended,
the most awful pain for months and much
i —Chicago Recoitl-Ilerald.
of the time was unable to leave the house
and 1 had to take lioltl of a chair in order to
For tile painful burn there is nothing like
at
walk and sometimes 1 could not stand up
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve on the marketand
me
to
Ask for Dehad
up
help
all. My husband
see that you get tile genuine.
The pain was greatest down Witt’s. Good,too,for sunburns,outs, bruises,
down stairs.
m\ left iimb, along the sciatic nerve.
and especially-recommended for piles, 'lire
“The disease was pronounced sciatic name E. C. DeWitt & Co., Chicago, is on
rheumatism and, although I had a good every box. Sold by R. 11. Moody.
physician and took his medicine faithfully,
It pours the oil ot life into your system,
1 did nut get any better. Alter some six
it warms you up and struts the life blood
weeks of ibis terrible pain anil suffering I
That’s what Hollister’s Rocky
is
that
l’ilis
anil
circulating.
tried Dr. Williams’ Pink
35 cents, Tea or 1 ablets.
tbe medicine that cured me. After a few Mountain does.
boxes tlie pain was less intense and 1 could R. II. Moody.
1 continued to
see decided improvement.
“I understand,” said tire tourist on top of
take the pills until I was entirely cured and the coach, “that this settlement raises more
I have never had any return of the trouble.
horse thieves than any community in the
85,000REWARD -The Dr. Williams Medi- West
“We ought to raise a few of them,
cine'Co. has authorized the cashier of the replied Amber Pete, as lie touched Ins gun.
them,
Union Xational Hank of Schenectady, V “We certainly plant enough of
of
Y., to pay the sum of 85,000 upon proof
pard.”—Chicago Daily News.
fraud on the part of the company in the
or
Have you pains in the back, inflammapublication of the foregoing testimonial,
known the mer- tion of any kind, rheumatism, fainting
any others used in making
Hollisits of Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills.
spells, indigestion or constipation,
All druggists sell Dr. Williams 1 ink 1 ills ter's Mountain Tea makes you well, keeps
on
or the remedy will be mailed, postpaid,
you well. 35 cents.—R. H. Moody.
U’:n:.
T
V,/A».n
wm
lmttp a
receipt of price, 50 cents per box, six boxes
Medicine
Williams
Dr.
the
for 82 50, by
(r,)0(i excuse for beimr absent from school.
Y.
N.
Schenectady,
Co.,
William—Yes, um. You see, I went home
for my lunch, and it took me so long to get
Fortunate Missourians.
there that the lunch was all cleared away,
till supper tune, an that
“When I was a druggist, at Livonia, Mo.,” so 1 had to wait
late to come back.—Harper s
writes T. J Dwyer, now of (iraysville, made it too
Bazar.
permaMo., “three of my customers were
nently cured of consumption by Dr. King’s
Have you weakness of any kind stomHunt
_\ew IIW'IIU'I), Him.i.c
back, or any organs of the body?
ach,
ins
sell
to
Holproperty
One was trying
dav
dope yourself with ordinary medicine.
anil move to Arizona, but after using New lister^ Rock Mountain Tea is the supreme
Discovery a short time he found it un- curative power. 35 cent.*, 1 ea or rl ablets.
1 regard Dr. King s
necuessary to do so.
R. II. Moody.
New Discovery as the most wonderful
medicine in existence." Surest Cough and
Reporter (trying to learn the particulars
Cold cure and Throat and Lung healei, i of the disturbance next door)— U ho struck
What does the man himself say
Guaranteed hr R. II. Moody. Druggist 50c him?
Mrs. Lapsiing—What does he
and 61. Trial bottle free.
about it?
he hasn’t spoken a word He
I’ninsay
Why
many
Teacher—How
Arithmetic.
the doctors
was knocked senseless, and
manllinents are there, Sally? Sally -1'lease, that are working over him haven t been
were
teacher, ten. Teacher—Suppose you
hicago
his
animosity
yet.—I
(impres- able to restore
break a Commandment
sive
Sally-Then tliere'd be nine. Tribune.

that
Why take a dozen things to cure
landed in
and Tar
cougli? Kennedy’s Laxative Honey
that
tickling,
i by boat from San Francisco,
allays the congestion, stops
out through your bowels.
ring was extremely modest in drives theU. cold
IL Moody.
Sold by
his war record, like all good
Old Lady-What are you crying for, little
saying little about the service bov? Boy—Please, mum, my brother’s
Old Lady-But surely
led his country in her hours of lost ’is new hat.
Boy—1 lease,
needn’t cry about it.
;f, that he was a true and brave you
it when e lost it.

day

tlie

An

u

And, the pilot that guided him, taking, ^
May 1 make the same port he has made.

in '04 and was with

arupaign
.a

1 know it is well with him now.

“So when my last voyage 1

“Hea.rt Burn”

could uot bring as much happiness to Mrs.
Lucia Wilke, uf Caroline, Wis., as did one
it
25c box of Bueklen’s Arnica Salve, when
tore on her leg,
completely cured a running
which had tortured her 23 long years.
Greatest antiseptic healer of ’iles, Wounds,
25c at K. II. Moody’s Drug
and Sores.
store.

Tommy—Papa, what is a consulting physician ? Papa—He is a doctor who is called
in at the last moment to share the blame.—
Life.
See that your druggist gives you no imitation when you ask for Kennedy’s Laxative
Honey and Tar, tbeoriginal Laxative cough
syrup. Sold by It. H. Moodj'.
The Intervales of Maine.
When the winter days are over
And tile streams are running free,
And the iinest sweet bloom of clover
Sends its message to the bee,
When the frogs are shrilly peeping,
'Mid the cowslips ii the hogs,
And the trout up stream are leaping,
To the shadows of the logs,
Then the water

orooks are

caning,

In the old familiar strain,
To where the rips are falling
In the intervales of Maine.

There’s a partridge, distant drumming,
In the fastness of the dell,
And a bumblebee that’s humming,
'Neath a honeysuckle bed,
There’s an odor in the dingle,
Of tlie twin Mower and the ferns,
That w ill set the heart a tingle,
Of the exile that returns,
When the waterbrooks are calling,
In Ihe old familiar strain,
To where the rips are falling,
In the intervales of Maine.
—George A. Cleveland.
Our Clubbing Offers. Owing to the
crowded condition of our columns we have
had to discontinue the advertisements of
clubbing offers, and will present them
briefly here. They apply only to subscriptions in advance; and when payment is
made it should be stated what premium, if
any, is desired. It is also necessary to say
that none of these publications are mailed
with The Journal or from this office. We
have to pay for these publications one year
in advance, and they are then sent from
their respective offices to our subscribers.
Our clubbing offers are as follows for one
year’s subscription paid in advance:
The
The
The
The

Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal

and
and
and
and

Farm & Home.$2.00
Tribune Farmer. 2.26
McCall’s Magazine... 2.10
Tri-Weekly Tribune.. 2.5o

BANGOR AND STOCKTON SPRINGS.
Thinks There is
The Sunday Republican
to be Faced.”
>‘A Situation
that Bangor has a
It seems apparent
in the remarkable
situation to be faced
Springs, not
development of Stockton
is in any sense
because that little village
moment, but be-11
a rival at the present
lias been laid there
he foundation

bourne, Australia; let them stud; the
great shore bulkhead and view the
stretch of land it is ultimately intended
to extend it along; guide them to the

I

Kidder’s Point dock to view the facilities for tying up four big Ounarders at

Your Sick Child

■

once and
can care

the pretty little depot which
for more business now than
any depot at present east of Portlandthen the realization of the necessity of
prompt action in the right direction
can but come to every one.
cause
transactions
| Stockton Springs doesn’t need any
for gigantic commercial
to be the natubooming; the time has gone by for that.
and because it is likely
of
an
immense
Nevertheless, the business men of Banral depot for the supplies
as well as a discountry,
gor should see and appreciate what has
section of the
been done in order that they may know
i
tributing centre.
,
of thecoars-! what to look for in the future, if they
That immense quantities
are to be. would secure some
of the business
er grades of freight already
is
a fact es- which seems
absolutely certain to be
shipped from that point
reasonable
to
sup- transacted there by and for the great
tablished. It is only
of the vessels will find region to the north of this city.
pose that some
aU
will
back
put
With better and quicker transportafreight to bring
into the harbor of Stockton Springs in tion facilities between the two places
is hardly con- much will have been
accomplished, and
ballast; such a condition
sonant with the commercial economics this is the first step necessary in the
it
seems
reasonbroad program of mutual development.
of the times. Therefore
able to suppose that gradually the town —Bangor Sunday Republican.
centre
from
a
supply
can but become
the very order of things.
If such is to be the condition of affairs,
it seems certain that some day the comWITCH HAZEL
of Bangor will be
mercial

■
S
II

can’t tell you what it has or how it feels—it or' shows it is
sick and miserable. If it is restless and peevish loesn’t sleep
well, has pains in the stomach and bowels or is an erratic
pin worms.
appetite the trouble undoubtedly is stomach
Give the little one a few doses of that famous Id life saver

I

DR. TRUE S ELIXIR

■

If worms are present they will be expelled. If no worms exist
this wonderful medicineacts gently, yet positively, in toning
up the whole system tc rugged health.

H

.,

^B

£ot

Abisgtos, Mass.

C.'cntre

Dr.
Dear Sir

W.
^B
tflllTlH
^

I wish to inform you of the puccess [ have had in usi ie your Elixir.
I gave it
to my children and a ter the third dope, one of
them, a boy Pix year? old. passed a long round
worm which I heliev* is more than six inches
long, what you call a stomach worm. 1 also
wish to say it is one of the
v
safeit and best medicines to
liaTt *n the house for children. I would not
l»e without it now.
Irltfri^^y* Sineerely yours.
Mrs. Henry C.

JkYi
li JmB

w

f

\ 1 ) mmJnlmgL
WUm —RHI
JJifK*
—

Jo^.

HUMPHREYS’

pre-eminence

s>oi wu»j
attectea.
neither this year nor next, but in five or
ten or 15 years, the present almost imperceptible change will begin to develop
volume, and the time will come when
the balance will be in favor of what is
because it has dinow a little village,
communication with northern
rect
it
is situated on a
Maine and because
harbor where 865 days in the year, from
dawn until dawn, vessels may land and
load cargoes. With such an advantage
trade is bound to go there; nothing can

St<Bangor

OIL

::::::

FOR PILES,

Kineo

ONE APPLICATION BRINGS RELIEF.
SAMPLE MAILED FREE.

At Druggists, 23 cents, or mailed.
Humphreys’ Medicine Co., Cor. William and John
Streets, New York.

the kitchen is the best room in
Why not have a

the house.

range that not

11

isn’t going to step backward,

by no means. It still has an immense
section to supply and an enormous territory to draw from to maintain its position ‘as a distributing centre, but by
wise ana concerted action it can gain
just so much more: it can share and become a factor in the growth of Stockton Springs and its business men can
hold the trade they have established in
the northern part of the State and increase it manifold.
In other words the trade of Bangor
and Stockton Springs can become one;
the same men can manage and control
in both places. The Bangor merchant
who supplies Bill .lones or Tom Smith
of Caribou, or Presque Isle or Iloulton
can continue to sell tlieir Aroostook
customers goods and still have them
call at lus place of business, but in certain instances it may be necessary to
have a branch house at Stockton Springs
or a storehouse or an office—something
that will represent the Bangor concern
and enable it to hold the business that
now comes from northern Maine as
well as the immense portion which is
certain to be added to the present volume.
That, to many, seems to be the
best way to face the situation.
It is not by sitting down to resolute.
That will never fasten a rope on the
The only satisfactory
new business.
way is to reach out for the new and
hang on to the old, and the greatest advantage of that rule will be that by
reaching out for the new it will help to
hold on to the old to no inconsiderable

NERVOUS

DEBILITY,

Weakness

Vital

and

kitchen.

Prostra-

KINEO RANGES

tion from overwork and other

with

Humphreys’ Homeopathic Specific No. 28, in use
over 40 years, the only successful remedy. $1 per vial, or special package for serious cases, $3.

causes.

Sold

by Druggists,

or sent prepaid on receipt

Humphreys’ Med. Co., William &

of

^a^_MANUFACTURED

John Sts., N. Y.

NOYES & NUTTER MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
B A<1V

If you eat a
caused by Indigestion.
little too much, or if you are subject to
have
no doubt
attacks of Indigestion, you
had shortness of breath, rapid heart beats,
heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
Indigestion causes the stomach to
swell, and puff up against the
expand
heart. This crewds the heart and interferes with its action, and in the course of
time the heart becomes diseased.
are

EASTERN STEAM

Dyspepsia

SUMMER SERVICE.

T>=Zerta
Quick Pudding and D-Zerta Perfect Jelly
Dessert at 10c. per package, and D-Zerta
dee Cream Powder, 2 packages for 25
cents. Five choice flavors of each. A
trial will convince you how easy it is to
have the finest desserts with no labo*
and little expense. Order to-day.

On and after Oct. 9, 190.5, trains connecting
Burnham and Waterville with through train*
for anil from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

at

Cure

« TRIPS A

BOSTON.

WEEK[TO

Boston, will

what you eat, takes the strain of!
of the heart, and contributes nourishment,
strength and health to every organ of the
body. Cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucoue
membranes lining the Stomach and Bigestive Tract, Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh

run as

digests

AM

7
Belfast, depart
Citv Point.t7
Waldo .+7
Brooks. 7
Knox .+7
8
Thorndike.
8
Unity.
Burnham, arrive.,. 8
Clinton.. 8
Benton. 9
11
Bangor.

of the Stomach.

_Commencing’,Monday,lApril

After eating, myfood would distress me bymakinf
my heart palpitate and 1 would become very weak.
Finally I got a bottle of Kodoi and it gave me immediate relief. After using a few bottles I am cured.
MRS. LORING NICHOLS, Penn Van. N. Y.

30, 1906,

‘steamers

leave Belfast for Boston via Camden
and Rockland, daily, except Sunday, at 4.30 p. m.
»For Searsport and Hampden Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays at 7.45 a. m. and
For Bueksport. Winterport
Bangor, daily,
except Monday, at 7.45 a. in., or upon arrival of
steamer from Boston.
RETURNING.
From Boston daily, except Sunday, at 5 p. m.
via Camden, daily, except
From Rockland,

I had stomach trouble and was in a bad state as !
had heart trouble with it. I took Kodoi Dyspepsia
Cure for about four mouths and it cured me.
D. KAUBLE. Nevada, O.

1

Digests What You Eat.

s

p

Portland
Boston,

j

4 45

20
25
35
47
f9
4 05
4 13
4 35
0 15
6i25
0 10

3.05

+>30

5 35
9 05

1 10
5 30
7 20

AM

| E. I).

AM

AM

9 00
8 30

7 00

| w. j)

I P M

Portland.-.1C 35

7(0

1 06

9 52

4
1
p

A M

Waterville. 7 15
7 15
Bangor

15
30
M

'422
4 33
4 56
5 10
5 20
15 29
5 46
+5 56
4606
6 10

(9 57
+7 21
Benton.
Clinton..+7 30 Moot!
s
0
10 20
Burnham, depart.
9 0S
10 35
Unity.
10 45
Thorndike. 9 17
+9 25 +1* 54
Knox.
9
4o
11 lo
I Brooks.
+9 50 +11 20
Waldo.
11130
flOOo
Point.
City
11 35
10 05
Belfast, arrive
..

ENGINES

st ition
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for «ale by Lewis Sanborx,
GEO. F. EVANS.
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
vjV
F. E. Boothby. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.

ARE GOOD
THE YEAR
ROUND.
run a

3
13
t3
3
>3

M

....12 15
E. D.. 4 00
w D. 4 05
P M

Ml AVI C
itiimhuo

I have

(

Bus.on,

Agent. Belfast
CALVIN AUSTIN
President and Gen’l Manager, Boston.
a

PM

25
3*»
4<>
52
04
10
18
40

TO BELFAST.

FRED W. BOTE.

IflL

PM

1
11
tl
1
+2
2
2
2

A M

rine risk.

|

20
25
35
47
59
05
13
35
52
02
30

Waterville.. 9 08

Monday, at 5 so a. m.
From Hampden and Searsport Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
From Bangor, via Winterport and Bueksport.
daily, except Sundays, at l.:m p. m
All cargo, except live stork, via lie- steamers
of this company, is insured against lire md ma-

at the Lab-

bottle holds

follows:

FROM BELFAST.

Mi-

Motor 4 years
summer and winter,
and the past twc
winters have been
unusually cold. 1
anus

would not exchange
for any amount if 1
could not get another.
FREEMAN HORK

jing.

MIANUS

SHOP ON MAIN STREET,

WORKS,

MOTOR

PORTLAND, MAIN K, 29 Portland

OpposHe Shoe Factory, Belfast, Maine
Wanted

PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE
Pier

In Effect

G. D. Thorndike, Gen. Mgr. State Maine.
Agent. Schebler Carburetor for Autosand Mo-

SURKU BOARD

Leave—Searsport 5.50 a.m., Stockton 0.05 a.m.
for ami arriving at No. Bangor 7.22 a. m., Bangor
a.m.,
(via B & N.R. R.) 7 55 a.m ^<> Ligrangc 3.05
Dover and Foxcroft 0.22 a. in.. G eenvilie 10.55 a.

MELVIN CLARK,

By thousands of Brooklyn people. Can yoi
take a few? If so, list your house in thi 5
BROOKLYN' DAILY EAGLE FREE IN
FORMATION BUREAU, foi which pur
pose a printed Blank is provided.
The service of the INFORMATION BU
REAL'
Will Cost You Nothing

E. BROWN

Monday. Nov. 27. 1905.
DEPART IKK.

3m8

tor Boats.

Mi!o 3.43 a. m.. Millinoeker 10.25 a. in., Ashland 2.15 p, in.. Fort Kent 4.15 p. m.. Iloulton 12.55
Fort Fairfield 3.05 p. ill., Presque Isle 2.46
m.,
p.
p in Caribou 3.15 p. in.
Leave—Searsport 1.50 p. m.. Stockton 2.05 pan.
tor ami arriving .»t No. Bangor 3.22 p. in.. Bangor
in..

The well known MAGNETIC HEALER,
will be in Belfast and open Ills ofti *e at (i<
Cedar street, October 2d. Office days Mon
days, Wednesdays and Fridays. Mr. Clarl
gives no medicine, nut simply takes away tin
trouble with his lunds. He will diagnose an;
disease on receipt ol lock of hair and age aiu
sex, and will send his magnetic flannels
He can givi
which hardly ever fail to cure.
you names of hundreds that he has cured o
tumors, cancers, lumbago and rheiimatii
trouble. His prices are very small—otic dol
lar for treatment, one dollar for a diagnosi
and treatment with flannels. Call and see thi
MELVIN CLARK,
wonderful healer.
(111140
155 High Street, Belfast

(Via B. CC N. Ii. It.) 4.': p Ml.. 7V>. I.lUl.mur 7. J*', V
p.
in. Dover & Foxeroft ".07 p. m., Guilhml
Greenville 3 n p m.. Mil » l. ‘>7p in.. Millin >'*k
m
) l
(>t 3 i»a p. m.. 11<Milton s ir. p.m., Fort FairtiHd
0.57 p. in.. Caribou 10.j". p. 111
p. m.. Presque Isle
A II HI v \|.s;
Arkivk—Stockton in.r. .1. m Senrsport 10.25
Leaving Milo 7.3n a. m., Greenville .5.35 a,
a. in.
111.. Guilford 0.44 a. in.. Dover ,N Foxeroft 7.02 a.
Bangor (via B. A- N.
in.. So. Lagrange > 15 .1. m
K. u.) 8.115a. 111., No. Rang • s.55 a. m.
Arrivk—Stockton 8.20 p. in.. Se irspnrt ■*.:>!»
Leaving Caribou 11.45 a. m oresipi1, 1-! l-• 15
■

in.

2 00 p. in.,
p. in Fort Fairtield 11.4U a. 11:.. I Ionium
Fort Kent-m.4~> a. m.. Ashland 1 .‘.45 p. in.. Miili1 p*
noeket 4.20 p.m.. Milo 5.4.. p :n., Greenville
m
Gttilford 4.50 p. m.. Dover & Foxerofi ‘."8 |i.
«& N.
liuigor tvi.v
in., So. Lagrange u.20 p. 111
R. if.) 5.50 p. m., No. Bangor 7.oo p. in.
('. C. i’.KOWX,
W. M. BROWN,
Gen’l Pass’r Agent
Gen’l Superintendent,

Book giNPiwG

1

....AND....

REPAIRING.
MAGAZINES BOUND,
|

Books loose

in the

covers

i

“-SMV'K

replaced, from l

cents up.

JOHN S. FERNALD,
26 Miller Street. Side Door, Belfast.

Specialist

Quick Desserts that grocers are
They are justly termed
BOW selling?
“Easy to Make” as all ingredients are in
the package. Three complete products—

2Sc.

oik Bor.

Kodoi

Dr. E

new

Quinine
In Two.

—

»

HAVE YOU TRIED

the Full Name

Cures a Cold in One Day, Grip

omy auoui 1 i--i nines.
ti,a
i>.] -1,-n 1-’1i< flip heat advertis
The former would be the more con- I
venient, and doubtless would prove I ing medium in the world. It carries mor<
than any New \orl
advertisements
because
resort
more profitable in the long run,
i
PRE-EMINENTLY at th
it would allow for the more satisfactory paper. It stands
transfer of frieght, but the latter would head.
An ADVERTISEMENT m the Eagl
be much better than the present round- cosiS little, but brings large results, be
BL
about way via North Bangor.
cause the E A (I L E IN F0 RM ATION
The citizens of Bangor should not be REAU is constantly helping it.
and
Advertism;
If they
Write for listing blank
slow to act in tiiis direction.
have any doubt about the future of Rate Card. Address
the
hoard
would
it
pay
Stockton Springs
INFORMATION BUREAU,
of trade to get up a May day excursion
BROOKLYN DAILY EAGLE,
and let the doubters go down to the
Brooklyn, N. Y.
little village, see the marvelous progress that lias been made and come to a
Mention the paper in which you see tlii
211118
realization of what is before this section advertisement.
of the Pine Tree State. Let them walk
docks
and
realize
Jellison
over the Cape
from the steps they take that it is the
biggest single dock this side of MelOF BANGOR,
in Diseases of the Eye, Ea r

the

MAINE.

1 .axative ftrome

G.C. LOWER

tance oi

Gr.O.R

Always Remember

Upholsterer

now.

ni.'kel

to the eye.

AGENT. BELFAST.

price.

Belfast

The first step toward a closer business connection between the two places
should be more convenient and quicker
traffic facilities. By the shortest route
now used it takes over two hours to go
from Bangor to Stockton Springs. The
distance is approximately 24 miles, and
it should be covered easily in a little
Two routes are available
over an hour.
Terminal railroad,
—one the Bangor
which was planned last fall; the other
via an extension of the electric road
from its present terminus in Hampden
to the depot of that name on the Northwhich
Maine Seaport railroad,
ern
would require laying track for a dis-

pleasing

JOHN B. STICKNEY,

Dollar
Prepared
number are in course of construction;
times aa much as the
oratory of E.C.DeWltt ^
& Co Chicago, U.8JL.
trial, or 60 cent size.
more are needed, and they are sure to
It is, however, the period of,
come.
MOODY.
h.
it.
nr
sold
!
will
follow
wood. Brick and stone
later,
as sure as the tide ebbs and Hows. When j
that time comes the city is surely esj
tablished and founded.
With things as they are Bangor should
be sitting up and taking notice. Ai y
investigator who goes to Stoekti n
Springs will find from real estate men
that this lot is owned by Bar Harbor
parties and they are going to build a
block; that foundation is being laid by
some, people from Ellsworth; the land
up there is being plotted by a Belfast
First-class workSo it goes. Bangor people,
concern.
in all its
man
however, are not heard from. Other
branches, such as
the
of
but
the
men go in and deal
people
Turkish and Plaii
Queen City hold themselves aloof.
and
there at
down
be
should
Suit
Parlor
They
work and they should make of Stockton
Couches, Carriage and Sleig!
Springs a second Bangor, for the bene- Spring Edg
fit of their own business, if nothing Trimming, Mattresses Renovated, Boat Cush
It will be too late to do this two, ngs, Gluing, Varnishing and Cabinet Repair
more.
It is
three or four years from now.
2 m 16*

not,

attractive

their

work are

If

hungrily awaiting good opportunities.
Numerous buildings are planned and a

bakes well

only

but adds to the looks of the

degree.

fiinp for nrrpat, ohanffPS to 1)0
made. New cities do not spring up in a
month or a year. Kail roads and wharves
require months for their construction
and it takes a long period to turn the
tide of capital in a certain direction.
Even when these are done, commerce
will serve its own sweet will in moving
from accustomed paths. When, however, the railroad and wharves are built
and the advantages to be gained have
been pointed out to capital, commerce
will slowly but surely swing into line
and follow the line of least resistance.
Then is the time that a transformation
It isn’t a transformaseems to occur.
tion; that comes when the first few
steps are taken—it is rather the public
realization of the transformation.
Stockton Springs already has been
transformed. The railroad is there, the
wharves are there, and capital is going
there. It is today much easier to sell
real estate than to buy it. Money is

Ranges

Often the remark is made that

COTTAGE LOTS.
1

Any size from

a

few hundred feet to 175

acres

All have shore fronts. Anywhere from Belfast to
Saturday Cove. Fine view of oay and islands. I
also have a large list of city property and farms
all sizes and prices. Send for hook.
F. S. HOLMES,
Real Estate Agent .Belfast, Me.

Nose and Throat,
Has taken Room No. 2, Odd Fellows’ block, an
will be in Belfast every fonday. Office hours 1
a. m. to 6 p. m., and 7 to 0 p. m.
Itefers to Drs. C. B. Holt, Liberty; Adelbet
Milletl. Searsmont; D. P. Flanders, Ulmer Sma
33tf
ntl S. W. Johnson Belfast.

:

SWEET PEAS

|

AND

WANTED!
MO™ SALESMEN.
Write for

particulars to
The R. G. CHASE CO.,
Malden, Mass.

311113

NASTURTIUM
IN

WANTED

BULK

SWIFT & PAUL.

A

ply

girl
to

3w17

to

(to geueral housework. Ap
Capt. I*. PKNDLE l'ON,

Searsport,

Maine.

Caution Notice.
As my wife. Nellie Tasker, has left my bed anti
board without just cause, 1 warn all persons not
t«» harbor or trust her on my account, as l shall
not p ty any of her hills after this date.
Montville, Me., April 10, 1005
K. E. TASKER.
3wl7*
I4i a RlTPn_Men or women, loea* ti U
representatives for
hi di class magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
Write d. X. TRAINER. 80 East WashtfS
ington > mare, New York. N. Y.

VV

prizes.

KITFffl Polite, smart and active
11 M I As II house ro li mse canvassers.
liberal terms. Apply
to the Portland Flavoring Co., 208 Commercial Sttf 13
Portland, Me.
llll

IHf

IV fill I 1»M»Very

SEARSPORT^LOCALS.

Rev. R. G. llarbutt was in town Friday.
Mrs. W. B. Worcester is visiting friends
in Bangor.
Miss Mary E. Putnaui is visiting friends
in Burubam.
w'as in
Benjamin B. Garry of Camden
towu Monday.
8th
Sch. Addison E. Bullard sailed May
for a coal port.
Daniel H. Devereaux
from Brunswick, Ga.

arrived Saturday

Miss Julia Ritchie of Frankfort is at
Mrs. llanuah T. Pendleton’s.
Miss Guida C. Homer spent Sunday in
Ruck-port with her parents.
The Boston boats are landing
amount of freight here now.

a

large

Miss Alice Harriman is the guest of her
cousin, Miss Olivia Harriman.
Miss Mabel Griffin returned from a visit
to triends in Boston last week.
Mrs. W. 11. Blanchard and son Scott left
Wednesday for San Pedro, Cal.
President F. W. Cram was at Mack’s
Point Saturday in his private car.
Dr. Sidney B. Sargent returned to his
lunne in Clinton, Mass., Saturday.
Mr. Joel Foote has been confined to the
house several days with a bad cold.

Forty Italian laborers arrived Sunday to
on the N. M. Searsport railroad.
Miss Alice Kane arrived Saturday from

work

Boston, where she spent the winter.
The Ladies’ Guild met with Mrs. K. F.
Colcord on Bay View street Tuesday.

There will be no services at the Congregational church for the next two weeks.
find

nutnllUC llf

CClltlimi

Hill!

t mil t

have been made at Swan Lake last week.
Augustus L. Sweetser

was

in

town Sun-

day the guest of his brother, James It.

Sweetser.

J. A. Clement arrived Monday by train
from Daytona, Fla., where he spent the
winter.

Capt. Amos A. Dorr arrived Wednesday
and is visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles M.
Nichols.
Arbor day
several trees
school house.

observed by planting
the grounds of the Union

ACT NOW!

NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

was
on

Miss Lillian Mo wry and friend, Miss
Dates, returned to their home in Itoxbury,
Mass., Friday.
Capt. W. N. West was in Portland last
week attending the annual session of the
Masonic bodies.
flee the low rates on the Dangor and
Aroostook railroad from hear sport to Dangor and return.
Mrs. J. M. Whittier was called to Milo
Saturday by the illness of her nephew
Leon Patterson.

Capt. Charles M. C'ossou has bought the
sloop bowery (fill and will use her nr fishing down the ha;..
Jack Eyre arrived Friday from New
Volk and is the guest of his grandmother,
Mis. V>. 11. Blanchard.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Grey are receiving
congratulations on tlie birth of a 9-pound
daughter, born May 5th.
Mr. and Mrs. Yose of Knox, who have
been at tbe J. A. Clement house, returned
to tbeir home Tuesday.
li. II. Allyr. and family of Boston are occupying one of the Ordway cottages at Sunset Cove, Mack's Point.

E. G. Smart has returned from
Milo.

a

Mrs. W. R. Thompson is visiting her
parents in Islesbore.
Will George, who has been dangerously
ill, is on the road to recovery.
Miss Tillie Holt of West Searsport was
here last week, the guest of Miss Lillian
Smart.

Owing

to

unable to

so

sow

planting.

nice a
Down sheep and thirty-one
be found in Maine.

John limes

Hampshire

lambs

as can

dock of 36

has

as

Arthui Maddocks, who has employment
wharf repairer at Cape Jellison, was at
home Sunday visiting his father, Horace
Maddocks.
as

James lloxx, who lias been stopping
xvitli her daughter, Mrs. A. A. Colonial, in
Belfast tile past tour months, came to her

the Mack’s Point coal dock.
The annual convention of the Waldo
County Teacher’s Association will be held
It is hoped all
at Unity Friday, May Lvh.
teachers in SeuYsport will attend.
Mr. I). 11. Lombard of New Haven, Ct.,
ai ived Tuesday and is stopping at the cottage of Prof. George 1>. Pettee.
II. Roberts of Easton, Me., has rented
the Rack lift estate of Capt. E. 1>. P. Nickels
will
run a boarding house.
and

fected permanent and lasting cures. My own experience I have previously described I had an
attack of kidney complaint which laid me up for
several weeks, and when all other remedies had
failed 1 got Doan’s Kidney Pills at the City Drug
Store, and five boxes completely cured me. I can
only add to the statement 1 made six years ago
the statement tha! my cure has been lasting and
permanent.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Foster Mil bum Co. Buffalo, K.Y.. sole agents for

Tim prospects tor a good hay crop in this
vicinity at the present time are unfavorable.
Manx new laid down pieces were winter
killed.

the United States.
Remeu her the

1...

I.

I,,.*

1

iwl

Xlill

glliflifi

1

Postmaster Black is receiving many letof inquiry for rooms from people who
wish to spend the summer here.
Rev. Horace B. Haskell, presiding elder
of the Buck sport district, occupied the pulpit at the Methodist church Sunday.
George II. Hawley, Superintendent of the
C. 11. Sprague <fcSon Coal Co. of Boston,
was in town last week on business.
Mrs. C. W. Wallace and son Ward well
are visiting re atives in Augusta, and Rev.
C. W. Wallace has gone to Eastport.
M. F. Wentworth went to Boston Friday
to meet his wife, Mrs. Annie Wentworth,
who spent the winter in Daytona, Fla.

of ,J. Jsumner Nickerson, who lias as nice a
four-}''ear-old colt for sty le and speed as any
four-year-old in Waldo county. This colt
is by Bun- Will, owned by Kiatik Gould of
Prospect, is a handsome bay, stands lil
hands and 2 inches high, weighs bt>5 pounds
and can trot a mile in 2.40.

Nickels and wife,
who have been spending the winter on the
Pacific coast, arrived home Thursday.
P.

The schooner James W. Paul, Jr., Capt.
Nathan F. Giikey, sailed from Newport
News, May 3, with coal for Searsport.
The ship E. B. Sutton, Capt. James P.
Butman, has been chartered to load case oil
at New York for two ports in China.
Conductor Fred Burr went to Brewer
to attend tlie Republican caucus
to nominate a candidate for the legislator.

Thursday

John Serov, who has been at work for
Fairbanks A: Morse at Mack’s. Point, returned to his home in Cohoes, X. Y., Mon-

day.
Miss Sarah E. French opened her cottage
Sandvpoint Thursday and Miss Jessie
Morrison will be her guest during the .sum-

at

mer.

Lieutenant Fred F. Black has been transferred from Fort Lawton, Seattle, Wash.,
to the Presideo in the suburbs of San Francisco.
Benson McClure and John Park went to
Orono vaturdaj to witness the dual meet
between Tufts and the University of
Maine.
\pivs !i;»s been received from George M.
Curtis at S,in I-; aticisco, son oi < apt. Henry
G. Curtis, that lit; is all right, but lost of all
of his clothing.
The four-masted schooner Alice E. Clark,
Capt. McDonald, arrived Friday from Norfolk with coal for C. 11. Sprague & Sou and
was ducked Saturday.

—

Capt. Charles M. Nichols left May 2d for
New York to join his steamer, the Alaskan,
which sailed Saturday, May 5, for San
Diego and San Francisco.
L. D. Candage, assistant superintendent
of tiie American Express Company at Banon business congor, was in town Friday
nected with the company.
a
Capt. Israel Ciosson, who received
lust W66k} has
Sfevcrp injury to his foot
in
comM.
Ciosson
n'aeed Capt. Charles
mand of his schooner, the Kitty Lawry,
until he recovers.
The King road drag, a device gotten up
and commendbv a western man, described
in
ed bv State Koad Commissioner Sargent
been made
has
already
Journal,
last week’s
A.
Mr. Edwin
man.
use of bv aSearsport
the King
Sargent last fall made a drag after
it very successfully upon
used
and
pattern
No. 5.
district
road in
a short piece of State
all roads
Mr Sargent proposes to use it upon
it is the
in his district this spring. He says
that has
simplest and most efficient thing
and
roads,
make
to
good
used
ever been
recommends its universal use.
last week
Out-of-town guests registered
as follows. W.
at the Searsport House were
J Keeley, Caribou; C. N. Staples, Stockton;

NEWS.-~

AMERICAS TORTS.

New York, May 2. Ar, sell. C. IJ. Clark,
Bangor ; 3, ar, schs. Nat Ayer, \\ est Brooksvillelor Kondout; Thomas H. Garland, Long
Cove; Florence & Lillian, Bangor; sld, sell.
Clifford 1. White, Mt. Desert Ferry; 4, ar,
schs. l’nritan, liaugor; M. K. Raw ley, Stonington; Mattie 11. Barbour, Sullivan for
Philadelphia; Harold C. Beecher, Jacksonville; Melissa A. W illey, Savannah; llamarock, Charleston; brig llavilah, Fernandina; 5, ar, schs. Edith G. Eolwell, Brunswick ; Eagle \\ ing, do.; Estelle, Savannah;
6, ar, schs. Lizzie D. Small, Bangor; Brigadier, Stoninglon ; 7, ar, schs. Marshal] PerBoyce, Stockton
rin, Bangor; Jessie L.
Springs; Emma R. llarvey, Somes Sound;
iiollie Rhodes, Tenants Harbor; Nat Mealier, Stoniugton ; Abbie S. Walker, do.; Allen s. Greene, do.; George V. Jordan, Feruandina ; 8, eld, bark Ethel, Charleston.
Boston, May 3. Ar, soh. Joseph W. Hawthorn, Pensacola; Sedgwick, Apalachicola;
Geo. W. Wells, Baltimore; 8, ar, sell. Henry
B. Fiske, Fernaudina.
Philadelphia, May 3. Cid, sells. Maine,
Bridgeport; bailie I’On, Cardenas; 4, ar,
bark Addle Morrill, Jacksonville.
Baltimore, May 7. Ar, sell, llrina P. Pendlelon, Kockport.
Portland, May 2. Ar, sell. Mary A. llall,
Jacksonville.
.11,

sens,

iiiuiimn

r.

11

all your life. Your doctor
knows it, too. Ask him about it.

i

Unless there is daily action of the
neaupoisonous products are absorbed, causing
ache, biliousness, nausea, dyspepsia. »na tnu«
»'■»
doing
the
from
preventing
Sarsaparilla
work. Aver’s Fills are liver pills. Act gently,
all vegetable.
M Mule by J.

Guaranteed Cure for Piles.

A

Also

Itching, Blind, Bleeding. Protrudii ,1
Druggists are authorized to refuii
money if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cui •
14
in 6 to
days. 50c.

C. Ayer Co., Lowell.
manufacturers or
hair vigor.

flyers
j

BOHN.

We

have

the

formulas

no

;

R. & G. CORSETS

M»a».

>

/4

Piles.

Cl E !Y PECTORAL.

secrets ! We publish
of all our medicines.

-RECEIVED AT-

II

Carle 8c Jones’

f.

Boynton. In Liberty, May 4, to Mr. and Mr
Perley Boynton, a son.
Babb.
In Camden, May 1. to Mr. and Mrs. \
C. Babb, a son.
Bean. In Montville, May 4. to Mr. and Mi s.
John L. Bean, a son
In Belfast, April 14, to Mr. and Mr *.
Coombs
Walter H. Coombs, a son.
CROCKETT, in Nortbport. May 2, to sir. an d

1 lie past three weeks we have
let out dozens of pairs of these
Corsets on trial.

,,

and vivs. Leslie Crockett, a son.
larke. In Mount Desert. Ferry, May 2,
larke. one son and tv
Mr. and Mrs. Walter P.

I
We have the best

0

Anna.

*'

city, guaranteed Bt) per cent
Before buying compure.

^

seed with that at

In

Stoaington, Av>ril 26, to Mr.

ai

id

Andrews-watts. In West Rockport, May _
George A. Andrews and Aliola E Watts, both
Kockport.
In Camden, April 15, Harry
Beal-Gould
Beal of Kockport and Ida » Gould of Camde
Carter-Rich a Rusr In Rockland, May
Augustus A. Gaiter and Grace M. Richards, ho 11

\

take

no

Brothers, Philadelphia.
Pascagoula, Miss., May 1. Ar, schooner
Norombega, Havana.
Newport News, May 3. Sld, schs. Penobscot, Newburyport; James W. Paul, Jr.,
Searsport; 5, sld, sch. Gov. Ames, Boston;
7, ar, sch. Henry R. Tilton, Norfolk.
Norfolk, Va., May 4. Ar, schs. Jacob M.
Haskell, Providence; Helen J. Seitz, Searsport; cld, sch. Henry Sutton, Rockland; 5,
ar, sch. Edward H. Cole, Boston; sld, sch.
Jacob M. Haskell, Boston; 8, ar, sch. Young
Brothers, Hillsboro, N. B.
Savannah, May 2. Sld, sch. Jose Olaverri,
New York; 8, ar, sch. Helen G. Moseley,

Boston.
Port Roval, S. C„ May 2. Sld, bark Francis, New York; 3, sld, sch. C. P. Dixon, New
York.
Brunswick, Ga., May 3. Ar, sch. Florence
Leland, Boston; 5, sld, sch. J. Manchester
Haynes, Boston.

|j
|

439, deep hip,

$1.50

Style, No. 671, deep hip, light
weight,
100
Style, Lingerie,
hip,

Garden Seeds

Batiste,
hip,

1

We

have

a

full line

of

need

at

full

bust,

stout
1.00

tapering waist,

IN BULK ARE THE BEST.

6
il.

tor stout

deep
$1.50

TRY A PAIR.
YOURS

TRULY,

L’-

everything you
prices.

h

CARLE & JONES
'-—-;

lowest

d
k

Wing-Kemp. In Camden, April 21, Guy Ra;
Wing and Jessie May Kemp, both of Can i-

mond

White-Bridges. In Belfast, May 8 by R( v.
]•;. s. Philbrook, John F. white of Belfast a nl
Miss Gertrude E. Bridges of Penobscot.

1

1>I KI>.
AMES.

'y'oli

ins.

(

In

"’I

‘TnRoekVand,

about si years
Ei her. In
83

years.

DRUGS, and

Stonington, April 25, Lafaye^ ,e

May 3. Maria (Hale) H
Hill.
6 months
wife of Kev. G.s. Hill, aged 76 years,
O LHills. In Warren, April 23, Mrs. Ameia
Hills, ag' ■<1
ton Hills, widow of tlie late Benjamin
aged

ORGANIZED 1874.

I

GROCERIES,

Orland, May 1. Moses Ames, ay Pd

In

j

|

MEDICINES.

1

__

j

Moni.l, Maj 4, Mrs. L. R. Eldi

Caution Notice.

Trov, May o, Lauraette '' I
My wife, .Jennie Allen, lias left my home withKnowles, aged nearly 73 years.
out just eimse. This is to notify the public tlmt
R 'Ckland. \pnl 28. saiali f
In
1 arrabke.
I
shall pay no bills contracted by her after this
ns
4 lnoiil
wife of Otis Larrabee, aged 72 years,
] date.
and 7 days.
Brooks, May 8, liiofi.
Perkins. In Casline. April 23, Earl lerki is.
IVORY B. ALLEN.
aged 15 years and t, months.
1.
Mary
In Rockland. May
Robinson
(Green) widow of Ambrose II. Robinson, ag
Knowles.

In

t>

INSURES ABSOLUTE

SAFETY AND

TIIE PRACTICE OF ECONOMY.

...

j

85 years, ll months and 16 nays
Ill East Bucksport, April 22, Otis
small.
Small, aged 75 years.
In Monroe. May 0, Elvira, widow
Stearns.
the late Israel Steal ns, aged 67 years.
In Unity, April 24. Mis. El
Thompson.

:i

A

f

womau who can take charge of laundry
a private cottage.
Apply to
A. A. STOVER.

work in

tI1

AND

TAKEN.

UPWARDS

;

INTERS

Northport Gamp Ground.

2wl9*

I

One Dollar

WANTED

T

begins first of each month,
pounded May and Aorni.hr,

V* E 5 C11C IT

yovrc ep exits of any amoih t and
offer you FREE of charge any

!

oxxixtanee you

&.G TAXES

\

com-

on

n

ay want.

deposit in this hank.

WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE

\

Carry Every

Now

JAMES P. NICHOLS.

[RANK I. PENELETCN,

j

Treasurer.

President.

Edison Gold Moulded Record
IN THE CATALOG.
This

means

your choice from nearly

X

selections.

The list of records for this

X

May

It is

«
♦

arrive.

1

>th.

a

fine

1400 different

month

Will be ready

list, call and hear them when they

_______

^^Bk

j

j

;

i Don’t Forget we sell Edison Phonographs on Installments s
$5.00 Down $1.00 a Week.
j
j

!

HOW’S THIS OUTFIT FOR $29.65

;
j

|

ill-

dleton

|

No.

people,

Ferry’s

MAKK1K1).

of R ckland.
Clark Gould. In West Rockport, April
Luther Augustin Clark and Lilia Cleora Goul
both of West Rockport.
In Thomaston, May
Goodrich-Dkokow
Ariel Linwood Goodrich and Helen Adelia I)t
l
of
Thomaston.
oth
row,
Page-Buck. In Rockland. April 26, Willia
S. Page and Mrs. Addie E. Buck, both of Vim
haven.
Shibles-Upham. In Rockport, April 1., rr
Shibles and Sarah Allen Cpham, both of Roc

Style,

pare our
other places.

-acrN

Tkundy.

Not One Has Been Returned

assort-

ment of Grass Seed in tire

daughters.

Hear. In Belfast, May 2, to Mr. and Mi
Clarence E. Bead, a son, Carlton Arthur.
Grey. In Searspoit, May 5, to Mr. and Mt
Ernest Grey, a daughter.
Higgins. In Hartford, Conn., April 30, to M
and Mrs. Arthur Higgins, a daughter—Ves

A

leton, Port Johnson; Miranda, South Am-j
buy ; 8, ar, sells. Caroline Gray, Philadelsld, sch.
phia; William slater, Providence;
Kit Carson, New York; 4, ar, sch. Maria,
Ann :
schs.
Mary
5,
ar,
Webster, Belfast;
McCann, New York via Belfast; Polly, bayschs.
Mary E.
port ; Pacotah, Boston ; 8, sld,
H. G. How, New York ,, Caroline Gray,
Rockland.
Ar, sch. Mary E.
Stonington, May 3.
Lynch, Boston; sld, Fannie and Fay, New
York; Thomas II. Lawrence, do.; Annie
and Reuben, Boston.
Bucksport, Me., May 1. Ar, schs. Mary
Langdon, New York; J. Chester Wood,
Bluebill, sld, sch. Red Jacket, Tibbetts,
Fall River.
Feruandina, Fla., May It Ar, sch. Adelaide Barbour, New York; 7, ar, sch. Pen-

__

t

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, the
Sarsaparilla you have known

with

1-0021. 10
Beef, corned, IP lb, 8@10 Lime IP bbl.,
Butter Salt, 14 tb, 18a;o Oat Meal g lb,
66 Onions IP lb,
Corn ip bu.,
gal.,14®
Cracked Corn. V bu, 62 Oil. Kerosene,
s
62 Bollock r 'b,
Corn Meal, pi bu.,
tb.
IP
Poi;k
Cheese. IP lb,
17®18
1.
Cotton Seed, IP cwt., 1.66 Plaster » bbL,
Codfish drv, fp lb, 629 Kye Meal P tb.
1
18 Shorts IP cwt.,
Cranberries, p qt.,
15 Sugar IP lb,
Clover Seed.
T.
I.,
IP
bu.,
salt,
5.25a6.on
Flour, pi bbl.,
4
H. G. Seed IP bu.,
1.80 sweet Potatoes,
3j 14
Lard. IP lb,12 wlieHl Meal.

Thompson.

$

Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Baynes,who spent the
winter in Providence, R. I., returned home
April 30th_Mrs. Margaret Bowen is in
very poor health.... M r. and Mrs. N. 6. :
Vuse went to Seal sport for a few days,
last Friday—II. C. McCorison and .J. E.
Hall are playing in the Freedom band— 1
Mrs. Fred Oliver of Lynn, Mass., is visiting
M. Plummer..
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. C. Bowen of Belfast visited his mother,
Mrs. Margaret Bowen, last week... Ethel
Woodbury is working for Mrs. C. M.
Plummer_E. F. Banton went to Park«J. E. Hall
man on business last Monday
R. Ells has
was in Belfast May 4th....R.
(
A.
Hall.
hired to work for

Bangor, May

bility, nervousness, exhaustion, you should begin at once

Retail Market.

Retail Price.

are

»

H ALLIlALE.

SHIP

suffering from
impure blood, thin blood, de-

If you

IF. A. FOLLETT & SON!

When the Turf, Farm and Home correspondent was writing up the tine horses in
this vicinity he failed to call at tlie stable

Mrs. G. s. Sargent entertained a few of
her friends in honor of her guests, Misses
Mown and Bates, Thursday evening.
I).

1

Ilf.

here.

A.

ters

Doan’s—and

name

other.

Mrs.

.summer

We Trust
i | Doctors

remedy—Doan’s Kidney

miles out on Searsport avenue, near Belfast, Me.,
says: “Since I first recommended Doan’s Kidney
Pills through the Belfast papers, some six years
ago. i have often advised friends to use this remedy, and know of many cases in which it has ef-

Mr. and Mrs. Colby Nickerson of Swanville were in town Sunday, visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Sumner Nickerson.

Prices Paid Producer

Produce Market.

9.00(211.
Apples IP bu.,
75@1.00|Hay ^ton,
dried, |) tb,
Beans, pea,
2.00(82.25: Lamb g ft,
Skms,
1.00@1..
Yel’eyes,2.25a2.5o;Wool
Butter IP tb,
20@22i Mutton IP tb.
Beef, sides, » tb,
6®8 Oats IP bu., 32 tb,
0
5 Potatoes IP bu..
Beef fore quarters,
60 Bound Hog,
Barley ^bu.,
7.' w
15 Straw IP ton,
Cheese *> Ib.
25®
15 Turkey IP tb,
Chicken IP tb,
2}t
Calf Skins, per lb.
14 Tallow gib,
8a
Veal
tb,
IP
Duck ^ lb,
14® 15
17 Wool, unwashed,
Eggs IP doz„
4.00®4.
Wood,
hard,
13
Fowl i* tb,
3. io
10 Wood, soft.
Geese p lb,

Pills.
Cures in Belfast prove the value of Doan’s Kidney Pills. Kead this Belfast case:
Ralph D. Shute, farmer, living two and a half
safe

much rain our farmers are
their oats and do their early

Rockland
Master J C. Dutch went
May : where be ;< employed by the Cobb,
Butler Ship Building Co.
The schooner Addison E. Bullard finish-

The great danger of kidney troubles is that
they get a firm hold before the sufferer recogHealth is gradually undermined.
nizes them.
Then in Quick succession follow backache, headache, nervousness, lameness and soreness, lumbago, urinary troubles, dropsy, diabetes and
Bright’s disease.
Don’t neglect your kidneys.
Assist them in times of need with a certain and

John Seekens has hired out with J. H.
Kneeland.

James L. Chase of Waldo xvas in town
base
last week calling on friends. Mr.
kept school in this town in tiie '70’s and is
Ids
well remembered by
pupils.

to

OUS TO BE NEGLECTED.

visit in

11. Willey and G. II. Ward were in
tow n last week in the interest of the Equitable Insurance Company.
W.

Capt. Edward

BELFAST T1UCK CURRENT,

Corrected Weekly ft"" The Journal.

..

The schooner Van Allens Boughton sailed May 3d for Norfolk.
the
Story Trundy is night operator at
central telephone office.

c.irornl

5.
Sid, seh. William E.
E. W. Leavenworth, Bangor; G. H. Davis, 11 !> New Haven, May
lownes, Fernandina.
Belfast; M. H. Willey. Ckerryfield; G. H.
Punla Gorda, Fla., May 5. Ar, sch. MedWard, Waterville; W. F. Weeks, Portland ;
ord, Richardson, Norfolk.
Robert G. Harbutt, Castine; F. 1). DenniMobile, May 7. Ar, sch. Henry Crosby,
son, Portland; J. F. .Spellman, Bangor;
HaSipe Bay; eld, brig Jennie Uulbert,
Walter Gordon. C. F. Schake, Boston; H.
rana.
n
A. Piper, L. D. Candage, Bangor; F. L.
Hall’s Quarry, Me., May 3. Ar, sch. Geo.
Noyes, Belfast; Capt. MacDonald, PortQ. Edinands, New York; ar, sch. Charlotte
land; H. Ferrie, Old Town; J. IIill, E.BelE. f. Sibley, Belfast.
fast; F. M. Cleveland, Old Town;
Port Townsend, Wash., May 7. Ar, bark
Mundie, Brewer; K. Rhodes, Portland;
Adolph Obrig, Manila.
George Bickford, Bangor; Charles Thomas,
Rockport, Me., May 3. Sid, sch. Henry
Belfast; M. Patterson, Lewiston; C. G.
Portsmouth, Va.; 5, ar, schs.
Messer, Old Town; J. F. Fannery, Machias; L. Peckliam,Portland; Jacob A. Brown,
C. A. Pillsbury, Bangor; Hiram Gaskill, Ella May,
Woolsey,
ar, .sch. Charles
Rockland;
7,
Boston.
New York.
in
M. Haydone
been
had
sch.
8.
Ralph
Farm Notes. Nothing
Cld,
Bath, May
the line of farming May 7th. The ground ward, New York.
J. V.
sch.
is wet and cold, roads are rough and muddy
Vineyard Haven, May 8. Ar,
and everybody is hoping it will soon be Wellington, St. George, S. I., for Belfast.
warmer and better w’eather for work on the
FOREIGN POUTS.
land... .There has not been as much call for
P.
a, April 20. Sid, bark Reloose hay this spring as in the past. The
San Juan,
warm winter helped out the haymow’....
becca Crowell, Ponce.
......
seathis
done
There will be more farming
Batavia, May 1. Sid, ship Arthur Sewali,
The
Manila.
son in this vicinity thau in the past.
Philadelphia),
(from
call for all kinds of garden truck and other
Fajardo, P. R., May 2. Sid, sch. Herald,
farm produce last season gives the young Black River, Ja., and Chester, Pa.
farmers more courage to try and raise what
Bermuda, April 20. Ar, sch. M. V. B.
the market calls for....We hear that Black Chase, New York.
furto
contract
a
have
taken
& Partridge
Colon, April 27. Ill port, sch. Helen M.
nish 8,000 piling for parties at Cape Jellison. Atwood, from Darien.
who
labor,
That means more work for those
Havana, April 29. Sailed, sch. Laura M.
and more produce for those who till the Lunt, Jacksonville.
land fur a living. The season looks like a
MARINE MISCELLANY.
prosperous one.—A. JS.
has
Boston, May 4. A verdict of $11,000
We give below a list of coasting licenses been awarded sch. Harry T. Hayward
S.
in
U.
issued by Jonathan R. Cole, deputy collector against steamer San Miguel (Ger)
court, the result of the recent collision.
Norfolk, Va., May 4. Sch. Annie R.
triet of Belfast ill 1846and -47,aud by Simeon
If. Nickerson in 1848: Captain Richard E. Lewis of Bangor, reported from New York
117
for York River, ran ashore in fog AM 4t!r
Patterson, sell. Clarissa of Searsport,
M. Clark
tons; Capt. John F. Patterson, sell. W illiain below York Spit. Tug .Joseph was floatof Searsport, 107 tons ; Capt. James R. Stow- has gone to her assistance. (She
and
150
proceeded.)
tons; Capt. ed uninjured,
ers, soli. Italian of Searsport,
Thomas C. Currier, sch. William of SearsBoston, May 2. Seh. Fannie Palmer was
News to
port, 107 tons; Capt. Robert Sanborn, sell. sold at auction today at Newport
Ceres of Searsport, 120 tons; Capt. Ebenezer K. L. Hoagland of Portsmouth, for $41,509.
Curtis, sell. F. A. lleatli of Searsport, 135 Wm. F. Palmer, former owner, bid $41,900.
of $32,000 by
tons; Capt. John Closson, sch. Exchange of The sale was to satisfy a libel
Camden, 32 tons; Capt. Jesse Griffin, sch. the firm which floated her.
Boston, May 5. Captain#ohn G. Crowley,
George and William of Searsport, 140 toils;
TransCapt. Stephen Ricker, seh. John Frederick general manager of tile Coastwise
of Searsport, 137 tons; Capt. Dennis Griffin, portation Co., owner of sell. Thomas* W.
been
lias
Lawson
sch. Clarissa of Searsport, 117 tons; Capt. Lawson, states that the
Alexander Staples, sell. Rose of Boston, 122 chartered for a term of two years, with the
till to.,
tons; Capt. Benjamin Parse, sch. Saunders option of live years, by the Guffey
of Searsport, 120 tons; Capt. Jesse T. Dan- and will be used in carrying oil and general
and
New
Tex.,
Port
Arthur,
100
between
of
tons;
Knox
cargo
iels, sch. Gen
Searsport,
Crowley
Capt. Allen Noyes, sell Ottoman of Bangor, York and Liverpool. Captain
into
a
converted
not
be
141 tons; Capt. John Anderson, sch. Ranger
says the vessel will
of Searsport, 10! tons; Capt. Joseph Treat, barge.
sch. Avon of Searsport, 142 tons; Captain
Samuel P. Park, sell. Geneva of Searsport,
160 tons; Capt. J. P. Towle, sch. Rialto of
Searsport., 120 tons; Captain Hina Mosman,
fishing boat Kinderhook of Searsport, 9 tons:
Capt. Samuel Dennett, brig Logan of Bangor, 156 tons.
KIDNEY DISEASES ARE TOO DANGER-

Phongraph complete, with model C
Reproducer, Golden Oak Cabinet, 14 in. Horn,
Camel’s Hair Chip Brush and Winding Crank.
1 Large Decorated Flower Horn, 30x23

1 Edison Standard

inches.
1 Full Nickel Plated Horn

Crane, Highly

Polished.
1 Dozen Edison Gold Moulded Records

(your

own

choice).

REMEMBER THE PRICE,

$29.65

THE PLACE,

F. A. FOLLETT & SOX, Across Spare from Postofflce.
..ttttt'*
...

Carp;

--WILI. MAKE-

}

Beautiful Ru

♦

A'
Any size up to in feet wide.
the latest machinery to make rugs

j
J

X'o rag carpet look.

£#-'‘Send

f
I

ROCKLAND,

for

prices

and

particulars

*

Oriental Rug Com pa:
Mai

agent wanted

f carle

&.Tones

[NOW HAVE

1 Big Box to carry records in.
1 Nickel Plated Oil Can—filled.
REMEMBER

Your Old

Edicon and Victor

Talking Machines
CJOOD LINE OF

RECORDS

TO SELECT ERO/W.

vniiwr

lAfllFC

lUUIlU L/IUlLO—plain
work, fair pay.

S^dyThe

writers

HAMLIN’S

Insurance

Agency

STOCKTON SPRINGS, MAINE

Writes all

forms of Insurjn

■

with the best companies
at the Ntandard rates

SURETY BONDS for Cashiers. Coni
and Trustees.
Telephone Connection.

Caution Notice

Carle & Jones, Crockery Dept.
We must tiave

in every town.

ten
at

more
once.

A~,WN8ESDi

Sawyer Publishing Co., WaterviUe, Me.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
«
notify all persons not to trust my
has
Patterson,

on

ray account,

and board and I shall pay
tractlng after this date.
Belfast, May 7, 1906.

as she
no debts

1

.

|

